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Résumé
u cours des dernières années, l’apprentissage profond est devenu l’approche privilégiée pour le développement d’une intelligence artificielle
moderne (IA). L’augmentation importante de la puissance de calcul,
ainsi que la quantité sans cesse croissante de données disponibles ont fait des
réseaux de neurones profonds la solution la plus performante pour la resolution
de problèmes complexes. Cependant, la capacité à parfaitement représenter la
multidimensionalité des données réelles reste un défi majeur pour les architectures neuronales artificielles.

A

Pour résoudre ce problème, les réseaux de neurones basés sur les algèbres
des nombres complexes et hypercomplexes ont été développés. Ainsi, la multidimensionnalité des données est intégrée dans les neurones dorénavant complexes et hypercomplexes composant le modèle. En particulier, les réseaux de
neurones de quaternions (QNN) ont été proposés pour traiter les données tridimensionnelles et quadridimensionnelles, sur la base des quaternions représentant des rotations dans notre espace tridimensionnel. Malheureusement, et
contrairement aux réseaux de neurones à valeurs complexes qui sont de nos
jours acceptés comme une alternative aux réseaux de neurones réels, les QNNs
souffrent de nombreuses lacunes qui sont en partie comblées par les différents
travaux détaillés par ce manuscrit.
Ainsi, la thèse se compose de trois parties qui introduisent progressivement les concepts manquants, afin de faire des QNNs une alternative aux
réseaux neuronaux à valeurs réelles. La premiere partie présente et répertorie
les précédentes découvertes relatives aux quaternions et aux réseaux de neurones de quaternions, afin de définir une base pour la construction des QNNs
modernes.
La deuxième partie introduit des réseaux neuronaux de quaternions état
de l’art, afin de permettre une comparaison dans des contextes identiques
avec les architectures modernes traditionnelles. Plus précisément, les QNNs
étaient majoritairement limités par leurs architectures trop simples, souvent
composées d’une seule couche cachée comportant peu de neurones. Dans cette
partie, nous comblons cet important fossé entre les réseaux neuronaux de
vii

quaternions et ceux basés sur les nombres réels. Premièrement, les paradigmes
fondamentaux, tels que les autoencodeurs et les réseaux de neurones profonds
sont présentés. Ensuite, les très répandus et étudiés réseaux de neurones convolutionnels et récurrents sont étendus à l’espace des quaternions. De nombreuses experiences sur différentes applications réelles, telles que la vision par
ordinateur, la compréhension du langage parlé ainsi que la reconnaissance automatique de la parole sont menées pour comparer les modèles de quaternions
introduits aux réseaux neuronaux conventionnels. Dans ces contextes bien
spécifiques, les QNNs ont obtenus de meilleures performances ainsi qu’une réduction importante du nombre de paramètres neuronaux nécessaires à la phase
d’apprentissage.
Les QNNs sont ensuite étendus à des conditions d’entrainement permettant
de traiter toutes les représentations en entrée des modèles de quaternions. Dans
un scénario traditionnel impliquant des QNNs, les caractéristiques d’entrée
sont manuellement segmentées en quatre composants, afin de correspondre à
la representation induite par les quaternions. Malheureusement, il est difficile d’assurer qu’une telle segmentation est optimale pour résoudre le problème considéré. De plus, une segmentation manuelle réduit fondamentalement
l’application des QNNs à des tâches naturellement définies dans un espace à
au plus quatre dimensions. De ce fait, la troisième partie de cette thèse introduit un modèle supervisé et un modèle non supervisé permettant l’extraction
de caractéristiques d’entrée désentrelacées et significatives dans l’espace des
quaternions, à partir de n’importe quel type de signal réel uni-dimentionnel,
permettant l’utilisation des QNNs indépendamment de la dimensionnalité des
vecteurs d’entrée et de la tâche considérée. Les expériences menées sur la
reconnaissance de la parole et la classification de documents parlés montrent
que les approches proposées sont plus performantes que les représentations
traditionnelles de quaternions.
Mot-clés: Réseaux neuronaux de quaternions, reconnaissance de la parole,
vision par ordinateur, compréhension du language parlé.
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Abstract
n the recent years, deep learning has become the leading approach to
modern artificial intelligence (AI). The important improvement in terms
of processing time required for learning AI based models alongside with
the growing amount of available data made of deep neural networks (DNN)
the strongest solution to solve complex real-world problems. However, a major
challenge of artificial neural architectures lies on better considering the highdimensionality of the data.

I

To alleviate this issue, neural networks (NN) based on complex and hypercomplex algebras have been developped. The natural multidimensionality
of the data is elegantly embedded within complex and hypercomplex neurons
composing the model. In particular, quaternion neural networks (QNN) have
been proposed to deal with up to four dimensional features, based on the
quaternion representation of rotations and orientations. Unfortunately, and
conversely to complex-valued neural networks that are nowadays known as a
strong alternative to real-valued neural networks, QNNs suffer from numerous
limitations that are carrefuly addressed in the different parts detailled in this
thesis.
The thesis consists in three parts that gradually introduce the missing
concepts of QNNs, to make them a strong alternative to real-valued NNs.
The first part introduces and list previous findings on quaternion numbers and
quaternion neural networks to define the context and strong basics for building
elaborated QNNs.
The second part introduces state-of-the-art quaternion neural networks for
a fair comparison with real-valued neural architectures. More precisely, QNNs
were limited by their simple architectures that were mostly composed of a single and shallow hidden layer. In this part, we propose to bridge the gap between
quaternion and real-valued models by presenting different quaternion architectures. First, basic paradigms such as autoencoders and deep fully-connected
neural networks are introduced. Then, more elaborated convolutional and recurrent neural networks are extended to the quaternion domain. Experiments
to compare QNNs over equivalents NNs have been conducted on real-world
ix

tasks across various domains, including computer vision, spoken language understanding and speech recognition. QNNs increase performances while reducing the needed number of neural parameters compared to real-valued neural
networks.
Then, QNNs are extended to unconventional settings. In a conventional
QNN scenario, input features are manually segmented into three or four components, enabling further quaternion processing. Unfortunately, there is no
evidence that such manual segmentation is the representation that suits the
most to solve the considered task. Morevover, a manual segmentation drastically reduces the field of application of QNNs to four dimensional use-cases.
Therefore the third part introduces a supervised and an unsupervised model
to extract meaningful and disantengled quaternion input features, from any
real-valued input signal, enabling the use of QNNs regardless of the dimensionality of the considered task. Conducted experiments on speech recognition
and document classification show that the proposed approaches outperform
traditional quaternion features.
Keywords: Quaternion neural networks, speech recognition, computer vision,
spoken language understanding.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Artificial intelligence and machine learning
During many decades, the industrial capabilities of a country was a major
indicator to measure its power and importance compared to the rest of the
world. With the emergence of information techologies, this trend slowly but
clearly shifted toward the ability to gather, store and analyze information
(McAfee et al. 2012; Yin and Kaynak 2015). More precisely, the research
and engineering processes framing new technologies related to data processing
nowadays describe a race that is commonly used as an indicator of authority
(Makridakis 2017).
The initial catalyst component of computer sciences and computer systems
successes, was the ability of the methods related to algorithms, programming
languages or computers hardware, to decompose very complex problems into
simpler ones, that were processed with hard-coded and identified operations.
The latter approach was at the heart of the first artificial intelligence approaches, that aimed to represent the world that they were evolving in with
hard-coded axioms and rules to make new decisions or deductions (Russell and
Norvig 2016).
Unfortunately, a major drawback implied by the rule-based approach rapidly
arised. Indeed, in the case of real-world or complex tasks, it became potentialy difficult to describe all the possible rules or interactions observed. As
a matter of fact, it is often impossible to manualy list all the rules describing real-world environments and contexts due to potential unobserved events.
Therefore, symbolic approaches for artificial intelligence became intractable in
most of the problems due to an exponentially growing number of possibilities
to obtain the final prediction or deduction. Consequently, handcrafted functions to solve complex problems became an inneficient solution in regards to
modern tasks. More precisely, symbolic approaches are not well-adapted to
1
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naturally represent the variations and the richness of the data. Let us consider
the specific case of automatic speech recognition to illustrate this problematic.
It is feasible to define mathematical functions to describe a certain set of
acoustic units to produce text from an audio signal. Nonetheless, it becomes
rapidly intractable to incorpate variability with different speakers such as in
a real-world speech recognition scenario producing different accoustic samples
with different sound waves for each unit. In the latter scenario, our previously handcrafted functions might not suit to new samples and thus fail to
produce the right transcription. In fact, it is crucial to investigate a method
to automatically capture the latent representation of a set of observations.
In particular, one can consider the learning mechanism of Human being to
understand the success of current artificial intelligence paradigms. Humans
learn by observing the world instead of applying integrated rules. They are
able to manualy transcribe any audio file of a language they are fluent from,
due to the fact that they have learned to listen, recognize, and associate an
important amount of different speech units from different speakers to their
correct transcripts, therefore learning an internal and complex representation
of the acoustic speech signal.
Machine learning methods aim to capture the latter behavior by automatically learning the functions from a set of observations. An important number of
approaches related to machine learning have been proposed to tackle real-world
and specific tasks with great success in the past decades. More recently, deep
learning and deep neural networks have achieved Human-level performances
in problems of interest, including computer vision (K. He et al. 2015), natural
and spoken language understanding (Xiong et al. 2018), or games (J. X. Chen
2016).

Toward disentangled representations with deep learning
Deep learning methods rely on Deep Neural Networks (DNN) and integrate
various paradigms to naturally extract meaningful information from a set of
observations or data. DNNs propose to solve artificial intelligence problems
through the representation learning perspective (Bengio, Courville, and Vincent 2013). More precisely, they are composed of numerous stacked artificial
Neural Network (NN) layers that process in a feed-forward fashion the input
features, composing gradually more complex representations of the data following an objective, thus alleviating the need for manual features extraction.
Each layer is composed of a certain number of neural parameters that are
learned iteratively, comonly with a first-order method such as gradient descent
2

(LeCun, Bottou, et al. 1998) to minimize the error observed with respect to a
pre-defined objective.
DNNs are a State-Of-The-Art (SOTA) solution in numerous application
domains, including computer vision (Goodfellow, Pouget-Abadie, et al. 2014;
K. He et al. 2015; L.-C. Chen et al. 2018; Karras, Laine, and Aila 2019), natural language understanding (Tomáš Mikolov et al. 2010; Potash, Romanov,
and Rumshisky 2015; Radford et al. 2019; Liu et al. 2019), signal and speech
processing (Graves, Mohamed, and G. Hinton 2013; Amodei et al. 2016; Oord,
Dieleman, et al. 2016; Ariav and Cohen 2019), or complex and composed problems with reinforcement learning (RL) (Mnih, Kavukcuoglu, Silver, Graves,
et al. 2013; J. X. Chen 2016; Mnih, Kavukcuoglu, Silver, Rusu, et al. 2015;
Hessel et al. 2018). The rise of deep learning is associated with the astonishing increase of available data, the evolution of the acceleration hardware such
as graphics processing units (GPU) and the introduction of powerfull deep
neural-based architectures.
Successful DNNs are able, after training, to perfectly disentangle the complex input representation. Let us introduce the particular case of object recognition to illustrate this capability. In the latter task, a neural network is used
to classify color or gray-scale images into different classes that often describe
the object depicted in the picture (e.g. car, plane, boat,...). An efficient NN
has to capture a hidden representation to seperate different components like
shapes or edges describing small entities characterizing more complex objects
such as the tires of a car. In particular, the neural network has a global view
over images that are just described as a bag of pixels and must disentangle
this complex space into a simpler representation better suited to identify the
object of an image.
In fact, in a task of object recognition, or in any other complex problem,
neural networks have to deal with global and local dependencies (Figure 1.1).
Global dependencies reflect the long-term, spatial, or volumetric relations between same level components of an input sample. For image classification, the
latter relations represent simple shapes or edges, that are crucial to compose
more natural objects. Local dependencies are intrinsically linked to the components that characterize a sample. In our example task of image classification,
basic units are color pixels that are themselves commonly composed with multiple channels such as Red, Green, and Blue (RGB). Local relations are the
natural link that exists within these three components defining a pixel. More
precisely, global dependencies describe the interactions between pixels, while
local ones reflect the interactions within the pixels. A good neural model is
expected to perfectly manages both level of relations to naturally disentangle
3
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Global

Local

y

p(1,1,0)
x
z

Figure 1.1 – Illustration of the difference between global and local dependencies
in two deep learning related common tasks. Global dependencies on image
recognition represent complex shapes, such as a bird (top-left), while local
relations (top-right) in the same context represent the RGB relation of color
pixels. In the case of Human pose estimation (bottom-left), neural networks
have to model a sequence of movements in time as global dependencies, while
local relations characterize the interaction between the coordinates of a single
point in the 3D space.

the input data into a meaningful and clean representation.
Unfortunately, local dependencies are weakly considered by traditional neural networks. Most of the efficacy of modern NNs comes from well-designed
architectures that commonly embbed mechanisms to tackle a particular task,
such as Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) to process multidimensional
images, or Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) for time sequential data. Both
CNNs and RNNs make strong assumptions about the global dependencies of
the processed input features, either in the space or time domains, but do not
integrate any dedicated mechanism to learn internal relations. In fact, the
latter dependencies are learned at the same level as global ones and there is
no evidence that neural networks are able to well capture them.
More importantly, local relations are closely related to the dimensionality
of the input signal, and thus, to the inner nature of the components characterizing each sample of the data. Indeed, common input features are multidimentional entities composed with many related components. In the case of
automatic generation of color images, the RGB channels of a new pixel encode the color information. It is necessary to learn a correct color scheme or
4

channels relation, to generate convincing colors instead of highly contrasted or
gray-scale images. As a last example, neural networks are often used to predict
the futur movements of a robot to arrive at a certain position in space. Catastrophic results may occur with unfeasible movements, due to a wrong relation
learned between the 3D coordinates of a point in space linked to the arm of the
robot. Neural networks based on high-dimensional algebras, such as complex
quaternion or octonion numbers have been proposed to alleviate this drawback.
They incorpate specific mechanisms related to their algebra to naturally learn
internal relations. Indeed, as detailled thereafter, high-dimensional algebras
incorporate mathematical concepts that allow neural networks to consider the
latter relations.

Learning in high-dimensional domains
Beyond the need to distinguish global and local dependencies, modern systems
must fit to the nature of the task to offer a meaningful and comprehensive solution to the problem. Traditional real-valued neural networks mostly operate
regardless of the internal nature of the input data. In fact, they are viewed as
black boxes that take any kind of features as inputs and answer an astonishing
amount of real-world problems at the output. While it is well-known that such
a definition is over simplified, it remains nonetheless that conventional neural
networks do not take into consideration the fundamental nature of the input
features, considering complex and high-dimensional objects as bags of decorrelated components. For example, two points in a three dimensional space are
solely understood by real-valued models as six distinct coordinates, while a
more natural solution is to consider them as two globaly related entities that
are composed of three internally correlated components.
Object programming is an interesting domain that drives the same concept.
In the latter topic, a car is a composed object that contains several basic
elements such as glasses or tires. More precisely, this entity defines rules to
describe the relations between the components of a car, such as the impact of
the current speed on the number of revolutions per minute of the tires. Without
such a description, the car would be nothing more than a list of mechanical
components with an overall unknown behavior. Even worst, in a problem
involving multiple cars, it would become rapidly impossible to distinguish what
components come from a specific vehicule. In traditional real-valued neural
networks, we give the model a list of elements that might be related to different
other objects, like multiple cars, and we let the model learns a representation
that is usefull to solve the task. In fact, there is no evidence that the trained
5
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neural network will be able to reproduce the behavior of a car except if the
latter objective was integrated in the optimization process.
Fortunately, mathematics offer a natural and elegant solution to alleviate all the drawbacks depicted before, throughout the introduction of different algebras to neural networks. Indeed, in the same manner as for object
programming, one can consider replacing the one-dimensional and real-valued
parameters by multidimensional objects with complex and hypercomplex numbers. By doing so, neural networks will operate over entities that are composed
with many elements linked in a very specific way that respects the fundamental algebraic rules. As a first step, complex neural networks (CVNN) (Hirose
2012) have been introduced to naturally process bidimensional input features,
such as for speech processing (Trabelsi et al. 2018). Indeed, it is very simple
to link speech processing to complex numbers by considering the fundamental operation that allows neural networks to easily operate over speech signal,
also known as the Fourrier transform (Ronald Newbold Bracewell and Ronald
N Bracewell 1986). In particular, the latter transformation maps the signal
from the time domain to the frequency domain, characterizing it with different
amplitude and phase values, corresponding to the fundamental nature of complex numbers. It has been shown that CVNNs offer a preferable alternative
to real-valued neural networks to preserve the internal relation between the
magnitude and the phase components (Trabelsi et al. 2018). More precisely,
it is feasible to perfectly learn both global and internal dependencies with
bidimensional input features, by merging the complex-valued representation
(local) with modern neural architectures (global), such as CNNs and RNNs.
Nevertheless, CVNNs are limited to two dimensions while real-world tasks are
often contained in the natural three dimensional space of Humans.
Hypercomplex numbers, and more specifically quaternion numbers have
been considered as an alternative to complex numbers in neural networks, to
enable the natural processing of three and four dimensional signals. Indeed,
numerous real-world tasks are closely related to the three our four dimensional
spaces, such as image processing, human motion recognition, robotic, acoustic signal processing or even spoken language understanding. Fortunately,
quaternions represent entities characterized by up to four dimensions. The
first quaternion neural network (QNN) (Arena, Luigi Fortuna, Occhipinti, et
al. 1994) has been applied to the approximation of quaternion-valued funtions.
In the same manner as for complex neural networks, QNNs are perfectly able to
preserve the internal relation within the quaternion space allowing meaningful,
natural, and efficient representations of multidimensional input features such
as color pixels or points in a 3D space. Nevertheless, and despite promising
6
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Figure 1.2 – Available models prior to the thesis are in white. Blue nodes
denote models that will be developped in the thesis.

results and fewer needed neural parameters, QNNs remain mostly unexplored.
Conversely to CVNNs, QNNs are not considered as a viable alternative to realvalued neural networks due to numerous limitations and scientifical obstacles
detailled thereafter.

Quaternion neural networks, difficulties and challenges
Applications of QNNs to real-world tasks only appeared few years ago with
(Isokawa, Kusakabe, et al. 2003). In particular, investigations prior to this thesis mostly considered QNNs as one-hidden-layered neural networks also known
as quaternion multilayer perceptrons (QMLP), first introduced by (Arena,
Luigi Fortuna, Occhipinti, et al. 1994), limitting drastically the comparison
with modern state-of-the-art neural networks architectures. Even worst, no
GPU implementation of QNNs were available making it nearly impossible to
effictively train models in term of processing time on real-world datasets. Then,
multidimensional neural networks are often used to solely ensure the learning
of both global and local relations to increase performances. An other paradigm
is to consider more deeply and accurately the nature of the employed algebra
by conceiving neural networks that fully operate in the specified domain. The
work presented in this manuscript addresses both problematic that appear to
be the major limitation of quaternion neural networks.
7
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As a first contribution, and as depicted in Figure 1.2, it is easy to consider
the lack of quaternion models to challenge real-valued ones. Indeed, despite interesting results, mere MultiLayer Perceptrons (MLP) are known to be limited
by their structural representation of the input data. They do not incorporate
any mechanism to neither capture spatial dependencies nor time relations.
Nowadays, most of deep learning models are either based on the convolutional
or recurrent paradigms, and it is therefore crucial to create such tools in the
quaternion domain for a fair comparison. Consequently, the quaternion neural
network tree shown in Figure 1.2-(b) will be progressively filled to offer the
scientific community the quaternion-based models needed to solve most of the
modern and real-world tasks. The latter goal involves to address many problems in the quaternion domain, that have already been faced with real-valued
neural networks, including weight-initialization to train deeper models, noises
to regularize the learning, or even the quaternion backpropagtion through time
for recurrent neural networks. Consequently, and as a first step, the thesis considers the objective of investigating, creating, and testing with GPUs all the
quaternion architectures needed to tackle all the possible type of problems
that are nowadays solved with real-valued neural networks. To better picture
the suitability of quaternions neural networks to a wide range of real-world
tasks, experiments are conduced in various domains such as image processing,
natural language understanding and speech processing.
Then, it is of crucial importance to consider quaternion neural networks
as models that operate and thus represent transformations in the quaternion
domain. Unfortunately, most of the problems that are solved by deep learning
methods are defined in various spaces. As an example, in the case of image
classification, inputs are three dimensional (e.g. R,G,B) while outputs are realvalued (e.g. labels). The inverse phenomenom can be observed in various tasks,
such as the segmentation of objects in a 3D map from a one dimensional grayscale image. In particular, inputs and outputs might be defined in a different
space. Consequently, the second goal of the thesis is to propose solutions to
drive modern QNNs toward being independent from the nature of the task
considered.
The second contribution proposes to alleviate this drawback by naturally
extracting meaningful and disentangled quaternion signals from any source of
input data. In this extent, two different models are proposed, either supervised
or unsupervised, to allow QNNs to be efficiently used to solve any real-world
task. Both models rely on a projection (supervised or unsupervised) of the
real-valued input signal, to a disentangled latent quaternion representation to
be further processed with state-of-the-art QNNs.
8

In summary, the thesis proposes to address the major drawbacks of quaternion neural networks following two precise steps:
• Design and investigate missing quaternion models to compete with realvalued neural networks with specific applications.
• Offer solutions to easily deploy quaternion neural networks regardless of
the application domain.
This work has been funded through a CIFRE collaboration with the french
company Orkis.

Orkis
Orkis is a French company founded in 1991. Its head office is located in Aix-enProvence, (France). She specializes in digital asset management (DAM). More
precisely, Orkis is a French pioneer in the management of photo libraries.
Indeed, she has been offering modern solutions for the management of professional videos from various domains including, meeting recordings, television
programs, product test recordings, customer testimonials, or press conferences,
for several years. Deep learning and speech understanding has become a strategic area of development for Orkis. In fact, the benefits of research in these areas
integrated into a mature and proven DAM solution allow it to offer services
aimed at simplifying and automating the processing and indexing of audio
and video documents. These services provide a considerable competitive advantage in the current DAM market. The work presented in this manuscript is
thus connected to this specific context, with various applications ranging from
speech understanding to image processing. Indeed quaternion neural networks
are expected to improve the performances of the deep learning models employed by Orkis, with respect to their real-world tasks.

Thesis outline
The thesis is organized as follows:
A complete background to anchor the thesis is given in the Part entitled
“Quaternion numbers and history of quaternion neural networks”, with the
Chapter 2 dedicated to introduce quaternion numbers and their algebra and
applications, and the Chapter 3 that details the history of quaternion neural
networks with a exhaustive list of their applications.
A first set of contributions is reported in the Part “Instilling high-dimensionality into artificial neural networks”, that introduces the fundamentals needed
9
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to build state-of-the-art quaternion neural networks. More precisely, this part
integrates all the missing models to the quaternion NN tree of Figure 1.2-(b).
Chapter 4 investigates simple quaternion neural networks including quaternion multilayer perceptrons, quaternion denoising autoencoders (QDAE) and
quaternion deep neural networks (QDNN), with a shared application of spoken
language understanding. Then, Chapter 5 details the quaternion convolutional neural network (QCNN), and its applications to color image processing,
Spoken Language Understanding (SLU), and speech recognition. To conclude
this Part, Chapter 6 investigates two quaternion recurrent neural networks
(QRNN) with the dedicated backpropagation through time as a learning algorithm and with applications to speech recognition.
Then, a second set of contributions is presented in the Part “Extracting
quaternion signal”, that details the solutions to create QNNs able to learn
in heterogeneous conditions. Chapter 7 depicts an unsupervised quaternion
model to extract a meaningful and disantengled quaternion representation from
any kind of input data to be further processed with traditional QNNs. Finally,
Chapter 8 extends the latter concept to supervised settings to further take
advantage of the nature of the task (i.e. labels) while learning a disantengled
quaternion representation. These approaches are evaluated with two different
tasks of spoken language understanding and speech recognition.
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Abstract
This Chapter presents the quaternion numbers. First, the quaternion algebra is
introduced, followed by a description of quaternion rotations. Finally, a nonexhaustive review of computer science applications of quaternions is proposed.
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2.1

Introduction

Quaternion numbers are at the core of quaternion neural networks. It is therefore crucial to build a strong understanding of what they represent and why
they have been invented. It is often hard to trace the origin of a mathematical concept, due to the fact that Humans have been manipulating numbers
for millenia. Nonetheless, we explain thereafter the origin of the quaternion
number system by following the evolution of the needs for multidimensional
number systems.
The root of the algebra is linked to the Babylonian area (Anglin 1994).
Babylonians were already describing formulas in an algorithmic way to solve
problems related to this time. An interesting fact, is the event that gave the
name real numbers to the so-called number system. In the 17th century, René
Descartes introduced the term real to distinguish them from newly named but
not fully discovered yet imaginary numbers.
At many point in the history, mathematicians tried to solve problems that
could not be solved with real numbers, such as negative square roots. In
the late 15th century, an Italian mathematician named Cardano Gerolamo
conceived the principle of complex numbers (Kline 1990), while their algebraic rules were introduced later by Bombelli Rafaeli during the same century
(Anglin 1994). These initial works on the complex number system allowed
scientists from this time, to ensure the existence of solutions to polynomial
equations of degree one or higher. The connection between complex numbers and geometry came later with Abraham De Moivre in the 17th century.
He described complex numbers as angles, while Euler Leonhard finally gave
them their exponential form in (Katz 2003). Since then, the complex number system has been massively used in various applications including number
theory, geometry, applied mathematics, or physic. In fact, complex numbers
offer a convenient way to represent and manipulate geometric transformations.
Nevertheless, Humans evolve in a three-dimensional space and while complex
numbers perfectly describe two dimensional phenomenons, they do not offer a
natural representation in higher spaces, and mathematicians started to investigate alternative number systems.
Before the introduction of quaternion numbers, few works considered the
existence of formal ways to describe three-dimensional transformations. A
remarkable investigation is the parameterization of general rotations by four
parameters, by Rodrigues Olinde (Rodrigues 1840). Nonetheless, the latter
demonstration only describes a rotation formula as a single transformation,
while quaternion numbers are a complete number system. The story of the dis15
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covery of quaternions by Sir Rowan Hamilton William in 1843 (W. R. Hamilton
1844) is famous within the mathematicians community. Indeed, Sir Hamilton
first tried to satisfy comparable to complex numbers algebraic rules with only
three components, named r,i,j, before realizing while walking under a bridge,
that a fourth component named k was needed. Sir Hamilton then carved the
basics rules of the newly discovered quaternion algebra into the stone pillar of
the bridge.
Quaternion numbers remained considered as interesting, but too complicated to understand and to visualize by mathematicians for a very long time.
In fact, quaternion numbers only recently received an important interest. Such
enthusiasm mainly comes from their stability and their abilities to describe and
compute orientations and transformations in the three-dimensional space. Indeed, and as described thereafter, quaternion numbers alleviate problematic
phenomenoms of more conventional transformation methods such as rotation
matrices and Euler angles, making them a better fit for a wide variety of
real-world tasks.
Nowadays, quaternion numbers are the preferred approach to manipulate
entities in the three-dimensional space. This Chapter aims to develop all the
necessary blocks including quaternion algebra (Section 2.2), quaternion rotations (Section 2.3), and quaternion applications (Section 2.4), to better understand the concept of quaternion numbers.

2.2

Quaternion algebra

Quaternion numbers H are part of the hyper-complex numbers as a non commutative extension of complex numbers C. First, let us introduce the division
ring of quaternions constrituing the four-dimensional vector space with basis
1, i, j, and k. A quaternion Q is written as:
Q = r + xi + yj + zk.

(2.1)

As for complex numbers, the quaternion algebra is ensured by mathematical
relations between the imaginary components:
i2 = j2 = k2 = ijk = −1.

(2.2)

Such relations are at the heart of quaternions, and make the H algebra an
efficient tool in R4 to represent spatial rotations as precised in Section 2.3.
In a quaternion, r is the real part or scalar part while xi, yj, and zk are the
16
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−
components of the imaginary part xi + yj + zk, or vector part also noted →
v.
Therefore, Q can be summarized as:
−
Q = (s, →
v ).

(2.3)

Considering R and the complex plane C as subsets of the hyper-complex algebra, the quaternion Q can be projected back to either of these spaces following:




Qmat

r −x −y −z 



x
r −z y 
,

=


y
z
r
−x


z −y x
r

(2.4)

for the real field and:


Qmat



(r + xi) (y + zi)
=
,
(−y + zi) (r − yi)

(2.5)

for the complex one. The real-valued matrix representation turns out to be
particularly efficient for computations, due to the parallelization capabilities
of modern GPUs to compute matrix products. The conjugate Q∗ is necessary
to compute rotations and is an involution of Q noted:
Q∗ = r1 − xi − yj − zk.

(2.6)

The norm of Q denoted ||Q|| is the same as Euclidean norm in R, and complex
norm in C, quantifying the distance from the origin, but in the four dimensional
space H:
||Q|| =

q

r 2 + x2 + y 2 + z 2 .

(2.7)

Therefore, a normalized quaternion or unit quaternion Q/ whose norm is equal
to one is expressed as:
Q/ =

Q
.
||Q||

(2.8)

In the same manner as for complex numbers, a unit quaternion lies on a unit
hyper-sphere and is used to precisely describe a rotation. The inverse Q−1 of
Q is written as:
Q−1 =

Q∗
.
||Q||2
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It is important to note that Q∗ = Q−1 if Q is a unit quaternion. Quaternions are often represented in their polar form. This notation offers an easier
visualization of a rotation following an axis-angle representation:
Q = |Q|(cosθ + nsinθ),
= |Q|enθ ,

(2.10)

with
cosθ =

r
,
||Q||

sinθ =

−
||→
v ||
,
||Q||

→
−
v
n= →
.
−
|| v ||

(2.11)

Traditional arithmetic operations such as addition and substraction between
two quaternions Q1 and Q2 are easily extended to:
Q1 ± Q1 = (r1 ± r2 ) + (x1 ± x2 )i + (y1 ± y2 )j + (z1 ± z2 )k.

(2.12)

The product of two quaternions is derived from the rules followed by i,j,k and
is named the Hamilton product noted as ⊗:
Q1 ⊗ Q2 =(r1 r2 − x1 x2 − y1 y2 − z1 z2 )+
(r1 x2 + x1 r2 + y1 z2 − z1 y2 )i+
(r1 y2 − x1 z2 + y1 r2 + z1 x2 )j+
(r1 z2 + x1 y2 − y1 x2 + z1 r2 )k.

(2.13)

Finally, the division of Q1 by Q2 is expressed as the product of Q1 by the
inverse of Q2 :
Q1
= Q1 ⊗ Q−1
2 .
Q2

(2.14)

These definitions form the basis to naturally represent three and four dimensional transformations with quaternion numbers.

2.3

Quaternion numbers as spatial rotations

The quaternion algebra has been invented to represent and manipulate rotations and orientations. Quaternions numbers provide a suitable solution to
the gimbal lock issue of Euler angles (Diebel 2006). In fact, it is not feasible
to manipulate naturally, efficiently and easily transformations in the 3D space
with the traditional vector calculus.
18
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y
p0 = Q ⊗ p ⊗ Q−1 = (0,2,0)

j

θ
p(2,0,0)

→
−
u
k

i

x

z

Figure 2.1 – The point p of coordinates p = (0,2,0) is rotated or conjugated by
an angle θ = 90◦ following the quaternion Q = cos( 2θ ) + sin( 2θ )(1i + 0j + 0k) =
0.71 + 0.71i + 0j + 0k into p0 of coordinates (0,0,2).

The gimbal lock phenomenon is characterized by the loss of one degree of
freedom in a three-dimensional space, when at least two axis of rotations are
aligned. Such alignment degenerates the system to a two-dimensional space,
or even worst, a one-dimensional space, preventing the use of 3D rotations.
This phenomenom has been observed in a crucial historical moment, known
as the Appolo 13 mission (Hoag 1963), causing destabilization of the spacecraft. Quaternion numbers do not suffer from this issue, due to the fact that
a quaternion represents a smooth and unique rotation. Quaternions are also
more convenient than rotation matrices (Shepperd 1978; Slabaugh 1999), since
a rotation can be stored with only four numbers in a quaternion, compared
to nine for a rotation matrix. Consequently, quaternion rotations offer a good
trade-off between natural and compact representations of transformations.
Quaternion numbers stayed unused for decades due to the difficulty induced
by their visualization. In fact, quaternions in their initial form (Q = r +
xi + yj + zk) are only conceivable in a four dimensional hyper-sphere, which
is problematic for the three-dimensional mental representation of Humans.
A solution is to use geometric methods to project the four dimensions into
three. Stereographic projection (Xiao and Rossmann 2007) can be applied
to quaternion numbers to reduce one of their dimension, in order to project
the quaternion in a three-dimensional system. Nevertheless, the latter method
does not offer any simplification in the visualization of the transformation
represented by the projected quaternion. As a matter of fact, the only simple
visualization method available for quaternion rotations and orientations, is to
solely consider the subspace of unit quaternions, and to map them into their
polar forms as shown in Figure 2.1.
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Indeed and according to Euler’s rotation theorem (Euler 1776), any rotation
defined in a three-dimensional space of a coordinate system about a fixed point,
can be described by a rotation parametrized with an angle θ and a fixed axis,
also known as Euler axis. Consequently, any rotation in three dimensions can
−
be defined with a combination of a unit vector →
u and a scalar θ. Interestingly,
such a definition fits perfectly to the polar form of quaternion numbers. More
precisely, a unit quaternion Q/ (i.e. whose norm is equal to one), can be used
to describe any rotation following:
−
→θ
θ
θ −
u sin ) = e u 2 .
Q/ = r + xi + yj + zk = (cos + →
2
2

(2.15)

As shown in Equation 2.15, the quaternion polar form is more convenient to
distinguish the performed transformation. To be more precise, quaternion
rotations lie on an infinite group of unit quaternions describing the fourdimensional unit hyper-sphere. It is also interesting to note that pure unit
quaternions (i.e. unit quaternions whose real part is equal to 0) lie on the
unit 3D sphere. As denoted in Equation 2.15, the desired angle θ is halved
when expressed in the angle-axis format. This is easily explained by the global
expression of a quaternion rotation, also known as conjugation.
Let us define p = (x,y,z), a point or a pure quaternion (p = 0+xi+yj+zk)
of the three-dimensional space. p is rotated or conjugated to p0 following Q/
with:
p0 = Q/ ⊗ p ⊗ Q/−1 ,

(2.16)

with ⊗ the Hamilton product between two quaternions Q1 and Q2 . Consequently, since both Q/ and Q/−1 operate a rotation of 2θ , the final rotation
angle is 2 2θ = θ. Furthermore, the Hamilton product is used to perform composition of rotations in R3 . Consequently, the quaternion Q3 = Q1 ⊗ Q2 is
equivalent to the rotation Q1 followed by the rotation Q2 . It is also worth
underlying that the commutativity does not hold in the quaternion space:
Q1 ⊗ Q2 6= Q2 ⊗ Q1 .

(2.17)

Indeed, an object rotated by Q1 and Q2 will not be in the same position as it
was rotated by Q2 and Q1 . An illustration of the quaternion rotation applied
to a point in the three-dimensional space is depicted in Figure 2.1. The matrix
product of two quaternions represented in their matrix form is equivalent to
the Hamilton product. Consequently, it is feasible to benefit from the GPU
acceleration when performing rotations.
20
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2.4

Applications of quaternions in computer
science

After their invention, quaternions stayed an important topic of discussion until
the raise of vector analysis at the end of the 19th century (Crowe 1994). Indeed,
vector analysis allowed scientists of this time to describe, in a more convenient
way than quaternions, events occuring in the three-dimensional space. An
interesting fact is that the introducion of the vector analysis or the vector calculus by Willard Gibbs Josiah and Heaviside Oliver (Crowe 1994), has been
highly derived from the quaternion number system invented few decades earlier. As a consequence, quaternion numbers remained mostly unused by the
scientific community until the emergence of computers.
In the late 20th century, new raising fields of research involving computers such as computer graphics, computer vision, or robotics make quaternion
numbers revive. Indeed, computers excel at manipulating wide matrix products and quaternion numbers suit perfectly this requirement by remaining less
memory consuming than traditional rotation matrices. With respect to the
computer sciences centred theme of the thesis, this Section aims to describe
a non-exhaustive list of applications of quaternion numbers in the domains
of computer vision (Section 2.4.2), computer graphics (Section 2.4.1), signal
processing (Section 2.4.3), and robotics (Section 2.4.4).

2.4.1

Computer graphics

Computer graphics is the first domain impacted by the fundamental nature
of quaternion numbers (Shoemake 1985; Pletinckx 1989; Witek and Lake Jr
1989; Mukundan 2002; Shoemake and Duff 1992; Kavan et al. 2007; Jian et al.
2019). Indeed, and as demonstrated in Section 2.3, the quaternion number
system has been designed to efficiently epitomize orientations and rotations
that are at the core of computer graphics. The latter domain describes the
fact of creating animations or images with specialized computer hardwares
or softwares (Figure 2.2). It is therefore straighforward to conceptualize how
quaternion numbers could be used to create motions.
(Shoemake 1985), first proposed a method to describe, apply and vizualize curves with quaternion numbers. More precisely, the work offers a list of
comparisons and remarks about applying quaternion to camera tracking in
animations. The most important benefit already highlighted in Section 2.3 is
the reduced cost of computation and storage, induced by the quaternion form
compared to other methods such as matrix rotations. Also, it is demonstrated
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Figure 2.2 – Illustration of an orientation with both Euler’s angles (bottom)
and quaternion numbers (top) in a well-known 3D animation software.
that quaternion numbers offer a natural way to interpolate between two rotations due to their dedicated product. Few years later, (Pletinckx 1989)
presented a complete set of methods to use quaternions to transform objects
in space, such as linear interpolation of quaternions, splining quaternions or a
comparison with Euler angles. Furthermore, the authors discovered that the
natural representation of quaternion (i.e. with the four components) is also
time preserving at rendering time. Indeed, unit quaternions remain unitary
when manipulated together, alleviating a normalization step necessary in more
traditional rendering methods. As a temporal landmark, the video game Tomb
Raider (Interactive 1996), released on various plateforms in the year 1996, was
the first 3D animated game with all the rotations including cameras, objects,
and players smoothly managed with quaternion numbers.

2.4.2

Computer vision

Computer vision can be ultimately considered as the transposition of the human vision and understanding to machines. Computers are thus expected to
gain high-level comprehension of what they observe. In practice, computer
vision systems are fed with images or videos, and are supposed to process,
analyse and extract high-dimensional representations of events occuring in the
scene. As an example, three active sub-domains of computer vision in deep
learning are event detection (Dan Xu et al. 2015), object recognition (Redmon
et al. 2016; Ouaknine 2018) or 3D pose estimation (Toshev and Szegedy 2014).
In the same manner as for computer graphics, the natural embedding of the
three-dimensional space in four components is of great interest in such applications (Goddard and Abidi 1998; Yun and Bachmann 2006; Barfoot, Forbes,
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and Furgale 2011; E. Chen et al. 2013; Guo et al. 2016; Pavllo, Grangier, and
Auli 2018). Indeed, it is easier to describe a 3D scene with a computer system operating natively within the same dimension. As a consequence, most
applications of quaternions in computer vision are related to the modelisation of transformations, as demonstrated by (Goddard and Abidi 1998). More
recently, quaternion numbers have also helped to achieve real-time computations of orientations and transformations, due to their relative compactness
compared to other real-valued representation (Yun and Bachmann 2006). Interestingly, some investigations lie at the edge between computer vision and
signal processing. For example, (Guo et al. 2016) proposed to use the quaternion discrete cosine transformation (QDCT) to detect more precisely abnormal
events in saliency maps.

2.4.3

Signal processing

The analysis, synthesis and modification of signals are surprisingly close to
computer sciences and quaternions. It is important to note that signals that
are manipulated by machines are often multi-dimesional due to their natural representation of multi-dimensional phenomenons. Consequently, we may
wonder if quaternion numbers could embbed these high-dimensional data for
a better processing by computers. In fact, quaternion numbers have been used
for decades in many sub-fields of signal processing, to naturally describe the
low-level features extracted from the data.
As an example, image processing has been widely impacted through the
years by quaternion numbers (Pei and C.-M. Cheng 1999; Le Bihan and Sangwine 2003a; Le Bihan and Sangwine 2003b; Chang, J.-J. Ding, et al. 2003;
Alexiadis and Sergiadis 2008; Rizo-Rodriguez, Mendez-Vazquez, and GarciaReyes n.d.; J. Li et al. 2018; Grigoryan, John, and S. S. Agaian 2019). An
initial intuition, is to integrate the red (R), green (G), and blue (B) channels
−
of color pixels into the vector part →
v of quaternion numbers (i.e. the x, y
and z components), to create color pixel quaternions. The major advantage
of this method is to consider each pixel as a composed and multidimensional
entity, instead of three decorelated components, so an image can be considered
as a set of vectors instead of a set of channels, as demonstrated by (Subakan
and Vemuri 2011) and (B. Chen, Shu, Coatrieux, et al. 2015). In such a
representation, the correlation between the channel components is preserved
with the quaternion algebra. Then, a well-adapted Fourier transform based
on quaternion algebra has also been investigated for color image processing
(Sangwine 1996). The later claims that a quaternion representation of color
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images alongside with the dedicated Fourier transform, allow the system to
build more accurate filters, and better preserve the color information.
Signals can be derived from an astonishing number of application domains,
including images, acoustic, physic, electronic or even combined sud-fields such
as video. Consequently, it is worth noticing that numerous tools have been
developped to easily take advantage from quaternion numbers with any of
these applications, including the previously cited Fourier (Sangwine 1996) and
Fourier-Melin transforms (Hitzer 2013), wavelets (Bayro-Corrochano 2006),
polar harmonics (Y. N. Li 2013) and quaternion moments (B. Chen, Shu, Hui
Zhang, et al. 2010).

2.4.4

Robotic

Robitics is a multidisciplinary field composed of multiple sub-domain of engineering and research. It can be summarized as the design, construction,
operation and control of complex automated systems also known as robots.
An interesting aspect of robotics when considering quaternions, is the crucial importance of modelizing and understanding the three-dimensional world.
Robots must be aware of their environment to be able to interact with it in the
same manner as Humans do. In particular, quaternion numbers are linked to
robotics with the same purpose as with computer vision, enabling machines to
conceptualize the three-dimensional space (Yuan 1988; Chou and Kamel 1991;
Pervin and Webb 1991; Perez and McCarthy 2004; Pham et al. 2010).
It is straighforward to consider that the motion of automated systems can
be impacted by quaternion numbers. In fact, kinematics describes the motion
of points or cluster of points, like objects, without regards to the physic forces
that are causing them to move in the first place (McCarthy and McCarthy
1990). Kinematics is thus closely related to quaternion numbers (Chou 1992).
In the latter, the concept of quaternion kinematics is introduced by taking
the quaternion algebra into consideration to derive all the needed functions to
model velocity, momentum and orientations of studied objects. It is demonstrated that unit quaternions are particularly usefull to avoid undefined behaviors (e.g. Gimbal lock) during rotations of objects, providing robust and safe
motions. Indeed, except non-linear functions, transformatons of quaternion
numbers are smooth and continuous. Furthermore, by dint of the interpolation of rotations induced by the Hamilton product between two quaternions, it
is feasible to solve the problem of inverse kinematic quite naturally. The inverse
kinematic is the process of recovering motions of objects in space through the
observation of other data, such as the video of the moving object. In robotics,
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such process can be applied to infer the most optimal transformation to perform an observed move from a point in space to an other one. Consequently, if
a set of rotations is available, it is straighforward to compute a unique quaternion rotation corresponding to the described movement (Kucuk and Bingul
2006; Gan et al. 2008; Qiao et al. 2010).

2.5

Conclusions

Quaternion numbers remained mostly unexplored during many decades after
their discovery due to the success of the simpler vector calculus. Nonetheless,
with the raise of machines, compute capabilities, and the increasing needs
for modeling efficiently and accurately our three-dimensional space, they became a very interesting solution, before turning into the mandatory alternative
for modern systems. Indeed, quaternion numbers alleviate problematic phenomenoms, such as the Gimbal Lock (Section 2.3) issue, and offer a more
compact and efficient way to represent rotations than real-valued rotation matrices. it is important to note that quaternion numbers also have an impact
on non computer sciences related domains, such as physics, with the modelisation of the electron spin (De Leo and Rodrigues Jr 1998), or quantum
mechanic (Finkelstein et al. 1962), or even molecular modeling (Karney 2007).
Finally, their ability to naturaly represent multidimensional signals (Section
2.4.3), and to preserve the internal relations within this signal is at the core of
high dimensional neural networks, such as quaternion neural networks.
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Chapter 3. History of quaternion neural networks

Abstract
This Chapter presents prior researches on quaternion neural networks. First,
the evolution of quaternion neural networks is highlighted with different simple
architectures. Finally, an exhaustive list of QNNs applications is developped.
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3.1

Introduction

This thesis proposes to motivate the use of quaternion neural networks in
modern multidimensional tasks. The developed methods are based on strong,
although not very abundant, theoretical and experimental fundations that
started in the 90’s. Indeed, following the resurgence of quaternion numbers
during the same period (Section 2.1), machine learning scientists started to
imagine the latter number system as an elegant and natural way to learn highdimensional representations, from low-level but multidimensional data.
At that time, real-valued neural networks were not even close to the success that they are nowadays encountering, due to the facts that learning with
backpropagation was just being introduced (Rumelhart, G. E. Hinton, and
Williams 1985; LeCun, Bottou, et al. 1998), and that the available computation ressources were still limited. Nevertheless, with the increasing interest
that neural networks were driving, few researchers started to seek for elegant
solutions to specific applications of neural networks, where the input data was
naturally multidimensional, such as magnitude and phase for speech and audio
processing, or 3D coordinates for pose estimation. Eventually, neural networks
based on higher algebras such as complex numbers (Hirose 2003) have been
proposed.
Complex-valued neural networks (CVNN) (Hirose 2012) take their origin in
the complex arithmetic that has long been the preferred tool for digital signal
processing (Schutte and Wenzel 1990; Hirose and S. Yoshida 2012). Indeed,
CVNNs offer a natural way to embed both magnitude and phase information,
and to process it with respect to a dedicated arithmetic. The role of representations based on complex numbers alongside with neural networks received an
important attention, due to their potential to enable easier optimization (Nitta
2002), better generalization characteristics (Hirose and S. Yoshida 2012), faster
learning (Arjovsky, Shah, and Bengio 2016; Danihelka et al. 2016; Wisdom
et al. 2016) and to allow noise-robust memory mechanisms (Danihelka et al.
2016). In the same manner as real-valued neural networks, CVNNs have been
applied to computer vision (Trabelsi et al. 2018; Virtue, Stella, and Lustig
2017), signal processing (Hu et al. 2016; Drude, Raj, and Haeb-Umbach 2016),
and robotics (Baruch, Quintana, and Reynaud 2017; L. Ding et al. 2019). Despite promising results, CVNNs are limited to two dimensional problems and
do not suit to tasks related to the 3D human space. Fortunately, quaternion
neural networks were introduced by (Arena, Luigi Fortuna, Occhipinti, et al.
1994) to precisely address this issue.
After their discovery, quaternion neural networks received an important
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interest for few years, proposing and exploring the basic building blocks such
as activation and loss functions. Unfortunately, and analogously to neural
networks, the interest for them started to decrease at the beginning of the second millenium, due to better machine learning alternatives. Then, around the
year 2010, neural networks resurrected and became the most popular machine
learning framework, and researchers interested in quaternion neural networks
started to look over them again. As a consequence, the litterature on quaternion neural networks is separated in two disctinct areas, precisely describing
their fundamentals, and their applications.
The work presented in this thesis focuses on quaternion neural networks
trained with the classical and widely spread first order backpropagation algorithm. Indeed, the recent advances on general HR calculus that derive new
methods for training quaternion neural networks are not considered, and represent an entire different topic of research (Dongpo Xu et al. 2015; Xu, L.
Zhang, and H. Zhang 2017; Popa 2018). Consequently, this Chapter aims
to list, describe and motivate all the milestones works on the litterature of
standard gradient-based quaternion neural networks (Section 3.2), quaternion
Hofield neural networks (Section 3.2.2), and spinor quaternion neural networks
(Section 3.2.3).

3.2

Quaternion neural networks

Interested in conceiving neural networks that could naturally deal with multidimensional data, (Tohru Nitta and Garis 1992) first proposed to derive
the backpropagation algorithm to a new model able to process input vectors
composed with three-dimensional features. Although 3D vectors are close to
quaternions, they do not offer the same algebraic and geometric properties,
motivating Sir Hamilton to invent quaternion numbers (Section 2.1). The first
quaternion perceptron and quaternion multilayer perceptron have been proposed by (Arena, Luigi Fortuna, Occhipinti, et al. 1994) starting the story of
quaternion neural networks.

3.2.1

Birth of the quaternion multilayer perceptron

The work of (Arena, Luigi Fortuna, Occhipinti, et al. 1994) marks the birth of
quaternion neural networks with the first introduced quaternion-valued multilayer perceptron and an adapted backpropagation algorithm that takes into
account the specificities of the Hamilton product. In particular, the conducted
experiments on quaternion-valued functions approximation have shown that
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the QMLP outperforms the MLP with less neural connections, leading to a
smaller processing time required to learn. Concurrently, a complete derivation
of the quaternion backpropagation algorithm for QMLP has also been detailed
by (Tohru Nitta 1995).
It is necessary to consider exploring the basic components of real-valued
neural networks in the quaternion domain, in order to conceive the most efficient and accurate quaternion version of a neural network. As an example, activation functions are mandatory to solve non-linear tasks. Commons activation
functions are composed with the sigmoid, the hyperbolic tangent (tanh), or the
more recent rectified linear unit (ReLU) (Glorot and Bengio 2010; Nair and
G. E. Hinton 2010). In spite of an astonishing number of previous researches
on real-valued non-linear activation functions, very few quaternion studies on
these functions have been investigated throughout the years. In fact, all of
the existing quaternion-valued neural networks activation functions are based
on complex-valued extensions (Arena, Luigi Fortuna, Re, et al. 1993; Arena,
Luigi Fortuna, Giovanni Muscato, et al. 1997). This difficulty mainly comes
from the Cauthy–Riemann–Fueter (CRF) equation that defines the analytic
condition for the quaternionic functions. Indeed, activation functions were expected to be analytic (i.e. defined in each point of their definition interval),
and functions that satisfy the CRF equation are only linear or constant functions. In regard to these principles, it was difficult to introduce non-linearity
to the update phase of the quaternion-valued neurons. Nonetheless, it has
finally been demonstrated (De Leo and Rotelli 1997; Isokawa, Nishimura, and
Matsui 2012) that locally analytic quaternion activation functions are adapted
to train QNNs with the standard backpropagation algorithm. Thereby, two
classes of quaternion-valued activation function have emerged.
Fully quaternion activation functions are extensions to the hypercomplex
domain of real-valued functions, such as the sigmoid or the hyperbolic tangent.
These quaternion-valued activation functions reach promising results (B. Che
Ujang et al. 2010), but need a careful training phase due to an important number of singularities that can drastically alter the QNN performances. A more
frequent and simpler solution is the so called split activation function (Arena,
Luigi Fortuna, Occhipinti, et al. 1994; Bukhari Che Ujang, Clive Cheong Took,
and Danilo P. Mandic 2011). In the latter, a conventional real-valued function is applied component wise to a quaternion, alleviating the singularities.
In particular, (Arena, Luigi Fortuna, Re, et al. 1993) demonstrated that the
universal approximation theorem holds true when applying split activation
function to complex and quaternion neural networks, enabling the learning of
various QNN architectures. Despite a lot of applications and a straightforward
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training phase, split activation functions are reported to obtain worst results
compared to fully quaternionic functions (Danilo P Mandic, Jahanchahi, and
C Cheong Took 2011; Bukhari Che Ujang, Clive Cheong Took, and Danilo
P. Mandic 2011). Indeed, split activation functions map quaternion numbers
back to the real-valued space by ignoring the nature of the relation that exists
between the components. Nonetheless, the impact on the multi-view learning ability of the QNN is reduced by the fact that this relation is captured
by the Hamilton product. In particular, with split activation functions, each
quaternion-valued layer learns an internal relation scheme independently of
the other layers.
To compute the gradient and to learn with backpropagation, a loss function
must be defined in the quaternion domain. Numerous real-valued loss functions have been defined and used for different tasks. Indeed, the Mean Squared
Error (MSE) and absolute error (Willmott and Matsuura 2005) are used for approximation, while the Cross-Entropy (CE) and Binary Cross-Entropy(BCE,
(De Boer et al. 2005)), Negative Log-Likelihood (NLL, (Platt et al. 1999)), and
margin classifier fit better to classification problems. In their original paper,
(Arena, Luigi Fortuna, Occhipinti, et al. 1994) propose an extension of the
MSE to quaternions (QMSE) by solely replacing real-numbers by quaternion
numbers. In practice, most of the quaternion neural networks are based on the
QMSE, while the remaining models are trained following real-valued loss such
as cross-entropy for classification. Indeed, it is not straighforward to define
probabilities in the quaternion domain.
Finally, it is interesting to note that due to the non-commutativity of the
Hamilton product, a different multilayer perceptron can be obtained by solely
reversing the order of multiplication between the inputs and the weights parameters. Such quaternion models are named twisted quaternion neural networks
(TQNN, (M. Yoshida, Kuroe, and Mori 2005)). The differences between QNNs
and a TQNNs have been investigated by (Kobayashi and Nakajima 2012), and
it has been demonstrated that TQNNs are less prone to get stuck in local minima during training than QNN while learning slightly faster. In practice, no
benchmark has demonstrated the superiority of TQNN over QNN in modern
tasks.

3.2.2

Quaternion Hopfield neural networks

As a matter of fact, QNNs designed from their introduction to the year 2005
followed the MLP approach (Section 3.2.1). Unfortunately, QMLPs and MLPs
are limited by their architecture that hardly code high-level dependencies, such
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Figure 3.1 – Illustration of a simple and real-valued Hopfield neural network.
xn are the nodes while wnm are the learnable weights connecting these nodes.

as shapes or time, in the input data. To address this drawback, modern neural
networks integrate more complex computations and paradigms, such as convolutional neural networks (Huang and LeCun 2006; Krizhevsky, Sutskever,
and G. E. Hinton 2012; Gatys, Ecker, and Bethge 2016), and recurrent neural networks (Williams and Zipser 1989; Schuster and Paliwal 1997; Graves,
Mohamed, and G. Hinton 2013; Oord, Kalchbrenner, and Kavukcuoglu 2016).
CNNs and RNNs model input volumes and time sequences respectively. While
equivalent quaternion valued models were missing at this point in time, a first
step toward this goal have been achieved with the introduction of a Quaternion
Hopfield Neural Network (QHNN).
Hopfield Neural Networks (HNN) are a special case of RNNs. They are
composed of binary threshold units with recurrent connections between them
(Figure 3.1). It is important to note that in a real-valued HNN every single
node is connected to all the neurones excepts itself. HNNs are often used for
auto-association and optimization tasks (Hopfield and Tank 1985; Lee, SodeYome, and Park 1998; Hu Wang et al. 2015). (M. Yoshida, Kuroe, and Mori
2005) provided the first extension of HNNs to the quaternion number system
with the QHNN. In a QHNN, the binary unit is expressed as a binary quaternion with each component being either 0 or 1. An interesting property of the
QHNN, and conversely to real-valued HNN, is that the quaternion algebra allows QHNNs to contain self-connections (M. Yoshida, Kuroe, and Mori 2005).
As for real-valued HNN a quaternion version of the global and local energy
functions are introduced (M. Yoshida, Kuroe, and Mori 2005). In the latter,
a simple QHNN, a spinor QHNN (more information on spinor NNs are available in Section 3.2.3) and a twisted QHNN (Section 3.2.1) are introduced. It is
shown that QHNNs satisfy the same conditions than real-valued HNNs and are
thus suitable to the same tasks. More recently, (Kobayashi 2015) investigated
an hybrid QHNN based on inverted QNNs (Kobayashi and Nakajima 2012)
to increase the efficiency of the model. More precisely, (Kobayashi 2015) pro33
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pose to interchange twisted and normal connections to enhance the learning
capacity of the proposed model. Indeed, adding twisted connections reduce
the invariance caused by only using one sided Hamilton product. In spite of
good theoretical performances reported, no realistic applications of QHNNs
have been investigated yet.

3.2.3

Quaternion spinor multilayer perceptrons

Models described so far do not consider the rotation capability of quaternion
numbers, due to the fact that a unique Hamilton product is applied between
the weights and the quaternion input. As a consequence, these QNNs do not
rotate the input vector, but perform a composition of rotations through the
layers of the NN. In fact, quaternion input features are projected into the
four dimensional space of quaternions. A different approach is to consider a
QNN as a chain of rotations applied to a set of 3D input vectors. Thereby,
straighforward QMLPs have been extended to spinor multilayer perceptrons,
named spinor neural networks (SNN) by (Buchholz and Sommer 2000). In
SNNs, the initial representation is embbeded in the three-dimensional space
with a set of 3D vectors. Each vector is then rotated according to multiple
quaternion weight parameters. In (Buchholz and Sommer 2000), the authors
demonstrate that SNNs are universal approximators and better suited to solve
3D related tasks. SNNs are a natural formulation of QNNs, due to their internal use of both quaternion rotations and quaternion functions. Unfortunately,
and despite numerous applications as detailed in Section 3.3, SNNs have never
evolved since their introduction.

3.3

Applications of quaternion neural networks

Quaternion neural networks combine both the low-level ability to manipulate
and represent transformations in the three and four dimensional spaces, and
the high-level abstraction capabilities of neural networks on specific tasks. It is
therefore legitimate to apply them in real-world problems where these abilities
are required. This Section aims at precisely relate and describe all the applications of QNNs to computer science related tasks such as computer graphics (Section 3.3.1), computer vision (Section 3.3.1), signal processing (Section
3.3.3), and robotics (Section 3.3.4).
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3.3.1

Computer graphics

As described in Section 2.4.1, quaternion numbers provide a natural representation for computer graphics. QNNs thus give an adequate solution to Machine
Learning (ML) related tasks in this area. As a starting point, (Matsui et al.
2004) have compared a spinor QMLP to a MLP in three different tasks of
dilatation, translation and rotation. In each benchmark, a set of input points
with their corresponding transformed coordinates are fed to the neural network
at training time. The training process is then performed point after point to
learn the desired transformation. At validation time, each point composing a
geometrical entity is processed to obtain the same entity, but dilated, rotated
or translated. Therefore the input and output size of the models are 1 with
a purely imaginary quaternion for the QMLP, and three distinct coordinates
for the MLP. As a result, the MLP fails to learn the transformations. Indeed,
the MLP fails to preserve the shape of the entity, and just produces a flat
variation of the input. Conversaly, the SNN perfectly learns each transformation by producing either a dilated, rotated or translated version of the input,
and with less neural parameters due to the quaternion algebra. Such results
are easily explained by the nature of the spinor QMLP. Indeed, the model is
designed to learn a mapping of a 3D input vector (or a pure quaternion), to a
point transformed in the same three-dimensional space.

3.3.2

Computer vision

Quaternion numbers are usefull to enable machines to perceive their environment as a three-dimensional space (Section 2.4.2). As a consequence, QNNs
have been widely applied to the field of computer vision, such as for facial
expression recognition. Indeed, (K. Takahashi, S. Takahashi, et al. 2014) have
merged the recent approach of Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOG) for
human detection (Dalal and Triggs 2005), with the quaternion representation
to determine human facial expression. HOGs are a feature descriptor that
allows a representation of the shape or edges of an object within an image,
based on the direction of the gradients. Since, HOG features are known to be
high-dimensional, they are first reduced trough a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) (Jolliffe 2011) before composing a quaternion input vector. Then,
a standard QMLP is used to recognize the facial expressions. The results
show that the QMLP outperforms MLPs due to the better high-dimensional
representation of HOG.
More recently, QMLP were applied to Polarimetric Synthetic Aperture
Radar (PolSAR) land classification (Shang and Hirose 2013; Shang and Hi35
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rose 2014; Kinugawa et al. 2018). The PolSAR system extracts and measures
the complex scattering matrix for each pixel of an observed area. In both
works, the authors have mapped image pixels in a three-dimensional Poincaré
sphere. More precisely, (Shang and Hirose 2014) used a spinor QMLP to classify each pixel of an image with four classes corresponding to forest, grass, town
or lake. It is shown that the quaternion-valued model outperforms real-valued
ones while being more robust to the height variations of the map, due to the
quaternion representation of the 3D Poincaré coordinates. (Kinugawa et al.
2018) have proposed to further improve the performances of QNNs with PolSAR systems, by introducing a new activation function. Indeed, the authors
have shown that the quaternion split activation function used by (Shang and
Hirose 2014) alters the mapping of the signal, by changing both the length and
direction of the quaternion vector. This is easily explained by the decorrelation of the components induced by the split activation function. To address
this issue, the authors proposed an isotropic activation function based on the
scaling of a quaternion by the hyperbolic tangent of its norm. Such activation
preserves the representation of the 3D Poincaré sphere by only scaling each
component of the pure quaternion and also offers better performances in terms
of accuracy on the considered land classification task.
Medical image analysis is a crucial computer vision task for social good,
and is highly impacted by modern deep learning techniques. To this extent,
(Greenblatt, Mosquera-Lopez, and S. Agaian 2013) have proposed a complex
system to diagnose the Gleason grade that measures the severity of prostate
cancers. As motivated by (Greenblatt, Mosquera-Lopez, and S. Agaian 2013),
traditional computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) systems commonly process input
images in their monochrome version, or consider the three channels of color
images independently. In this context, quaternion numbers are used to manage
color pixels. Therefore, the work introduced a model that benefits from the
R,G,B representation of quaternions, to produce quaternion wavelets (Soulard
and Carré 2011) fed into a QMLP. The use of quaternion wavelets is a key
component of this work. Indeed, while the processing of color pixels with
quaternion numbers is common with QNNs (Section 3.3.3), it is novel to associate a quaternion features extractor to the input features. In this particular
context of disease diagnose, quaternion wavelets allow the extraction and the
representation in the quaternion domain of important characteristics of an image such as shapes, edges, depth or brightness. In fact, quaternion wavelets
further take advantage of the quaternion pixel representation, by extracting
high-level quaternion characteristics of an image before classification with a
QNN. Finally, (Greenblatt, Mosquera-Lopez, and S. Agaian 2013) propose to
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couple QNNs predictions with a real-valued Support Vector Machine (SVM)
(Hearst et al. 1998) to increase the performances of the system. The experiments show that the QMLP obtains a higher accuracy over existing works.

3.3.3

Signal processing

Signal processing is a wide domain with various applications of quaternion
numbers (Section 2.4.3). As an example, quaternion algebra offers a natural
way to express and process multidimensional input features as single entities.
Such definition fits particularly well to the image processing sub-field. Indeed,
pixels are the basic elements employed during the image processing, and these
pixels are usually defined by the R,G,B components.
Quaternions efficiently code each pixel as a whole element by composing
quaternion-valued pixels as Q = 0 + Ri + Gj + Bk. In particular, and based on
the spinor QMLP first introduced by (Buchholz and Sommer 2000), (Isokawa,
Kusakabe, et al. 2003) have proposed a modified spinor QMLP to learn a
compact representation of the R, G, and B values of pixels that compose a
color image. This study proposes to compare a MLP to a spinor QMLP in
a compression of color images task. Both models are trained to encode an
input image into a smaller subspace throughout a reduced hidden layer, before
reconstructing this image as the output from this hidden space. Such process
is also known as encoder-decoder or autoencoder (G. E. Hinton and R. R.
Salakhutdinov 2006) models. The quality of the reconstruction is evaluated
visually as well as with the Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) (PSNR 2019).
For a fair comparison on the experiments, both SNN and MLP are composed
of roughly the same number of parameters. The training image is voluntary
strongly based on the red color, while the test image is made of multiple bright
colors to highlight the capability of SNNs to learn the internal relations of each
pixel between R,G,B features. The experiments show that the spinor QMLP
outperforms the MLP with both a better PSNR value and a better visual
reconstruction of the test image. Indeed, the MLP tends to produce a reddish
version of the test image while the SNN produces an almost perfect one. In
fact, the SNN has learned the whole color space due to the Hamilton product,
compared to the training image color space for the MLP.
The same architectures are then benchmarked on a colors extraction task
of gloomy pictures by (Kusamichi et al. 2004). In the latter, the authors have
used the spinor QMLP to better learn the mapping from a gloomy version
of an image to a brightest one. A new metric of Average Brightness (ABr) is
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introduced to quantify the brightness of an image. The results show again that
ABr, PSNR and visual reconstruction are by far superior than other NNs with
the spinor QMLP due to the natural quaternion-valued pixel representation,
alongside with the Hamilton product.
Real-world signals that come from seismology, optics or even communications are often multidimensional and polarized. The polarization of a signal
expresses a vector that characterizes the direction or the orientation of an observed wave. One of the biggest challenge of polarized signal processing is to
keep and take advantage of the polarization information trough the process.
Therefore, one can distinguish two tasks when dealing with polarized signals.
First, the polarization information must be captured and preserved. Then,
the information carried out by the signal himself has to be used efficiently.
Quaternion numbers perfectly solve these problematics by encoding the polarization with the quaternion algebra, and by processing the signal with an
adequate quaternion-valued model. A good example of this architecture has
been proposed by (Buchholz and Le Bihan 2006). They adapt polarized representations based on the quaternion algebra alongside with a QMLP, to obtain
better results than real-valued systems on a signal separation task.

3.3.4

Robotics

Robots would not be able to evolve in the three-dimensional space without
a proper representation of their environment. As detailed in Section 2.4.4,
quaternion numbers offer the most natural embedding for 3D motions. Consequently, a comparison between real-valued neural networks and quaternion
ones to predict motions appeared natural as shown in (Luigi Fortuna, Giovanni
Muscato, and Maria Gabriella Xibilia 2001). The compared models were first
introduced in (Fortuna, Muscato, and M. Xibilia 1996). Results underline
that QNNs offer a reduced complexity and a higher accuracy over traditional
real-valued approaches. An interesting remark on the observed results is the
extrapolation ability of the quaternion-based approach. Indeed, both tested
models are trained on a set of trajectories with some disturbances. However,
the test set is composed of unseen trajectories. The QMLP is able to maintain
such unseen trajectories while the real-valued model obtains very poor results.
As for other application tasks, the QMLP learns the relation that exists between the x,y,z coordinates of the spacecraft, making it possible to extrapolate
properly the trajectory from a starting point.
Then, (Cui, K. Takahashi, and Hashimoto 2013) have detailed an application of QNNs to the robot control and inverse kinematic. The inverse kine38
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matic can be easily understood as a method that allows a robot to know which
movements it has to follow to reach a certain final position. Since traditional
methods are based on real-valued neural networks, the authors proposed to
adapt the multidimensional view of quaternions to the existing solutions by
using a QMLP. The experiments show that a QMLP converges faster and
with less parameters than a MLP at training time. More recently, (K. Takahashi, Isaka, et al. 2017) have extended this research to a comparison with
a spinor QMLP. The results highlighted a smaller final loss function for the
spinor QMLP compared to a common QMLP and a MLP. Interestingly, the
SNN also performed better than CVNNs. This is due to the initial quaternion representation. Indeed, as depicted in Eq. 2.5, two complex numbers are
necessary to represent a quaternion, and these complex numbers are processed
independently by the neural network model, making it harder to keep the internal relations unaltered. Nonetheless, spinor QMLP are more computational
intensive. Other almost identical but more recent applications of QMLP on
robotics can be found in (Ogawa 2016; Bayro-Corrochano, Lechuga-Gutiérrez,
and Garza Burgos 2018).

3.4

Conclusions

Quaternion neural networks followed the trend of real-valued ones. Indeed,
they have been introduced at the same period, and disapeared for the same
amount of time, before benefitting of the same resurgence. Interestingly, theory
of QNNs mainly came from the early years, while applications are contemporary. This is easily explained by the raise of the computational power and
available data. QNNs have beaten real-valued neural networks in all multidimensional scenarios investigated so far. They offer a more compact and natural
representation of two, three or four dimensional features and respect the internal relations due to the Hamilton product, resulting in better performances
with fewer neural parameters.
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Abstract
This Chapter presents simple QMLP models, including novels quaternion denoising autoencoders, and quaternion deep neural networks. Introduced models
are compared on a document classification task.
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4.1

Introduction

Early investigations of quaternion neural networks were motivated by the need
to solve multidimensional machine learning related tasks such as 3D manipulations or color image processing. Pionners of quaternion neural networks
articulated their research around the core idea of internal and global dependencies. Quaternion neural networks offer a convenient way to code internal
relations, characterizing the connections between multiple components of a
single multidimensional entity with the quaternion algebra, and global dependencies describing the contextual connections between the entities with the
neural network architecture. Thereby, straighforward quaternion neural networks composed of very few layers (e.g. one to three), named quaternion multilayer perceptrons (QMLP) have emerged (Arena, Luigi Fortuna, Occhipinti,
et al. 1994; Tohru Nitta 1995), to perfectly encode both level of dependencies.
It is worth underlying that, while multilayer perceptrons are to solve various
ML tasks, they are also quite limited due to their very simple architecture,
and their small number of neural parameters that implies a reduced learning
capacity and level of abstraction. To overcome these drawbacks, numerous
methods and new architectures have been derived for and from MLPs.
QMLPs in the other hand, have been only proposed in their simplest form,
and do not benefit from such modern solutions. In this Chapter, the work
proposes to remedy this weakness by building a bridge between well-known
real-valued techniques and the quaternion domain, to allow a fair comparison
between QNNs and NNs. The contributions highlighted thereafter allow the
design of more complex quaternion neural networks, and their applications to
real-world tasks.
The first Section is dedicated to the introduction and comparison of mere
MLPs and QMLPs. This Section details all the needed building blocks to design simple and more complex QNNs, including activation and loss functions
or the learning alogithm. Despite the fact that the different works presented in
this thesis rely on various experimental domains including image and speech
processing, the experiments conducted on this Chapter are based on a unique
natural language processing task of theme identification of telephone conversations.
Section 4.3 proposes to investigate the impact of noises as regularization
mechanisms during training (Wan et al. 2013; Srivastava et al. 2014). Indeed,
a noise artificially corrupts the input features and the different internal latent representations, enlarging the training input distribution, and making it
more robust to noise with unseen data. To introduce noises to the quaternion
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domain, a quaternion denoising encoder-decoder or autoencoder (QDAE) is
introduced.
Then, it is well known that DNNs (i.e. composed with numerous layers) are
preferred over MLPs to reach higher performances, or to solve tasks that could
not be completed with simpler architectures (G. Hinton et al. 2012; Krizhevsky,
Sutskever, and G. E. Hinton 2012; Goodfellow, Bengio, and Courville 2016).
This is easily explained by the richer abstraction construction capabilities of
multiple non-linear layers to construct a compositional representation of the
input. Altough, DNNs are harder to train that MLP due to the growing
number of neural paramters. To solve this issue, various methods based on
specific parameter initialization schemes (Glorot and Bengio 2010; K. He et al.
2015), new activation functions (Nair and G. E. Hinton 2010), or layer-wise
pre-training (Bengio, Lamblin, et al. 2007), have been proposed. Section 4.4
proposes to extend the latter method to the quaternion domain, by introducing and exploring a pre-trained deep quaternion neural network (QDNN) to
thoroughly exploit the potential of fully connected quaternion layers.

4.2

Quaternion multilayer perceptrons

The QMLP, is the simplest form of a QNN. It consists of a single hidden and
fully connected layer. Based on its introduction by (Arena, Luigi Fortuna,
Occhipinti, et al. 1994) and (Tohru Nitta 1995), this section details its basic building blocks including activation functions (Section 4.2.1), as well as
the forward, backward and update phases (Section 4.2.2). The fundamental
properties of a quaternion neuron are discussed in Section 4.2.3. Finaly, an
experimentation to compare QMLPs and MLPs on a theme identification of
telephone conversation is conducted (Section 4.2.4).

4.2.1

Activation functions

Activation functions are at the heart of neural networks. Indeed, they provide
the non-linearity response necessary to solve complex and real-world tasks.
Without activation functions, any feedforward neural network could be reduced
to a simple linear equation, equivalent to a single layered network. Numerous
non-linear functions suit to neural networks. Historic ones are composed with
the Sigmoid, and the hyperbolic tangent (tanh):

sig(x) =

1
,
1 + e−x

tanh(x) =
46

e2x − 1
.
e2x + 1

(4.1)
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Unfortunately, both the sigmoid and tanh functions are bounded, and
might suffer from saturation, leading to a difficult or slow training (Glorot
and Bengio 2010). Most recent deep neural architectures are based on the rectified linear unit, or ReLU activation function (Nair and G. E. Hinton 2010)
expressed as:

ReLU(x) = max(0,x).

(4.2)

Variations of the ReLU have been proposed including leaky ReLU, exponential linear unit (ELU) or parametric ReLU, exhibiting faster convergence and
an interesting auto-normalization of the outputs (B. Xu et al. 2015; Clevert,
Unterthiner, and Hochreiter 2015). The ReLU is nowadays mostly preferred
over other activation functions for convolutional and deep feedforward neural
networks.
Interestingly, very few studies on quaternion activation functions have been
proposed so far. More precisely, the Cauthy–Riemann–Fueter (CRF) equation
defines the analytic condition for the quaternion functions and functions that
satisfy the CRF equation are only linear functions or constants. Fortunately, it
has been demonstrated that locally analytic activation functions are adapted to
train neural networks, and the same finding has been reported for the quaternion space by (De Leo and Rotelli 1997) and (Isokawa, Nishimura, and Matsui
2012). In regard of these principles, two classes of quaternion-valued activation
function have emerged and are presented thereafter.

Quaternion functions
Quaternion activation functions are valid extensions to the hypercomplex domain of real-valued functions. As detailed previously, quaternion functions
contain singularities and the training phase have to be conduced carefuly.
Based on the real-valued definitions of the sigmoid and hyperbolic tangent
functions (Eq. 4.1), quaternion functions (B. Che Ujang et al. 2010) are
defined following:
sig(Q) =

1
,
1 + e−Q

tanh(Q) =

e2Q − 1
,
e2Q + 1

(4.3)

with
→
−
v
−
−
eQ = es (cos|→
v|+ →
sin|→
v |)
−
|v|
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−
where s is the real component while →
v is the vector part of the quaternion Q.
Split functions
A more frequent and simpler solution is the so called split activation function (Arena, Luigi Fortuna, Occhipinti, et al. 1994; Bukhari Che Ujang, Clive
Cheong Took, and Danilo P. Mandic 2011). The latter activations have been
proposed to simplify the training procedure by alleviating the singularities of
the quaternion functions and by lowering the number of computation required.
Indeed, a split activation is a real-valued activation function applied component wise to a quaternion Q such as:
α(Q) = f (r) + f (x)i + f (y)j + f (z)k,

(4.5)

with f corresponding to any standard and real-valued activation function (e.g,
sigmoid, tanh, ReLU, ELU,...). (Arena, Luigi Fortuna, Re, et al. 1993) demonstrated that the universal approximation theorem holds true with split activation functions for quaternion neural networks, enabling their training. As
a side note, split activations have been reported to obtain worst results compared to quaternion functions (Danilo P Mandic, Jahanchahi, and C Cheong
Took 2011; Bukhari Che Ujang, Clive Cheong Took, and Danilo P. Mandic
2011). This is easily explained by the fact that quaternion outputs are mapped
back to the real-valued space by decorelating the components. This impact
is reduced by the Hamilton product that forces components to remain related
within a quaternion. As an example, with split activation functions, each
quaternion-valued layer learns an internal relation scheme independently of
the other layers.

4.2.2

Learning algorithm in the quaternion domain

Specificities of QNNs including the Hamilton product and the split activation
functions make it necessary to redefine the well known training algorithm of
neural networks. This Section introduces the basic forward equations of a
QMLP alongside with the loss function, backpropagation and update phases.
The detailed equations are crucial to define modern quaternion neural network
architectures.
Forward phase
In a quaternion feed-forward neural network layer, all parameters are quaternions, including inputs, weights, biases and outputs. Let us introduce the
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traditional QMLP first described in (Arena, Luigi Fortuna, Giovanni Muscato, et al. 1997). The model is made of M layers of N nodes or neurons,
whose number depends on the layer. Let x be the input to a node. Let Nl be
the number of neurons contained in the layer l (1 ≤ l ≤ M ) and M be the
number of layers of the QMLP. bln is the bias of the neuron n (1 ≤ n ≤ Nl )
from the layer l. Given a set of P quaternion input patterns xp (1 ≤ p ≤ P )
and a set of labels tp associated to each xp , the output γnl (γn0 = xnp ) of the
neuron n of the layer l is given by:
Nl−1

γnl = α(Snl ),

Snl =

X

l−1
l
+ bln ,
⊗ γm
wnm

(4.6)

m=0

and α any split activation function. It is interesting to note that a variation of
the forward equation has been proposed to fully expose the capabilities of the
quaternion algebra. Indeed, (M. Yoshida, Kuroe, and Mori 2005) proposed to
invert the weights and the inputs:
Nl−1

Snl

=

X

l−1
l
γm
⊗ wnm
+ bln ,

(4.7)

m=0

to create an inverted quaternion multilayer perceptron. Despite no empirical
difference between both approaches, it has been shown that twisting inverted
and non-inverted layers provide a significant gain in performances (Kobayashi
2015). In fact, twisted connections reduce the invariance of a one-sided quaternion neural network. For convenience, the remaining demonstrations do not
consider the twisted approach and the forward equation introduced by (Arena,
Luigi Fortuna, Giovanni Muscato, et al. 1997) (Eq. 4.6) is used as a reference.
The output layer of a QMLP is based on a split activation function with
respect to the target task. First, the sigmoid or tanh functions are applied
component-wise to the output of the QMLP for a quaternion approximation
task (Arena, Luigi Fortuna, Giovanni Muscato, et al. 1997; Isokawa, Kusakabe,
et al. 2003; Cui, K. Takahashi, and Hashimoto 2013). This approach is usefull
for tasks related to motions, such as human pose estimation or robotic. Then,
the softmax function applied to γnM of the output layer M and defined as:
sof tmax(γnM ) =

exp(γnM )
N
P
a=1

,

(4.8)

exp(γaM )

is used as a split activation function to obtain a posterior distribution for
classification purposes (Gaudet and Maida 2018; Comminiello et al. 2018).
Indeed, target classes are often defined as real-valued binary vectors and it is
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therefore convenient to decorrelate the components of the quaternion output
with a split softmax.

Backward and update phases
The loss function E is a crucial element that quantifies how far the inferred predictions S M are from the target distribution tp . Despite numerous loss defined
for real-valued neural networks, including mean squared error and absolute error (Willmott and Matsuura 2005) for approximation, and the cross-entropy,
binary cross-entropy (De Boer et al. 2005), negative log-likelihood (Platt et al.
1999), and margin classifier for classification tasks, the definition of quaternion
loss functions mostly remain an unsolved problem.
First, it is not clear whether quaternion numbers are a natural fit to classification tasks. Indeed, the quaternion probability distribution is not trivial,
and traditional real-world labels or targets are represented as one-hot vectors
or binary vectors. Thus, the quaternion representation is not straighforward to
consider and a quaternion classification-related loss function could never be introduced. For such tasks, it is common to apply component wise any standard
loss function (Gaudet and Maida 2018). If doing so, it is worth considering
to replace the output layer by a traditional real-valued layer for the sake of
consistency. The resulting hybrid quaternion model is then cleavable in two
distinct parts: the quaternion features extractor that manipulates the input
features in the quaternion domain, and the traditional classifier that maps this
high-dimensional latent representation to a probabilistic space. Nevertheless,
(Arena, Luigi Fortuna, Occhipinti, et al. 1994) introduced an extension of the
mean squared error to quaternions for approximation tasks, by solely replacing
real-numbers with hyper-complex numbers:
E=

N
1 X
M 2
M 2
M 2
M 2
[(trpn − Srn
) + (tipn − Sin
) + (tjpn − Sjn
) + (tkpn − Skn
) ].
N n=1

(4.9)
In particular the QMSE is a split loss function based on the standard MSE.
The lack of cost functions respectful of the quaternion algebra is a crucial point,
mostly making quaternion neural networks hybrid models.

Starting from the QMSE, the backpropagation of QNNs is an extension of
the standard backpropagation for real-valued NNs. Its full version is derived
by (Tohru Nitta 1995), while a summary is introduced bellow. As a first step,
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the gradient with respect to the loss E is expressed for each component of the
quaternion weights wl that compose the matrix W l :
∆l =

∂E
∂E
∂E
∂E
∂E
+
j
+
k
.
=
+
i
l
l
∂W l
∂Wrl
∂Wi
∂Wj
∂Wkl

(4.10)

The gradient at the output layer (l = M ), quantifying the error with respect
to the target vector tp for each neuron n, is obtained by deriving each term of
Eq. 4.10 following the chain rule:
l=M
l=M
l=M
l=M
∆l=M
= (trpn − Srn
) + i(tipn − Sin
) + j(tjpn − Sjn
) + k(tkpn − Skn
),
n
(4.11)

with Snl=M the predicted output at neuron n of the output layer. In the same
manner, the gradients of the hidden layers parameters are derived following:
∆ln

=

l+1
N
X

∗l+1
⊗ (∆l+1
wh,n
h

α0 (Snl+1 )),

(4.12)

h=1
l+1
∗l+1
denoting the weight linking the neuron n at
the conjugate of wh,n
with wh,n
layer l to the neuron h at layer l + 1, ∆l+1
the gradient observed at the neuron
h
0
l+1
h of the next layer, and α (Sn ) the derivative of the split activation function,
applied to the output observed at neuron h of the next layer. It is important
to note that all the parameters are quaternions, and that the product between
the gradient and the derivative is a component-wise product. Finally, biases
and each weight w that connects the neuron n to h of the layer l are updated
based on the previously computed gradients ∆ln :
l
l
wnh
= wnh
− λ∆ln ⊗ Sh∗l−1 ,

bln = bln − λ∆ln ,

(4.13)

with λ the learning rate.

4.2.3

Internal representation and properties

The promising results observed on the various tasks described in Section 3.3
are mostly due to the basic properties of each unit that composes a QNN.
(Tohru Nitta 2004) have shown that the fundamental properties of quaternionvalued neurons differ from real-valued ones. Indeed, the decision boundary of
a single quaternion neuron consists of four hyperplanes which intersect each
other orthogonally. Such characteristic can intuitively be understood by considering the Hamilton product. In Eq. 2.13, it is clear that each part of the
resulting quaternion can be transformed to an hyperplane equation composed
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of mutual coefficients. An experimental evidence is given by (Tohru Nitta
2004) with the 4-bits parity problem. Such a task can be solved with a single
quaternion-valued neuron compared to a four real-valued one, resulting in a
higher generalization capability. Indeed, a 4-number quaternion weight linking two 4-number quaternion units only has four degrees of freedom, whereas
a standard neural net parametrization have 4 × 4 = 16, i.e., a 4-fold saving
in memory. Nonetheless, the commutativity does not hold in the quaternion
space and the product between weights and inputs differs from the product
between inputs and weights (non-commutative).
Internally, it is convenient to manipulate quaternion numbers in their algebraic form (Eq. 2.4). Indeed, the product of an input quaternion X with a
quaternion weight W represented by its four by four matrix is equivalent to
the Hamilton product of W by X (W ⊗ X), fitting perfecly to modern graphic
processing units. An example of this computation is:



X



W

r
 r 


Xx  −Wx




Xy  −Wy



Xz

−Wz







Wx
Wy
Wz  γr 
 

γ 
Wr −Wz −Wy 
 =  x
 

γy 
−Wz Wr
Wx 
 

γz
Wy −Wx Wr

(4.14)

In practice, quaternion neural parameters are stored in their traditional
form (i.e. Q = r + xi + yj + zk), and are expended to their matrix form at
computation time. GPU are designed to efficiently operate over large matrices,
and the use of the real-valued representation of quaternions makes it feasible
to execute more computations with less communications between the system
memory (RAM) and the GPU memory (VRAM). While QNNs are more effective to use the parameters internally stored in the GPU, they also add a
significant amount of computations for an equivalent high-level operation. Indeed, for a standard forward propagation on a real-valued neural network, a
single product is necessary, while 28 operations are needed to perform the
Hamilton product. Consequently, and with an equal number of real-valued
parameters, quaternion neural networks are often slower to train with current
GPU and deep learning frameworks. Indeed, and while the works described
in this thesis introduce multiple GPU implementations of QNNs, a specific
cuDNN kernel could speed-up drastically the training phase. Nonetheless, such
implementation mostly relies on framework engineering teams (e.g. PyTorch,
Tensorflow,...).
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4.2.4

Experiments on natural language processing

Section 3.3 shows that numerous application domains exist to benchmark
quaternion models. Nevertheless, we propose to investigate the impact of
QNNs in a specific theme idenficiation task of telephone conversations based
on a quaternion representation of the input features previously introduced in
(Morchid et al. 2013). As a matter of fact, quaternion numbers and neural
networks have mostly been applied to image and signal processing. It is therefore important to investigate their applications to other real-world areas less
suited to the quaternion algebra. In (Morchid et al. 2013), the authors proposed to employ quaternion features to model agent-customer conversations
from a Customer Care Service system (CCS). As conversations are supposed
to evolve according to a protocol followed by the agent, quaternions describe
word distributions expected to express possibly different topic in conversation
segments. Real-life conversations do not always follow a given model with
expression of specific contents in specific segments. Nevertheless, segment
dependent quaternions used in (Morchid et al. 2013) have shown to provide
interesting topic features compared to whole conversation word distributions.
The QMLP is then used as a classifier based on these quaternion features
and is compared to a MLP to automaticaly identify the main theme discussed
in telephone conversations. Finally, the spoken conversation dataset named
DECODA is detailed in Appendix D.

Description of document features
The process of extracting document features require two main steps. First, a
features representation must be defined. Recent representations include bagof-words (Wallach 2006; Yin Zhang, Jin, and Zhou 2010), or word embeddings
(janod2016deep; Goldberg and Levy 2014; Levy and Goldberg 2014; Yang,
Macdonald, and Ounis 2018), while a simpler one relies on binary vectors
related to vocabularies (Goyal, Pandey, and Jain 2018). The conduced experiments are based on the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) method (Blei,
Ng, and Jordan 2003). LDA is an effective method to represent documents
in an unsupervised manner, as probability distributions drawn from hidden
topics in a document, and have shown their efficiency in the related previous
work of (Morchid et al. 2013). LDA is a generative model in which words
are represented by mixture probabilities of latent topics. To be more specific
with the context, LDA is used to extract clean and meaningful features from
noisy transcripted telephone conversations. Each document or conversation is
projected into an LDA space of T topics to obtain a score over these T topics.
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Such scores represent the prior of each topic to be draw from words composing
the whole document. As an example, a conversation about “taxes” might obtains high scores on the topics containing words related to the lexical field of
payment and money. Altough, LDA is an unsupervised technique, and there
is no certainty on the existence of a topic related with payment words.
Then, it is crucial to compose a well-adapted quaternion representation
based on the text conversations (Appendix D), to benefit from the quaternion algebra. Indeed, in its raw form, each conversation is a unique block of
text without clear connection to quaternion numbers. To alleviate this drawback, two disctinct document segmentation have been proposed. An early and
straightforward quaternion-based segmentation, referred later on in this paper
as SEG_1, has been developped by (Morchid et al. 2013). SEG_1 considers
four successive segments of approximately equal lengths excluding punctuation
and dialogue turn boundaries. Each segment is then used as a component to
constitute a quaternion Q = r + xi + yj + zk. Nonetheless, such a segmentation does not exploit the potential of the quaternion representation, due to
the fact that there is no evidence that the different components are effectively
related, unless the four chunks luckely end up being equal to the structure of
the dialogue. Consequently, we propose a well-adapted segmentation for any
CCS related-task, and the SEG_1 segmentation is employed just as a baseline
to highlight the importance of internally related components. The proposed
User-Agent segmentation (SEG_UA) is based on the dialogue internal structure and separately considers features of customer (i), agent (j) and the whole
dialogue (k) to compose a quaternion Q = r + xi + yj + zk (r = 0). The
document features extraction process is summarized as follow:
• Text conversations are segmented with respect to SEG_1 or SEG_UA.
• Each text segment is mapped into a LDA space of T topics.
• Quaternion input features are then created by merging the LDA scores
of the segments into quaternions. Thus, quaternion input features are
composed with T quaternions for each conversation or document.
For fair comparison, a real-valued input vector is build by concatenating the
components of the quaternion vector of size T into a T × 4 real-valued vector.
Experimental protocol
Different configurations for both LDA topic spaces to build input vectors of
real (whole document) and quaternion (depending on the document segmentation process) numbers are performed. Indeed, the initial LDA representation
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is crucial for the classification task, and it is important to consider the differences caused by a varying number of topics T .
LDA topic spaces configurations
Different LDA models have been learned by varying the number of topics T
from 5 to 100. The LDA models also require to choose the hyper-parameters
α and β that control the topic distribution in the document and the words
and
distributions in the topics respectively. The standard heuristic is α = 50
T
β = 0.01 (Griffiths and Steyvers 2004).
Models architectures
The experiments compare three neural networks with real (MLP, MLP4) and
quaternion numbers (QMLP). Each neural network has an internal dimension
of 8 as a single hidden layer. Thus, QMLP has two quaternion hidden neurons,
while the MLP and MLP4 have 8 real-valued neurons:
• MLPs are composed with a set of T features (T = number of topics in
the LDA space) as input, and 8 outputs corresponding to the number of
themes contained in the DECODA corpus.
• QMLPs input features depend on the segmentation of the document
being investigated. In the case of SEG_1, the quaternion input vector is
composed with four equal and consecutive segments of the conversation
independently mapped into the LDA space of size T . The more adapated
SEG_UA segmentation implies to compose the quaternions with the
prior of each topic in the user (xi), agent (yj) and whole document (zk)
part respectively to build the imaginary vector of the quaternion, while
the real part r is set to 0, creating a pure imaginary quaternion.
• For fair comparison, a MLP with the ijk parts (the xy and z numbers of
a quaternion) of the QMLP concatenated is also investigated and called
MLP4. As a consequence, QMLP and MLP4 have the exact same input
features, and the observed differences only highlight the impact of the
quaternion algebra.
Finally, experiments are conduced in a full quaternion setup for QMLP
models. The output layer is quaternion valued and contains 8 quaternion
neurons, and the QMSE loss is applied (Section 4.2.2) to calculate the error.
Target classes in the quaternion domain are easily represented with binary
quaternions. Thus, the true label is a quaternion number whose parts are
all equal to 1, while these parts are equal to 0 for a false label. Training is
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Figure 4.1 – Accuracies in % obtained by varying the number of topics T in the
LDA models for the MLP, MLP4 and QMLP models with the SEG_1 (a)-(b)
and SEG_UA (c)-(d) document segmentation processes. Results are from an
average on 10 runs.

performed with a standard SGD for 1,000 epochs. The results are from an
average of 10 runs (folds).
Results and discussions
Figure 4.1 reports the accuracies obtained during the theme identification task
of spoken dialogues with the MLP, MLP4 and QMLP models from SEG_1 (a)
and (b), and SEG_UA (c) and (d) respectively. Then, Table 4.1 sums up
accuracies obtained with all models and segmentations.
The first remark is that the results obtained and reported in Table 4.1
with the proposed document segmentation well-tailored to dialogue structure
(SEG_UA) outperform those from the straightforward segmentation (SEG_1)
process, regardless of the neural network employed with a gain of about 2 and
3 points on the averaged test performances, for MLP4 and QMLP respectively.
The difference observed for the MLP for these two document representations
is due to the MLP initialization process and the 10-folds employed, but are
roughly equivalent (less than 0.6% of difference). Moreover, the gain observed
for the QMLP (3.2 points) is greater than the one obtained with the MLP4
(2.4 points). This is mainly due to the fact that the imaginary coefficients
of the same quaternion encode feature dependencies of SEG_UA that are
not captured with MLP4. It is also worth emphasizing that the accuracies
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reached by the MLP and QMLP models are more robust with the SEG_UA
segmentation as reported in Figure 4.1. Indeed, accuracies shown by the curves
(a) and (b) for the SEG_1 documents segmentation decrease with LDA models
containing more than 70 topics T ≥ 70. This behavior is not observed with
the proposed SEG_UA (curves (c) and (d) in Figure 4.1). We also separately
evaluate topic-based representations of users and agents with a MLP and we
obtaine a maximum accuracy for the test of 66% and 73.5% for the customer
and agent turns respectively. The best accuracies observed with SEG_UA
data are for a number of topic comprised between 40 and 50.
Then, It is worth underlying that QMLPs obtain better performances with
the SEG_UA than the MLP and the MLP4 with a gain of 2 and 1 points
respectively for the averaged test performances with all topic models (T from
5 to 100) as shown in Table 4.1. This remark is also validated for the best
accuracy on the development set as well as for the maximum accuracy for the
test set.

Table 4.1 – Accuracies obtained by various models on the DECODA corpus.
“Avg Test” stands for the averaged performances observed on the test set,
while “Max Test” are the best results obtained. “Ep.” is the number of epochs
for training. Results are averaged over 10 runs.
Models
(Morchid et al.
2013)
MLP
MLP4
QMLP
MLP
MLP4
QMLP

Type

Seg.

Avg Dev. %

Max Test %

Avg Test %

Ep.

H

SEG_1

-

-

73.9

-

R
R
H
R
R
H

SEG_1
SEG_1
SEG_1
SEG_UA
SEG_UA
SEG_UA

84.8
83.3
84.4
84.7
85.3
85.51

77.5
77.2
76.8
78.1
79.6
80.06

75.5
74.6
74.8
76.0
77.1
78.05

965
154
81
882
285
122.3

Therefore, the initial intuition that the QMLP will obtain better performances due to a more suitable quaternion representation of the features extracted from the sub-space of the dialogue, is verified. Indeed, Table 4.1 and
Figure 4.1 (a)-(b) show that QMLP hardly reaches equivalent accuracies of
the MLP and MLP4, with a non-relevant document segmentation that reveals
little in way of features dependencies in the document. Finaly, one can easily
point out that the number of iterations is smaller during the learning process
of the QMLP, compared to MLP: 7 times smaller for the SEG_UA and 12
times for SEG_1. Although the processing time is a little bit longer with
SEG_UA for QMLP, this document segmentation enables this latter to yield
better performances.
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4.3

Quaternion denoising autoencoders

In the last decades, encoder-decoder neural networks or autoencoders (AE)
have received a great interest from researchers due to their capability to construct robust representations of data in a low dimensional subspace (Ballard
1987; Vincent, Larochelle, Bengio, et al. 2008). More precisely, encoderdecoder neural networks are a powerful tool to disentangle complex representations to obtain meaningful and simpler abstractions. Such abstractions
are then used alongside with classifiers (Janod et al. 2016; Ma, Hongyu Wang,
and Geng 2016) or with unsupervised learning-based systems (Lu et al. 2013).
Multiple encoder-decoder networks have been proposed to adapt the principle
of disentanglement to real-world tasks. Important ones are variational autoencoders (VAE) applied to images (Gregor et al. 2015; X. Chen, D. P. Kingma, et
al. 2016; Razavi, Oord, and Vinyals 2019), or text processing (Pu et al. 2016),
and sequence to sequence networks (Seq2Seq) on neural machine translation
(Sutskever, Vinyals, and Le 2014), language modelling (Sriram et al. 2017) or
even drug discovery (Z. Xu et al. 2017).
We propose here to investigate the initial and original form of autoencoders
and denoising autoencoders (DAE) to motivate and illustrate the extension of
such models to the quaternion domain. Indeed, we hypothesis that the usefull latent representation learned by traditional real-valued autoencoders could
also benefit to quaternions. In fact, a quaternion autoencoder is able to map
any feature to a low-level latent subspace that could be a quaternion-valued
but disentangled representation of the input distribution. Such a representation could then be used as an input to any quaternion classifier for better
performances, as for real-valued systems. Consequently, the fundamentals defined thereafter are crucial to build more complex quaternion models relying
on disentangled input features.
First, we introduce the basic equations of a quaternion encoder-decoder
neural network (QAE, Section 4.3.1), before developping a specific angular
noise (GaussAN), respectful of the quaternion algebra to build a quaternion
denoising autoencoder (QDAE, Section 4.3.2). Finaly, the proposed models
are combined with the previously defined QMLP to better solve the theme
identification of telephone conversation task (Section 4.3.3).

4.3.1

Quaternion autoencoders

The QAE has first been proposed in (Isokawa, Kusakabe, et al. 2003) for a
color image compression task. The model is a three-layered (l = 3) neural
network made of an encoder and a decoder (see Figure 4.2-(a)). Given a set
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of P input quaternions xp (1 ≤ p ≤ P ) composing a vector of size M , the
encoder computes an hidden representation h of xp :
hn = α(

M
X

l=1
wnm
⊗ xm + bl=1
n ),

(4.15)

m=1

with N the number of hidden neurons, wl=1 a N × M weight matrix, bl=1 a
N -dimensional bias vector. α() is any split activation function (Eq. 4.5).
The decoder attempts to reconstruct the input vector xp from the hidden
vector h to obtain the output vector:
x̃m = α(

N
X

l=2
⊗ hn + bl=2
wmn
m ),

(4.16)

n=1

where the reconstructed quaternion vector x̃p is M -dimensional, wl=2 is a M ×
N weight matrix and bl=2 is a M -dimensional bias vector. During learning,
the QAE attempts to reduce the reconstruction error E between x̃p and xp by
using the QMSE (Eq. 4.9) to minimize the total reconstruction error. The
presented QAE is limited to three layers for the sake of simplicity, but more
layers can be stacked in the hidden part to form a stacked or deep autoencoder
(Vincent, Larochelle, Lajoie, et al. 2010; Janod et al. 2016).

4.3.2

Adding noise to quaternion autoencoders

Traditional autoencoders suffer from two major issues. First, a larger number
of nodes or neurons in the hidden layer than the input and output dimensions,
might result in the learning of the identify function, that would nullify the interest of the internal representation. Indeed, such function solely transfer the
input at the output, without any interesting latent projection. Then, it has
been demonstrated that AE fail to separate robust features and relevant information to residual noise from small corpus (Vincent, Larochelle, Lajoie, et al.
2010). Consequently, the use of tiny datasets implies very poor generalization
and abstraction capabilities for mere AE.
Denoising autoencoders solve both of these challenges by introducing a
noise corruption to the input and encoder representation (Vincent, Larochelle,
Lajoie, et al. 2010). Although, the denoising autoencoder process remains
unchanged, and the noisy encoded representation is projected back to the
non-corrupted input with the decoder. The introduction of noise eliminates
the risk of learning the identify function, due to the random nature of the
corruption, and due to the fact that the decoder is trying to reconstruct the
non-corrupted input. Then, random noise is also known to increase the gen59
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eralization capability of artificial neural models (Srivastava et al. 2014), and
denoising autoencoders decrease the risk of a collapsed internal representation compared to AE. Consequently, we introduce a new quaternion denoising
autoencoder based on a quaternion angular noise.
Considering the fact that both QAE and QDAE follow the same training
procedure, we only need to introduce properly the noise corruption. Figure
4.2-(b) shows a quaternion input vector xp artificially corrupted by a noise
function f applied independently to each quaternion xm of xp as:

f (xp ) = {f (x1 ), . . . ,f (xm ), . . . ,f (xM )}.

(4.17)

A list of comon real-valued noises for denoising autoencoder is:
• Additive isotropic Gaussian (G): Adds a different Gaussian noise to each
input values (x1 , . . . , xm , . . . ,xM ) of a fixed proportion of patterns xp ,
with means and variances of the Gaussian distribution bounded by the
corresponding average of all the samples of the same label theme.
• Salt-and-pepper (SP): A fixed amount of the values composing the input
vector are randomly set to 1 or 0.
• Dropout(D): A fixed amount of the values composing the input vector
are randomly set to 0.
Based on the same paradigm already defined for quaternion activation functions, it is straighforward to design a split noise for quaternion input features.
Indeed, and given a noise function f , the corresponding corrupted quaternion
of xm = r1 + xi + yj + zk is:
xcorrupted
= f (xm ) = f (r)1 + f (x)i + f (y)j + f (z)k.
m

(4.18)

Nonetheless, such a representation does not take into account the specificity
of quaternion algebra since f was designed for real numbers. As detailed in
Section 2.3, a quaternion represents a rotation over the R3 space. Therefore,
basic additive and non-angular noises such as a Gaussian noise, only represents
a one dimensional translation and does not take advantage of the rotation
defined by a quaternion.
Gaussian angular noise as an adapted perturbation
The Gaussian Angular Noise or GaussAN takes advantage of the quaternion
algebra (rotation) and addresses the issues raised by weakly adapted noise
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x˜p

x˜p

h

h

Qcorrupted
p
xp

f (xp)

xp

Figure 4.2 – Illustration of a quaternion autoencoder (left), and a quaternion
denoising autoencoder (right). In the latter, the original input quaternion xp
is corrupted by a noise function f .

functions. The GaussAN noise function is based on the rotation of all the
quaternions composing a quaternion vector xp around an axis defined in a
cone centered in mt and delimited by vt ; where mt is the mean and vt is the
variance of the samples belonging to label t. Let Rpt be a Gaussian noised
quaternion for the target t defined as:
Rpt = mt + N (0,I) vt .

(4.19)

It is important to note that each component of the quaternion Rpt is generated
independently in a split manner. The Gaussian angular noise function f rotates
each quaternion component (x1 , . . . , xm , . . . ,xM ) of xp belonging to the target
t around Rpt to obtain the corrupted quaternion vector xcorrupted
:
p
f (xm ) =
f (xm ) =

Rpt ⊗ xm ⊗ Rpt∗
and
|Rpt ⊗ xm |


 xm ,

if Rpt = xm


xcorrupted ,

otherwise.

m

(4.20)

(4.21)

Due to the rotation nature of the Gaussian angular noise, the corrupted quaternion input features remain internaly related, while split noises tend to decorrelate the components, thus loosing meaningful informations.
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4.3.3

Experiments on natural language processing

This Section proposes to carrefuly evaluate all the models on the theme identification of telephone conversation previously introduced in Section 4.2.4 and
detailed in Appendix D, to preserve the input features representation and to
simplify the progress measurement. Consequently, QDAE-GaussAN (Gaussian
angular noise), QDAE-S (salt and pepper noise), QDAE-G (Gaussian noise)
and QDAE-D (dropout noise) are first investigated, to measure the impact
of an adapted perturbation. Then, QDAE are compared to real-valued models, and to the QMLP to highlight the hypothesis that a latent disentangled
representation offers more meaningful input features to classifiers.
Experimental protocol
In comparison with the previous experiments conduced on the DECODA
framework (Section 4.2.4), we concatenate the output projection of 10 different LDA models. 10 LDA models of T = 25 topics (w.r.t to the best
observed in Figure 4.1) are trained independently to alleviate the variations
of different LDA learning, and used to generate 10 different distributions for
each document. The resulting input vector size is 10 × 25 = 250 for a unique
text conversation. It is also worth noticing that from now on, the SEG_UA
segmentation is adopted as the standard segmentation, due to the more natural representation offered, and the better performances observed during the
previous benchmark on DECODA.
Models architectures
The appropriate size of the hidden layer h for the QDAE have to be chosen
by varying the number of neurons, to change the amount and the shape of
features given to the classifier. Different autoencoders have thus been learned
by fluctuating the hidden layer size from 10 to 120. Finally a single hiddenlayered (8 quaternion neurons) QMLP classifier is trained with the output of
the QDAE or QAE hidden layers. The standard SGD is used as an optimizer
with the same learning rate for all models and until the loss converge.
Results an discussions
Figure 4.3 shows the accuracies obtained with the denoising quaternion encoderdecoder for the development and the test set during the theme identification
task of telephone conversations of the DECODA project.
The first remark is that the results obtained on the development dataset reported in Fig. 4.3 are similar without respect of the employed model. Nonethe62
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Figure 4.3 – Accuracies in % obtained on the development (left) and test
(right) set of the DECODA framework by varying the number of neurons in
the hidden layer of the QAE and QDAE.

less, the proposed Gaussian angular noise gives better and more robust to hidden layer size variations performances on the test dataset than other methods.
Table 4.2 supports the results observed for the QDAE with GaussAN with
a gain of more than 3.5% and 2.5% when compared to QDAE-G and QDAE-D
respectively. As expected, traditional noises give worse results compared to
the adapted noise due to the specificities of the quaternion algebra. Indeed,
an additive real-based Gaussian noise applied to a quaternion does not take
advantage of rotations defining quaternions, and might decorelate the quaternion components. Performances reported with the dropout and SP noise are
partialy explained by the important impact of zero values with respect to the
Hamilton product. Indeed, a single zero on a quaternion neural network has
more impact that one in a real-valued one, due to the propagation caused by
the product. Finally, the non-corrupted QAE gives a good best test value on
the test dataset (83%) regarding the others QDAEs, proving the non-relevance
of real-based noises to quaternion autoencoders.
Table 4.2 – Accuracies obtained by various models on the DECODA corpus.
“Dev.” stands for the best results observed on the validation set, “Real Test”
are the results obtained on the test set w.r.t the best validation, and “Max
Test” are the best results obtained. Results are averaged over 10 runs.
Models
MLP
QMLP
AE (Janod et al. 2016)
QAE
QDAE-SP
QDAE-G
QDAE-D
QDAE-GaussAN

Type
R
H
R
H
H
H
H
H

Dev. %
85.2
89.7
89.1
88.5
88.5
89.1
90.2

Max Test % Real Test %
79.6
79.6
83.7
83.7
81.0
83.0
80.9
82.5
81.2
83.1
81.5
83.0
82.5
85.2
85.2

Overall, the experiments show that non-adapted noises and standard QAEs
give worse performances than QMLPs because of the inadapted or poor latent
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abstractions they provide to the classifier. It is worth emphasizing that the
best accuracies observed are obtained by the QDAE-GaussAN. The results
depicted on Table 4.2 show the global improvement with QNNs compared to
real-valued ones. Indeed, the QMLP also gives a important gain of more than
4% regarding the MLP.

4.4

Deep quaternion neural networks

Deep neural networks have become ubiquitous in a broad spectrum of AIrelated domains, such as image processing (Krizhevsky, Sutskever, and G. E.
Hinton 2012; Ciregan, Meier, and Schmidhuber 2012), speech recognition (G.
Hinton et al. 2012), or spoken language understanding (Dahl et al. 2012).
DNNs refer to deep multilayer percetrons with multiple feedforward and fully
connected layers. DNNs enhance traditional MLPs with an higher abstraction
capability due to the numerous non-linear hidden layers, and the increased
number of neural parameters. Unfortunately, such increasement comes at a
cost, and DNN have been shown to be hard to train when associated with
bounded activation functions (Glorot and Bengio 2010). This is easily explained by the fact that the gradient may vanish when going through multiple
bounded activation functions. Moreover, (Glorot and Bengio 2010) highlighted
the non-local optimum convergence and the high overfitting probability of deep
neural networks. To alleviate these weaknesses, different methods have been
proposed, such as adding noises during learning to prevent the overfitting phenomenon (Srivastava et al. 2014), or a pre-training process to easily converge
to a non-local optimum(Bengio 2009), with a Restricted Boltzman Machine
(RBM) (R. Salakhutdinov and G. Hinton 2009) or an encoder-decoder neural
network (Bengio, Lamblin, et al. 2007). Finally, the ReLU (Nair and G. E.
Hinton 2010) activation function plays an important role to fasten the training,
due to its unbounded definition in the positive domain.
Real-valued DNN also suffer from the same issue than MLP when compared to quaternion models. Indeed, in a standard real-valued neural network,
the latent relations between input features are difficult to represent. Multidimensional features require to be reduced to a one dimensional vector before
the learning process, while an appropriate solution is to process a multidimensional input as a single homogeneous entity. Following the core idea of the
thesis that is to enable state-of-the-art real-valued neural networks to benefit
from the quaternion algebra, this Section introduces deep quaternion neural
networks (QDNN). QDNN rely on a pre-training phase with the previously
proposed quaternion autoencoders (Section 4.3.1), and are tested on the DE64
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Figure 4.4 – Illustration of a pre-trained quaternion Deep Neural Network (a)
based on two dedicated quaternion encoder-decoders (b-c).

CODA framework.

4.4.1

Pre-trained deep quaternion neural networks

The QDNN is a QMLP whose number of layer l is greater than three (i.e. more
than one hidden layer). Thus, the training algorithm of a standard QDNN is
identical to the one of QMLP (Section 4.2.2). Pre-trained QDNN slightly differ
from QDNN due to a pre-training phase made of a greedy layer-wise training of
the weight matrices. The latter process allows the neural network structure to
converge faster to a non-local optimum, following an unsupervised pre-learning
phase. Indeed, an autoencoder is employed for learning independently the
weight matrices composing the QDNN, except the last one that is randomly
initialized, as illustrated in Figure 4.4-(b)-(c). Then, auto-encoded neural
networks (DNN-AE, QDNN-AE) are able to effectively map the initial input
features in a homogeneous subspace, learned during an unsupervised training
process with dedicated encoder-decoder neural networks. The global learning
procedure of a pre-trained QDNN is summarized as:
1. Learn each weight matrix of the layers composing the QDNN independently with QAE. Inputs are the outputs of the previous pre-trained
layer (or the input at the first layer). Once trained, the encoder weights
are frozen and the next layer is trained. The last layer stays unaltered.
2. Once pre-trained, the QDNN is fine-tuned with a the standard training
algorithm.
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Pre-trained QDNN are known to converge faster during the fine-tuning
phase, due to the optimal representation of the input features already obtained
during the pre-training procedure.

4.4.2

Experiments on natural language processing

This Section proposes to evaluate the QDNN on the theme identification of
telephone conversation previously introduced in Section 4.2.4. Consequently,
we first propose to compare to straightforward DNN and QDNN, before analyzing the impact of the pre-training procedure on both models.
Experimental protocol
Input features are identical to the previous DECODA experiments (Section
4.3.3 and Appendix D). Consequently, the input vector size is 10 × 25 = 250
for a unique text conversation and the document representation follows the
SEG_UA segmentation (Section 4.2.4).
Models architectures
First, the appropriate size of a single layer for both DNN (MLP) and QDNN
(QMLP) have been investigated by varying the number of neurons N before
extending to multiple layers. QMLP and MLP have been compared by varying the number of neurons from 8 to 1,024. As a result, both real-valued and
quaternion models obtain the best performances with respect to the validation
set of the DECODA framework with N = 512. Consequently, we trained multiple DNN and QDNN by varying the number of layers from one to five, with a
fixed number of neurons equal to 512. The ReLU activation function (Nair and
G. E. Hinton 2010) is used accross all the hidden layers. Models are trained
during 1,000 epochs with the standard SGD optimizer and a dropout rate of
50% for each layer, except the final layer, to reduce overfitting. Each AE and
QAE used to pre-train the layers learned for 500 epochs, corresponding to an
optimal convergence of the loss. Finally, results are averaged of 10 runs.
Results and discussions
Table 4.3 reports the performances obtained by all the investigated models,
including straigforward DNN and QDNN, and pre-trained DNN (DNN-AE)
and QDNN (QDNN-AE). The results obtained for the QMLP and MLP differ
from Section 4.3.3 due to a greater number of hidden neurons (512 vs 8 respectively), and the ReLU activation function. The numbers of epochs detailed in
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Table 4.3 do not take into consideration the pre-training process. Indeed, both
AE and QAE iterated over a fixed amount of epochs (500).
Table 4.3 – Accuracies obtained by various models on the DECODA corpus.
“Dev.” stands for the best results observed on the validation set, “Real Test”
are the results obtained on the test set w.r.t the best validation, and “Max
Test” are the best results obtained.“Lay.” describes the number of hidden
layers. Results are averaged over 10 runs.
Models
MLP
QMLP

Type
R
H

DNN

R

QDNN

H

DNN-AE

R

QDNN-AE

H

Lay.
1
1
2
3
4
5
2
3
4
5
2
3
4
5
2
3
4
5

Dev. %
91.4
90.4
91.4
90.8
86.8
87.4
92.0
92.0
92.5
90.8
90.2
90.8
91.5
92.0
92.5
93.6
92.5
93.6

Max Test %
83.4.6
84.9
84.9
84.0
85.2
80.0
86.5
85.5
86.5
85.8
84.0
84.9
85.2
85.2
86.5
86.2
86.5
86.8

Real Test %
83.4
84.6
84.3
84.0
82.4
77.4
84.0
85.2
85.2
84.0
82.5
83.7
84.6
84.3
84.6
85.8
86.5
86.5

Epochs
499
381
609
649
413
728
140
113
135
148
326
415
364
411
100
95
88
132

It is worth emphasizing that the results observed for the DNN on the validation and test sets drastically decrease while the number of layer increases.
This is due to the small size of the training dataset (739 documents). Indeed,
there is not enough patterns for the DNN to construct a high abstract representation of the documents. Conversely, the proposed QDNN achieves stable
performances with a reported standard deviation of barely 0.6 on the development set while the DNN gives more than 2.0. Indeed, the DNN accuracies
move down from 85% with 2/3/4 hidden layers, to 80% with five hidden layers.
This can be easily explained by the random initialization of the large number of neural parameters, that makes difficult for DNNs to converge to a nonlocal optimum. Indeed, the Hamilton product of the QDNN forces the model
to learn the latent relations between each component and acts as a regularizer. Therefore the best DNN results are observed with only two hidden layers
with 91.4% and 84.3%, while the QDNN obtains 92.5% and 85.2% with four
layers for the development and test datasets respectively. Finally, the QDNN
converges about six times faster than the DNN with the same topology. As an
example, the QDNN needed 148 epochs, compared to 728 for the DNN with
five hidden layers.
Then, it is interesting to notice that the numbers of epochs required to
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converge for the DNN-AE is lower than those for the DNN for all the topologie. Moreover, the accuracies reported for the DNN-AE are more stable and
increase with respect to the number of layers. The same phenomenon is observed with the QDNN-AE but with a smaller gain for the number of epochs
alongside with better reported accuracies than DNN-AE. Indeed, the DNN-AE
gives an accuracy of 84.3% on the test dataset while the QDNN-AE obtains
an accuracy of 86.5% in real conditions with a gain of 2.2 points. Overall, the
pre-training process allows each model (DNN-AE/QDNN-AE) to better perform on our theme identification task of telephone conversations. Indeed, both
DNN-AE and QDNN-AE need less epochs (and thus less processing time) and
reach better accuracies than DNNs and QDNNs, due to their pre-training procedures based on dedicated encoder-decoders to converge quickly to an optimal
configuration during the fine tuning phase.

4.5

Conclusions

In this Chapter, we aimed to fill the gap between state-of-the-art real-valued
neural networks and the existing quaternion equivalents. Indeed, while realvalued neural networks based on fully-connected and feedfoward layers such as
MLPs, autoencoders or deep MLP,s have shown interesting results in a wide variety of real-world tasks, they are still limited by their flat and one-dimensional
representation of the input features. Multidimensional entities, such as color
pixels, time frames of speech, or text documents of spoken conversations, are
considered as bags of isolated and independent components, while a more natural solution is to distil our prior knowledge on the multidimensionality of the
data, and to process each entity as a multidimensional object characterized by
multiple internaly related components.
To achieve this goal, a first one-layered multilayer perceptron based on
the quaternion algebra have been proposed. Following this approach, we extended quaternion numbers to more recent and state-of-the-art architectures,
filling an important part of our quaternion models tree as depicted in Figure
4.5. Indeed, this Chapter introduced different models including quaternion
autoencoders (QAE), and quaternion denoising autoencoders (QDAE), with
a specific Gaussian angular noise respectful of the quaternion algebra (GaussAN), and deep pre-trained quaternion neural networks (QDNN) to further
increase the performances with a larger number of hidden layers. Then, all the
models have been compared to their real-valued equivalents in a unified experimental protocol based on a theme identification of telephone conversations
task.
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Figure 4.5 – Available models prior to the thesis are in white, while newly
introduced architectures are in blue.

Table 4.4 summarizes all the results obtained on the DECODA task with
various architectures. It is clear that quaternion-valued models offer an adequate solution to process multidimensional entities, such as the different actors
of a conversation, due to the fact that they always obtain better performances
than real-valued models.
Table 4.4 – Summary of the accuracies obtained by various models on the DECODA corpus. “Dev.” stands for the best results observed on the validation
set, “Real Test” are the results obtained on the test set w.r.t the best validation, and “Max Test” are the best results obtained. Results are averaged over
10 runs.
Models
MLP
QMLP
AE (Janod et al. 2016)
QAE
DAE
DSAE (Janod et al. 2016)
QDAE-GaussAN
DNN
QDNN
DNN-AE
QDNN-AE

Type
R
H
R
H
R
R
H
R
H
R
H

Dev. %
91.4
90.4
89.1
90.2
88.0
90.2
91.4
92.5
92.0
93.6

Max Test %
83.4
84.9
83.0
85.2
83.0
85.2
84.9
86.5
85.2
86.8

Real Test %
83.4
84.6
81.0
80.9
85.2
82.0
85.2
84.3
85.2
84.3
86.5

Despite promising results, deep neural networks solely composed with fullyconnected layers fail to solve more complex tasks. Indeed, real-world data also
require the neural model to learn complex global dependencies. As examples,
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edges and shapes are crucial for image processing, while learning the dynamic
of a signal is at the core of signal processing. Consequently, and as depicted
in Figure-(b) 4.5, we must extend quaternion numbers to more complex and
powerful architectures such as convolutional neural networks.
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Abstract
This Chapter presents the quaternion convolutional neural network, with a
specific initialization scheme for quaternion parameters. The model is benchmarked on different real-world tasks of image, speech and language processing.
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5.1

Introduction

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) (LeCun, Boser, et al. 1989) are particularneural networks well-suited to process data that are organized in a grid
fashion. CNNs are often applied with great success to time-series data (LeCun,
Bengio, et al. 1995), images (Krizhevsky, Sutskever, and G. E. Hinton 2012),
or even signals (Abdel-Hamid, Mohamed, Jiang, Deng, et al. 2014). The name
convolutional neural networks directly comes from the convolution operation
used to replace the general matrix multiplication of traditional models. More
precisely, a CNN is any real-valued neural network with at least one of the
layer exploiting the convolution operation.
The convolution process allows CNN to learn the global dependencies defining the input volume, such as the relations within multiple pixels of an image,
describing high-level concepts including edges and shapes. CNNs are nowadays intensively investigated and an important part of the SOTA performances
observed in all domains are somehow related to the convolution operation and
CNN. In particular, CNN are faster, more efficient (i.e. less neural parameters
while offering a higher learning capacity), and also equivariant with respect to
translations.
Conventional CNN are mostly real-valued (CNNs may also follows the complex algebra (Trabelsi et al. 2018)), and thus suffer from the same uncertainty
with regard to the internal relations of multidimensional input features. A
good model has to efficiently encode local relations within the input features,
such as between R,G,B channels of a single pixel, as well as structural relations, such as those describing edges or shapes composed by groups of pixels.
In particular, CNNs consider both relations at the same level and it is not
clear if both are well captured due to the fact that channels of a given color
pixel are considered independently, while a more natural representation is to
process a pixel as a composed entity.
To address this issue, the Chapter aims to distill the prior knowledge of
multidimensionality induced by quaternion numbers to convolutional neural
networks, by introducing Quaternion Convolutional Neural Networks (QCNN).
Consequently, the fundamentals of QCNNs including the convolution operation
in the quaternion domain, and a specific initialization scheme of quaternion
parameters are presented in Section 5.2. Then, three experiments on image,
natural language and speech processing are conduced to highlight the efficacy
of QCNNs over CNNs in Section 5.3.
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5.2

Quaternion convolutional neural networks

Convolutional neural networks rely on building blocks to achieve their high
level of performances. Such components are extended to the quaternion domain thereafter, to enable the conception of quaternion convolutional neural
networks. First, the convolution with quaternion numbers is introduced and
illustrated. Then, an initialization scheme of quaternion neural paramaters
based on well-known initialization criterions is proposed, to allow fast and
efficient training of deep quaternion architectures.

5.2.1

Convolution operation in the quaternion domain

The principle of convolution is highly related to three different paradigms
that are important for deep learning systems: sparse relations, equivariant (to
translation) representations, and a certain parameter sharing. In the case of
a traditional linear layer, every output unit interacts with every input units.
conversely, the convolution process forms a sparse representation supported by
small weight kernels, thus leading to a reduced number of neural parameters.
Then, weights composing a kernel are used to encode multiple parts of the
input volume following the convolution process, creating a constraint between
the parameters, allowing the detection of global dependencies and making the
model equivariant to translations. As a matter of fact, the convolution operation is at the core of the success of convolutional neural networks.
Formal definition
Let us recall the formal definition of a two dimensional convolution operation
(e.g. over an image) in a real-valued neural network:
l
γab
= α(

n X
m
X

l−1
l
wcd
γ(a+c)(b+d)
),

(5.1)

c=1 d=1
l
with γab
the output at indexes (a,b) and at layer l, w the weight filter map
of size n × m, and α any activation function. It is important to notice that
a third dimension in the input volume and weight matrices only implies an
additional summation term.

While Eq. 5.1 offers an elegant and simplified view of the convolution
operation, the fact remains that CNNs suffer from learning both internal and
external dependencies at the same level. More precisely, the relations that exist
between each element composing a multidimensional input feature are equaly
considered with the relations between this input feature and the others. To
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overcome this issue, we propose to extend Eq. 5.1 to quaternions. Indeed,
the quaternion algebra takes care of coding the internal relations while the
convolution process learns the external ones.
In the same manner as for QMLP (Section 4.2), all parameters of a QCNN
are quaternions, and the standard product is replaced with the Hamilton product as:
l
= α(
γab

n X
m
X

l−1
l
⊗ γ(a+c)(b+d)
wcd
),

(5.2)

c=1 d=1

with α any quaternion activation function.
Practical perspectives
Unfortunately, it is not straightforward to determine the impact of the Hamilton product within the convolution operation with the formal perspective of
Eq. 5.2. To address this issue, it is interesting to consider the convolution
operation on its vector-matrices form. Let W , X and Γ be the real filter matrix, real input matrix and new output matrix respectively. We simplify the
convolution operation as:
Γ = W ∗ X,

(5.3)

with ∗ the standard convolution operator. Then, let us define W = Wr +
Wi i + Wj j + Wk k, X = Xr + Xi i + Xj j + Xk k and Γ = Γr + Γi i + Γj j + Γk k
the quaternion equivalent parameters. The quaternion convolution is nicely
distributed following the Hamilton product as:
Γ =(Wr ∗ Xr − Wi ∗ Xi − Wj ∗ Xj − Wk ∗ Xk )+

(5.4)

(Wr ∗ Xi + Wi ∗ Xr + Wj ∗ Xk − Wk ∗ Xj )i+

(5.5)

(Wr ∗ Xj − Wi ∗ Xk + Wr ∗ Xk + Wk ∗ Xi )j+

(5.6)

(Wr ∗ Xk + Wi ∗ Xj − Wr ∗ Xi + Wk ∗ Xr )k.

(5.7)

Finally Eq. 5.4 can be simplified following:













Γ
Wr
Wi
Wj
Wk  Xr 
 r

 

  
 Γi 
 −Wi
X 
Wr
Wk −Wj 
 =
 ∗  i .
 

  
 Γj 
 −Wj −Wk Wr
X 
Wi 
 

  j
Γk
−Wk Wj −Wi Wr
Xk

(5.8)

The latter equation is useful to illustrate one of the main motivation of
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quaternion numbers for CNN. Notice that the result of the quaternion convolution produces a unique linear combination corresponding to the Hamilton
product. Indeed, in Eq. 5.8, rows are equivalent to the convolution channels
and are thus added linearly while columns represent the depth of the convolution (i.e. the number of kernel filters). This calculation is forcing each
axis of the kernel to interact with each axis of the input volume. Conversely,
the real-valued convolution multiplies each channel of the kernel with the corresponding channel of the image. In a manner of speaking, the quaternion
convolution is similar to a mixture of standard convolution with a specific
constraint on weights.

5.2.2

Adapted neural parameters initialization

A well-designed parameter initialization scheme strongly impacts the efficiency
of any type of deep neural networks. An appropriate initialization, in fact,
improves DNN convergence, reduces the risk of exploding or vanishing gradient, and often leads to a substantial performance improvement (Glorot and
Bengio 2010). It has been shown that an inappropriated parameter initialization could significantly alter performances (Sutskever, Martens, et al. 2013).
Moreover, an quaternion parameter cannot be simply initialized randomly
and component-wise, due to the interactions between components. Therefore,
we propose a procedure reported in Algorithm 1 to initialize a matrix W of
quaternion-valued weights. The proposed initialization equations are derived
from the polar form of w (Eq. 2.10) from W :
/

/
w = |w|eqimag θ = |w|(cos(θ) + qimag
sin(θ)),

(5.9)

and,
wr = ϕ cos(θ),

(5.10)

/
wi = ϕ qimagi
sin(θ),

(5.11)

/
wj = ϕ qimagj
sin(θ),

(5.12)

/
wk = ϕ qimagk
sin(θ).

(5.13)

The angle θ is randomly generated in the interval [−π, π]. The quaternion
/
/
qimag
is defined as purely normalized imaginary, and is expressed as qimag
=
0 + xi + yj + zk. The imaginary components xi, yj, and zk are sampled
from an uniform distribution in [0,1] to obtain qimag , which is then normalized
/
(following Eq. 2.8) to obtain qimag
. The parameter ϕ is a random number
generated with respect to well-known initialization criterions (such as Glorot
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Algorithm 1 Quaternion weight initialization
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:

procedure Qinit(W, nin , nout )
σ←√

1
2(nin +nout )

. w.r.t to Glorot criterion and Eq. 5.16

for w in W do
θ ← rand(−π, π)
ϕ ← rand(−σ, σ)
x,y,z ← rand(0,1)
qimag ← Quaternion(0,x,y,z)
/
← √ q2imag2 2
qimag
x +y +z

wr ← ϕ × cos(θ)
/
wi ← ϕ × qimag
× sin(θ)
i
/
wj ← ϕ × qimag
× sin(θ)
j
/
wk ← ϕ × qimagk × sin(θ)
w ← Quaternion(wr ,wi ,wj ,wk )

. See Eq. 5.10

or He algorithms) (Glorot and Bengio 2010; K. He et al. 2015). However,
the equations derived in (Glorot and Bengio 2010; K. He et al. 2015) are
defined for real-valued weight matrices. Therefore, the variance of W has to
be investigated in the quaternion space to obtain ϕ (the full demonstration is
provided in Appendix A). The variance of W is:
V ar(W ) = E(|W |2 ) − [E(|W |)]2 , with [E(|W |)]2 = 0.

(5.14)

Indeed, the weight distribution is normalized. The value of V ar(W ) = E(|W |2 ),
instead, is not trivial in the case of quaternion-valued matrices. Indeed, W
follows a Chi-distribution with four degrees of freedom (DOFs). Consequently,
V ar(W ) is expressed and computed as follows:
2

V ar(W ) = E(|W | ) =

Z ∞

x2 f (x) dx = 4σ 2 .

(5.15)

0

The Glorot (Glorot and Bengio 2010) and He (K. He et al. 2015) criterions are
extended to quaternion as:
σ =q

1

, and σ = √

2(nin + nout )

1
,
2nin

(5.16)

with nin and nout the number of neurons of the input and output layers respectively. Finally, ϕ can be sampled from [−σ, σ] to complete the weight
initialization of Eq. 5.10.
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5.3

Experiments and discussions

Convolutional networks define any neural network that contains at least one
layer based on the convolution operator. Therefore, an astonishing number of
convolutional architectures have been proposed, and such exploration remains
an extremely active field of research. As highlighted in Section 3.2, quaternion neural networks are applied to a wide range of real-world applications. In
this Section, we first propose to investigate the impact of quaternion numbers,
and more specially of the Hamilton product to previously defined quaternion
convolutional neural networks, with a quaternion convolutional autoencoder
(QCAE) for reconstructing color images. Then, state-of-the-art QCNN architectures are proposed to tackle two real-world tasks related to Natural Language Processing (NLP) and speech recognition. More precisely, this Section
proposes to cover an important area of multidimensional applications with
QCNNs to support the suitability of the models to real-world problems.

5.3.1

Learning color spaces

In the specific case of image recognition, an efficient neural-based model has
to encode local relations within the input features, such as between the R,G,B
channels of a single pixel, as well as structural relations, such as those describing edges or shapes composed by groups of pixels. In particular, traditional
real-valued CNN consider pixels as three different and separated values (R, G,
B), while a more natural representation is to process a pixel as a single multidimensional entity. More precisely, both internal and global hidden relations
are considered at the same level during the training of CNN.
We hypothesis that quaternion convolutional neural networks solve this
problematic by introducing multidimensional algebra to CNN. Indeed, the
three components of a given pixel are embedded in a quaternion, to create and
process pixels as entities. Then, local relations within the basic components of
a color pixel are preserved in the same manner as for simpler QMLP (Section
4.2) with the Hamilton product. To illustrate this property, this Section introduces a quaternion convolutional autoencoder (QCAE) to solve a color image
reconstruction task performed with a gray-scale image only training.
Experimental protocol
The QCAE is an extension of the convolutional encoder-decoder (CAE) (Theis
et al. 2017) to quaternion numbers. Encoding dense layers of CAE and QCAE
are simply replaced with convolutional ones, while decoding dense layers are
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either changed to transposed or upsampled convolutional layers (Dumoulin
and Visin 2016). In fact, QCAE are just QAE (Section 4.3) coupled with the
convolution operator.
From gray-scale to color spaces
These experiments aim first to highlight the ability of a model to learn the
internal relations that compose pixels (i.e. color space), and ensure the robustness of the model in heterogeneous training/validation conditions. In this
extent, models are trained to compress and reproduce a unique gray-scale image with an autoencoder, and are then fed with two different color images at
validation time. Models are expected to reproduce the exact same colors than
the original test samples.
Experiments are based on the KODAK PhotoCD dataset (KODAK 1999)
(a description of the corpus is given in Appendix D) that proposes multiple
color and lossless images that are often used in color images related tasks
such as image compression and denoising (Isokawa, Kusakabe, et al. 2003;
Hore and Ziou 2010). First, a random image out of the 25 composing the
dataset (See Figure 5.1) is converted to gray-scale following the basic luma
formula (E. Hamilton 2004) and used as the training sample, while the others
24 original color images are used as a validation subset. Therefore, training is
performed on a single gray-scale image of 512 × 768 pixels with the gray value
of a given pixel px,y repeated three times to compose a quaternion Q(px,y ) =
0 + GS(px,y ) i + GS(px,y ) j + GS(px,y ) k. For a fair comparison, the gray
value is also concatenated three times for each pixel in the real-valued CNN.
Finally, the quaternion Q(px,y ) = 0 + R(px,y ) i + G(px,y ) j + B(px,y ) k based
on color images is composed and processed at validation time, while R,G,B
components are concatenated for CAE. Reconstructed pictures are evaluated
visually and with the PSNR (Turaga, Y. Chen, and Caviedes 2004):
PSNR = 10 log10

2552 + 2552 + 2552
MSE

(5.17)

with MSE equal to the mean squared error:
MSE =

32 X
32
X
1
((R(x,y) − R0 (x,y))2 +
32 × 32 x=1 y=1

(G(x,y) − G0 (x,y))2 +
(B(x,y) − B 0 (x,y))2 .

(5.18)

The PSNR is the ratio between the maximum possible power of a signal and
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the power of corrupting noise that affects the representation. Therefore, it is
widely used to represent the quality of reconstruction of compressed images.
However, the PSNR does not take into account the visual and structural quality
of an image. The Structural SIMilarity (SSIM) index (Z. Wang et al. 2004)
is widely used for predicting the perceived quality of different kinds of digital
objects such as images and videos. SSIM considers image degradation by
incorporating luminance and constrast masking terms. Let x and y be the
measure between two windows of size N ∗ N . µ and σ be the average and
variance of such windows. σxy is the covariance of x and y. Constant terms
C1 and C2 are introduced to stabilize the division. SSIM is defined as follows:
SSIM(x,y) =

(2µx µy + C1 ) + (2σxy + C2 )
.
(µ2x + µ2y + C1 )(σx2 + σy2 + C2 )

(5.19)

Models architectures
QCAE and CAE have the same topology. It is worth noticing that the number
of output feature maps is four times larger in the QCAE due to the quaternion convolution, meaning that 8 quaternion-valued feature maps correspond
to 32 real-valued ones. Therefore, each model has two convolutional encoding layers and transposed convolutional decoding layers that deal with the
same dimensions, but with different internal sizes. Indeed quaternion features
maps are of size 8 and 16 to deal with an equivalent size of 32 and 64 for
the CAE. Such dimensions ensure an encoding dimension slightly smaller than
the original picture size. Kernel size and strides are set to 3 and 2 across all
the layers respectively. Training is performed for 3,000 epochs with the Adam
optimizer (D. Kingma and Ba 2014), vanilla hyper-parameters and a learning
rate of 5e−4 . The hardtanh (Collobert 2004) activation function is used in both
convolutional and transposed convolutional layers, and for both QCAE (split
activation) and CAE. Finally, quaternion parameters are initialized following
Section 5.2.2.

Results and discussions
The results are reported in Figure 5.1. It is first important to notice that
quaternion-valued CAE produced almost perfect color images with respect to
the test image, while CAE completely failed to capture colors by outputting
a black and white version. As motivated in Section 2.2, the quaternion representation alongside with the Hamilton product force the QCAE to consider
and preserve the internal latent relations between the components of a quater80
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Figure 5.1 – Results on the gray-scale to color task with the KODAK datasets.
A gray-scale training picture (Train) and two coloured original test images
(Original Test) are randomly selected on the KODAK datasets and reproduced
by both QCAE and CAE.

nion (i.e. a pixel). Consequently, QCAE easily captures the color space from
a gray-scale image since it learns to produce the exact same values from the
input at the output, while real-valued CAE learns a gray-scale mapping by
generating three identical components.
Other numerical metrics are obtained based on the PSNR and SSIM of
the reconstructed pictures. Due to the fact that CAE fails to learn colors, we
propose to compare CAE results to the gray-scale equivalent of the test pictures. QCAE results are compared to the true color images. Consequently, we
can measure how good each model is for reconstructing test images, without
being perturbed by the fact that CAE fails to learn colors. QCAE obtains a
PSNR of 31.68dB and 28.06dB compared to 29.95dB and 27.01dB obtained
with the CAE for the parrots and women images respectively. Nonetheless,
while PSNR measures the amount of noise contained in an image, SSIM reports
the structural and visual correlation of two pictures. SSIM of 0.96 and 0.93 are
reported for QCAE compared to 0.87 and 0.86 for the CAE on the parrots and
women images respectively. QCAEs offer a better reconstructed image quality
in both PSNR and SSIM metrics than CAEs, even considering the inability
of CAEs to learn the color space. Moreover, the QCAE is composed of 6.4K
parameters compared to 25K for the CAE. It is easily explained by the quaternion algebra. In the case of a dense layer with 1,024 input values and 1,024
hidden units, a real-valued model will have 1,0242 ≈ 1M parameters, while to
maintain equal input and output nodes (1,024) the quaternion equivalent has
256 quaternions inputs and 256 quaternion-valued hidden units. Therefore the
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number of parameters for the quaternion model is 2562 × 4 ≈ 0.26M.
In the one hand, the size reduction offered by QNN turns out to produce
better results with an higher generalization capacity and may have other advantages such as a smallest memory footprint while saving models. Then,
the natural internal relation representation induced by the Hamilton product,
alongside with the convolution process provides an important step toward better performances of models that operate in heterogeneous contexts, or with
very small datasets. The small number of neurons allows the QCAE to obtain
“robust” and “compact” memory that build a robust hidden representations
of the image content in the latent space. Indeed, QCAEs are not altered by
heterogeneous color spaces (e.g. corpus of boats with a predominating blue
spectrum), and are able to learn internal relations with very few examples with
the Hamilton product.

5.3.2

Theme idendification of telephone conversations

The experiments considered on this Section concern the automatic analysis of
telephone conversations from the DECODA dataset (Appendix D). The convolutional operator is expected to capture external relations describing the interactions between neighbor topics of the LDA model (Section 4.2.4), while the
quaternion algebra is used to learn internal dependencies between the different
parts of the conversation (i.e. customer, agent and document), as previously
demonstrated in the experiments conduced for QMLP (Section 4.2.4).
QCNN and CNN are able to operate over different input depths (channels),
involving one-two- or three-dimensional convolutions. As a first step, we propose to consider a one dimensional input convolution that slides accross the
different LDA topics. Indeed, it is of relevant interest to first investigate the
behavior of QCNN with the simplest configuration.
Experimental protocol
Input features are equivalent to the ones described in Section 4.3.3, and represent the concatenation of the output projection of each conversation document
into 10 different LDA models. As a reminder from Section 4.4, 10 LDA models
of T = 25 topics are trained independently, and used to generate 10 different
distributions for each document. Consequently, the resulting input vector size
is 10 × 25 = 250 for a unique text conversation, and follows the SEG_UA
document segmentation (Section 4.2.4).
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Models architectures
The architectures of both CNN and QCNN are inspired by deep residual and
convolutional neural networks (K. He et al. 2016). The proposed models contain two blocks of L 1D convolutional layers composed of F M feature maps,
with F M doubled between each block. However, no residual connections are
added due to the small number of blocks. Finally, three quaternion or real
dense layers of size 64 and 256 respectively are stacked together with a last
dense and real-valued layer of size height (corresponding to the height themes).
Indeed, the output of a dense quaternion layer has 64 × 4 = 256 nodes and is
four times larger than the number of units. Each convolutional layer is based
on a filter size of three and is padded to keep the sequence and signal sizes unaltered. Best models are investigated by varyating the number of layers from
4 to 12, and the number of feature maps from 16 to 64 and 64 to 256 for the
real and quaternion models respectively. Indeed, the number of output feature maps is four times larger in the QCNN due to the quaternion convolution,
meaning that 32 quaternion-valued feature maps correspond to 128 real-valued
ones. The ReLU activation function is employed for both models (Nair and
G. E. Hinton 2010). A dropout of 0.3 is used across all the layers, except the
input and output ones. CNN and QCNN are trained with the Adam learning
rate optimizer and vanilla hyperparameters (D. Kingma and Ba 2014) during
50 epochs with an initial learning rate of 1e−4 . Results are averaged over three
runs.
Results and discussions
Table 5.1 reports the results observed for different topologies of QCNN and
CNN. It is worth underlying the important difference in term of number of
parameters between quaternion and real models. Indeed, a four convolutional
layered CNN with F M = 128 contains 16.8 millions parameters compared
to only 4.2 millions for an equivalent QCNN. This is easily explained by the
quaternion algebra. Indeed, a real-valued dense layer with 256 input values and
256 hidden units has 2562 = 65.5K free parameters, while to maintain equal
input and output nodes (256) the quaternion equivalent has 64 quaternions
inputs and 64 quaternion-valued hidden units. Consequently, the number of
parameters is 642 × 4 = 16,3K. Such a complexity reduction turns out to produce better results due to a more compact representation of the information,
and have other advantages such as a smaller memory footprint. Therefore,
equally sized QCNN use always four times less parameters than real-valued
CNN. The best accuracy of 87.0% is obtained with a QCNN of four convolutional layers and 256 feature maps, compared to 85.4% for a real-valued CNN
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Table 5.1 – Accuracies obtained by various models on the DECODA corpus.
’L’ stands for the number of layers, ’FM’ for the number of feature maps, and
’Params’ for the number of learning parameters. ’FM’ is expressed in order
to be equivalent for both models. Therefore, 64FM is equal to 64FM for real
numbers and 16 quaternion-valued FM. “Dev.” stands for the best results
observed on the validation set, and “Real Test” are the results obtained on
the test set w.r.t the best validation. Results are averaged over 3 runs. The
results observed with the proposed QCNN are the best results obtained so far
on the DECODA task.
Models
CNN

QCNN

CNN

QCNN

CNN

QCNN

Type
R
R
R
H
H
H
R
R
R
H
H
H
R
R
R
H
H
H

FM
4
8
12
4
8
12
4
8
12
4
8
12
4
8
12
4
8
12

FM

Dev. %
91.7
91.7
89.9
92.6
91.9
91.8
91.7
91.7
91.5
93.2
93.2
92.2
91.5
91.6
91.5
93.6
92.1
90.9

64

128

256

Real Test %
85.0
85.0
82.7
85.4
85.1
84.9
85.4
84.2
84.2
86.3
86.1
85.3
85.0
84.9
84.6
87
85.8
85.1

Params
8.3M
8.5M
8.6M
2.1M
2.1M
2.2M
16.8M
17.2M
17.8M
4.2M
4.3M
4.4M
34.2M
36.1M
38.1M
8.6M
9.1M
9.5M

with four layers and with F M = 128. Due to the small size of the DECODA
dataset both QCNN and CNN tend to overfit when increasing the number of
layers. The accuracy drops from 85.0%with 4 layers to 82.7% with 12 layers,
and 85.4% to 84.9% for CNN and QCNN respectively. However, a higher number of feature maps leads to the overfitting phenomenon only for real-valued
CNN. Indeed, QCNN produce better accuracies with bigger feature maps. This
is also explained by the quaternion algebra reduction property, since the actual feature map size is 4 times lower but produces the same dimension output.
Finally, QCNN always perform better than equivalent CNN with less parameters, and tend to scale better with larger architectures due to a more compact
representation.
It is worth mentioning that the 87.0% accuracy of the QCNN is the best
result observed so far on the DECODA framework.
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5.3.3

End-to-end automatic speech recognition

Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) is a broad and highly active research
domain. Ultimately, the goal of an ASR system is to transform any acoustic speech signal into a text transcript. Nowadays, we distinguish two main
paradigms driving research around ASR: hybrid DNN/Hidden Markov Models (HMM) (G. Hinton et al. 2012; Abdel-Hamid, Mohamed, Jiang, and Penn
2012; Ravanelli, Brakel, et al. 2017; Greff et al. 2017) and end-to-end systems
(Sak, Senior, and Beaufays 2014; Amodei et al. 2016; Ying Zhang et al. 2017;
Watanabe et al. 2018). The former describe a group of systems that rely on
DNNs and older techniques based on hidden Markov models, while the latter
associate systems solely based on a unique neural network. In fact, the term
“end-to-end” refers to the learning procedure of these methods that are conduced directly from the speech to the text. Overall, hybrid structures obtain
better performances compared to end-to-end ones, but are less flexible due to
the fact that multiple components are trained independently, and with different algorithms. A more detailed view of the end-to-end approach can be found
in Appendix C.
In this Section, we extend QCNN to a real-world task of speech recognition based on the end-to-end approach. Indeed, the end-to-end approach is
better-suited to analyze the impact of quaternions due to its homogeneous architecture. We hypothesis that the quaternion algebra will benefit to the multidimensional nature of the acoustic speech signal detailed thereafter. Indeed,
the convolution operation is applied over time and frequencies in the spectral
domain, allowing the model to capture high-level patterns in the speech signal, while quaternion numbers operate at a lower level, learning the internal
dynamic of the time-frames composing the speech sequence.

Quaternion acoustic input features
Acoustic speech signal is not naturaly four dimensional, but common transformations enhance its dimensionality. The raw audio is first splitted every
10ms with a window of 25ms. Then 40-dimensional log Mel-filter-bank coefficients with first, second and third order derivatives are extracted using
the pytorch-kaldi (Ravanelli, Parcollet, and Bengio 2019), and Kaldi toolkits
(Povey, Ghoshal, et al. 2011). An acoustic quaternion Q(f,t) associated with
a frequency f and a time-frame t is formed as follows:
Q(f,t) = e(f,t) +

∂ 2 e(f,t)
∂ 3 e(f,t)
∂e(f,t)
i+
j
+
k.
∂t
∂ 2t
∂ 3t
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Q(f,t) represents multiple views of a frequency f at time frame t, consisting
of the energy e(f,t) in the filter band at frequency f , its first time derivative
describing a slope view, its second time derivative describing a concavity view,
and the third derivative describing the rate of change of the second derivative.
Quaternions are used to learn the spatial relations that exist between the 3
described different views that characterize a same frequency (Tokuda, Zen,
and Kitamura 2003). Thus, the quaternion input vector length is 160/4 = 40.
Experimental protocol
Following previous experiments conduced on text input features (Section 5.3.2),
we propose to further increase the learning capacity of QCNN with twodimensional convolutions and deeper architectures. Experiments are conduced
on the TIMIT phoneme recognition task (Garofolo et al. 1993)(Appendix D).
In the latter benchmark, each time frame of the accoustic signal is mapped
to a corresponding phoneme, and a final phoneme error rate (PER) score is
calculated, based on wrong predictions, deletions (i.e. missing token) or insertions (i.e. supplementary token) with respect to a target sequence. QCNNs
are expected to outperform CNNs, and to reduce the needed number of neural
parameters due to a better internal representation of the acoustic time frames.
Models architectures
A first 2D convolutional layer is followed by a maxpooling layer along the frequency axis to reduce the internal dimension. Then, n = 10 2D convolutional
layers are included, together with three dense layers of sizes 1,024 and 256
respectively for real and quaternion models. Indeed, the output of a dense
quaternion-valued layer has 256 × 4 = 1,024 nodes and is four times larger
than the number of units. The filter size is rectangular (3,5), and a padding is
applied to keep the sequence and signal sizes unaltered. The number of feature
maps varies from 32 to 256 for the real-valued models and from 8 to 64 for
quaternion-valued models. Indeed, the number of output feature maps is four
times larger in the QCNN due to the quaternion convolution, meaning that
32 quaternion-valued feature maps (FM) correspond to 128 real-valued ones.
Therefore, for a fair comparison, the number of feature maps is represented
in the real-valued space (e.g., a number of real-valued FM of 256 corresponds
to 256/4 = 64 quaternion-valued neurons). The PReLU activation function
is employed for both models (K. He et al. 2015). A dropout of 0.2 and a
L2 regularization of 1e−5 are used across all the layers, except the input and
output ones. CNNs and QCNNs are trained with the RMSPROP learning
rate optimizer and vanilla hyperparameters (D. Kingma and Ba 2014) during
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100 epochs. The learning rate starts at 8 · 10−4 , and is decayed by a factor
of 0.5 every time the results observed on the validation set do not improve.
Quaternion parameters including weights and biases are initialized following
the adapted quaternion initialization scheme (Section 5.2.2). Finally, the standard CTC loss function defined by (Graves, Fernández, et al. 2006) is applied.
More details on the crucial role of the CTC loss function in end-to-end ASR
systems are reported in Appendix C.
Results and discussions
End-to-end results of QCNN and CNN are reported in Table 5.2. In agreement with our hypothesis, one may notice an important difference in the
amount of learning parameters between real and quaternion CNNs. Again,
and as reported in the previous experiments on theme identification of telephone conversations, a dense layer with 1,024 input values and 1,024 hidden
units contains 1,0242 ≈ 1M parameters, while the quaternion equivalent needs
2562 × 4 ≈ 0.26M parameters to deal with the same signal dimension. Such
reduction in the number of parameters have multiple positive impact on the
model. First, a smaller memory footprint for embedded and limited devices
that are often used for speech recognition (e.g. smartphones, personal assistants). Second, and as demonstrated in Table 5.2, a better generalization
ability leading to better performances. Indeed, the best PER observed in realistic conditions (with respect to the validation PER) is 19.5% for the QCNN,
compared to 20.6% for the CNN, giving an absolute improvement of 0.5% with
QCNN. Such results are obtained with 32.1M parameters for CNN, and only
8.1M for QCNN, representing a reduction factor of 3.96x of the number of
parameters.
Table 5.2 – Phoneme error rate (PER%) of CNN and QCNN models on the
development and test sets of the TIMIT dataset (Appendix D). “Params"
stands for the total number of trainable parameters, and “FM" for the feature
maps size. Results are from an average of three runs.
Models

Type

CNN

R

QCNN

H

FM
32
64
128
256
32
64
128
256

Dev. %
22.0
19.6
19.6
19.0
22.3
19.9
18.9
18.2

Test %
23.1
20.7
20.8
20.6
23.3
20.5
19.9
19.5

Params
3.4M
5.4M
11.5M
32.1M
0.9M
1.4M
2.9M
8.1M

It is worth noticing that with much fewer learning parameters for a given
architecture, the QCNN always performs better than the real-valued one. Con87
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sequently, the quaternion-valued convolutional approach offers an alternative
to traditional real-valued end-to-end models that is more efficient and more
accurate.

5.4

Conclusions

In line with the rest of the thesis, this Chapter aims to fill the important gap
between real-valued and quaternion neural networks. Convolutional neural
networks regroup a whole family of powerful and state-of-the-art models, and
the lack of basic building blocks for quaterion numbers was an important bottleneck to develop quaternion alternatives. In this Chapter, we introduce the
quaternion convolution and a well-adapted initialization scheme of quaternion
neural parameters, to make it feasible to design competitive quaternion convolutional models, further completing the quaternion models tree (Figure-(b)
5.2). Quaternion numbers allow QCNNs to perfectly encode both external
dependencies occuring in the input volume with the convolution operation,
and internal relations describing multidimensional input features within the
quaternion algebra.
Perceptrons
Multilayer
Perceptrons

Convolutional
Neural Networks

Recurrent
Neural Networks

DNN, AE,...,

CAE, ResNet,...,

LSTM, GRU,...,

(a) Real-valued neural networks tree
QPerceptrons
QMultilayer
Perceptrons

QConvolutional
Neural Networks

QDNN, QAE, QDAE

QCAE, QCNN

(b) Quaternion neural networks tree

Figure 5.2 – Available models prior to the thesis are in white, while newly
introduced architectures are in blue.

The benefits of QCNNs over CNNs have been demonstrated through three
different experiments, on three real-world tasks including computer vision,
natural language processing and speech recognition. It has been shown that
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QCNNs offer a more efficient and powerfull alternative to CNNs accross all
the experiments, by performing better and with up to four times less neural
parameters. Nevertheless, and as depicted in Figure-(b) 5.2, an important part
of deep learning models remain unexplored in the quaternion domain.
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Abstract
This Chapter introduces novel quaternion recurrent neural network models with
a derivation of the backpropagation through time in the quaternion domain.
Models are tested on various challenging tasks of speech recognition.
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6.1

Introduction

Recurrent neural networks, are a group of neural networks specialized in processing sequencial data. While CNNs are designed to scale easily to images
with unfixed sizes, RNNs are able to deal with sequences of variable and long
durations. The initial intuition behind RNNs is the importance of parameters
sharing accross multiple time steps. In fact, a good parameters sharing scheme
such as kernel weights for CNNs, allows the model to deal with variable input
signal and to learn global patterns occuring in the data. As a counter example,
we can consider a neural network composed of non-shared parameters for each
time step of a sequence. First, the number of neural parameters would grow
linearly with the sequence length, then it would be impossible to generalize to
sequences unseen during the training phase. Finally it would not be feasible
to learn pattern occuring in time, due to the decorrelation of the neural parameters. To address these issues, RNNs share the same weights across several
time steps.
A similar idea consists in using a one-dimensional convolutional network
over a sequence, so the model can easily consume sequences of arbitrary
lengths. However, RNNs offer a second mechanism that makes such solution
irrelevant. In particular, one-dimensional CNNs would only consider shortduration connections within close neighbor time steps depending on the size
of the weight filter, while RNNs are able to learn long-term relations within
the input sequence, due to a dedicated recurrent connection. More precisely,
RNNs also share parameters within a time connection. As a result, the output
of a RNN at a time step t depends on a linear combination of a previous hidden
state ht−1 , incorporating informations of the previous time steps and the current input features. Such time-sequences modelling property of RNNs makes
these models perform particularly well on sequencial tasks such as speech signal
(Graves, Mohamed, and G. Hinton 2013; Amodei et al. 2016; Povey, Peddinti,
et al. 2016; Chiu et al. 2018; Ravanelli, Brakel, et al. 2018), language processing (Yao et al. 2013; Mesnil et al. 2014; Morchid 2018; Conneau et al.
2018; Rishita, Raju, and Harris 2019) or image processing (Pinheiro and Collobert 2014; Byeon et al. 2015; Van Oord, Kalchbrenner, and Kavukcuoglu
2016; Mnih and Kavukcuoglu 2019). It is important to notice that variations
of RNNs exist, including long short-term memory (LSTM) and gated recurrent neural networks (GRU) to overcome important difficulties induced by
the training of vanilla RNNs. Indeed, long sequences involve uncontrolled reduction or increase of the gradient through time, resulting in the vanishing or
exploding gradient phenomenons (Pascanu, Tomas Mikolov, and Bengio 2012).
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To alleviate this issue, LSTMs and GRUs integrate specific memory gates that
control the dynamic of the flowing signal. As a matter of fact, LSTMs and
GRUs are traditionaly prefered over vanilla RNNs in state-of-the-art models.
Despite variations in the complex domain (Trabelsi et al. 2018), quaternion recurrent neural networks remain unexplored so far. As for CNNs, DAEs,
or MLPs, the introduction of the quaternion algebra could benefit to recurrent networks. In fact, and as for CNNs, the recurrent structure is perfectly
designed to learn temporal dependencies between input samples, but local
and internal relations within multidimensional input features are still weakly
considered. In fact, traditional input features employed on recurrent neural
networks are also multidimensional. Indeed, it is common to process speech
features that are characterized with many components for a single time frame.
The same idea applies to color pixels that are characterized by channels, or
even points coordinates in a three-dimensional space to be used in human pose
estimation or robotic. Unfortunately, real-valued recurrent neural networks
process these multidimensional data as many decorelated components.
To address this issue, this Chapter provides a definition of Quaternion Recurrent Neural Networks (QRNN). Thereby, the learning algorithm including
the dynamic of the backpropagation through time (BPTT) in the quaternion
domain is introduced in Section 6.2.1. Then, the QRNN is extended to the
quaternion long-short term memory neural network (QLSTM) (Section 6.2.2),
that integrates a specific gate mechanism alleaviating major drawbacks of simple QRNNs. Both QRNNs and LSTMs are compared separately to real-valued
equivalent models in different real-world tasks of speech recognition (Section
6.3).

6.2

Quaternion recurrent neural networks

Recurrent neural networks rely on basic mechanisms closely related to mere
multilayer perceptrons to achieve state-of-the-art performances on sequences
related tasks. More precisely, the weight sharing of the input to hidden, and
hidden to hidden (through time) connections are crucial. Due to this recurrent loop, the learning phase of RNNs involves a slightly different version of
the standard backpropagation algorithm, known as BackPropagation Through
Time (BPTT). In fact, recurrent neural network architectures are clustered
around three major paradigms:
• RNNs that give an output for each time step processed. The hidden
conection is between hidden units through time.
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• RNNs that give an output for each time step processed. The hidden
conection is between outputs at time step t − 1 to hidden units at time
step t.
• RNNs that give an output only at the last time step of the sequence.
The hidden conection is between hidden units through time.
While the differences between these models are important in practice, mostly
due to the type of applications, the learning algorithm does not change considerably and relies on a slightly different version of the BPTT. It is important
to notice that a great number of different architectures and practices related
to RNNs have been investigated.
This Section proposes to extend the basic BPTT, from which all the architectures are derived, to the quaternion space, allowing the design of quaternion recurrent neural networks (QRNN). Then, we extend the mere QRNN
to a more complex and powerful quaternion long short-term memory neural network (QLSTM), that incorporates a memory cell to manage long- and
short-terms dependencies.

6.2.1

Learning of quaternion recurrent neural networks

The QRNN slightly differs from the real-valued RNN in each learning subprocesse. More precisely, the forward phase of a RNN can be reconstructed
from the equations listed thereafter, by replacing the Hamilton product with
the mere product. As for the others quaternion-valued models, all the parameters are quaternions. Let us define a QRNN with a hidden state composed
of H neurons. Then, let whh , whγ , and wγh be the hidden to hidden, input
to hidden, and hidden to output weight components of the weight matrices.
Also, and to alleviate any confusion between the time step t and the targets
notation first introduced in Section 4.2, let us define y t the target vector at
time step t.
Forward phase
First, we need to compute the hidden state ht,l
n of the neuron n at time step
t and layer l that is composed with a linear combination of the input features
and the previous time step (t − 1) as:

ht,l
n

= α(

H
X

Nl−1
l
wnm,hh

⊗

ht−1,l
m

+

m=0

X
m=0
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l
t,l−1
wnm,hγ
⊗ γm
+ bln ),

(6.1)
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with α any quaternion activation function. Finally, the output of the network
at neuron n, layer l, and time step t is easily produced following the quaternion
non-linear transformation:
Nl−1

γnt,l = β(

X

l
wnm,γh
⊗ ht,l−1
+ bln ),
n

(6.2)

m=0

with β any quaternion activation function.

Quaternion backpropagation through time
For the sake of readability during the backpropagation algorithm, each w is
considered as a component of a matrix denoted W . Consequently, let us define Whx , Why and Whh for the input, output and hidden states weight matrices respectively. Also, γ t is used to describe the final output at time step
t. Indeed, we only consider a one hidden layered QRNN for the rest of the
demonstration. The backpropagation through time (BPTT) for quaternion
numbers (QBPTT) is an extension of the standard quaternion backpropagation (Tohru Nitta 1995), and full derivatives are available in Appendix B. The
gradient with respect to the loss E t (Section 4.2.2, Eq. 4.9) is expressed for
∂E t
∂E t
∂E t
, ∆thh = ∂W
, ∆thx = ∂W
, for the bias
each weight matrix as ∆thy = ∂W
hy
hh
hx
t
t
∂E
, and is generalized to ∆t = ∂E
with:
vector as ∆tb = ∂B
∂W
h
∆t =

∂E t
∂E t
∂E t
∂E t
∂E t
=
+
i
+
j
+
k
.
∂W
∂W r
∂W i
∂W j
∂W k

(6.3)

Each term of the above relation is then computed by applying the chain rule.
Indeed, and conversaly to the real-valued backpropagation, the QBPTT must
defines the dynamic of the loss with respect to each component of the quaternion neural parameters. As a use-case for the equations, the quaternion mean
squared error (Section 4.2.2, Eq. 4.9) at a time step t and named E t is used
as the loss function. Moreover, let λ be a fixed learning rate.
First, the weight matrix Why is only considered at the output layer. It is
therefore straightforward to update each weight of Why at time step t following
the standard backpropagation (Section 4.2, Eq. 4.10):
Why = Why − λ∆thy ⊗ ht∗ , with ∆thy =

∂E t
= (γ t − y t ),
∂Why

(6.4)

where ht∗ is the conjugate of ht . Then, the weight matrices Whh , Whx and
biases bh are arguments of ht with ht−1 involved, and the update equations are
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derived as:
Whh = Whh − λ∆thh ,

Whx = Whx − λ∆thx ,

bh = bh − λ∆tb ,

(6.5)

with,
∆thh =

t
t
X
Y

(

δn ) ⊗ h∗m−1 ,

∆thx =

t
t
X
Y

(

δn ) ⊗ x∗m ,

∆tb =

m=0 n=m

m=0 n=m

t
t
X
Y

(

δn ),

m=0 n=m

(6.6)
and,



∗
)
if n 6= t
⊗ δn+1 × α0 (hpreact
Whh
n
δn =  ∗
0
Why ⊗ (γn − yn ) × β (γnpreact ) otherwise,

(6.7)

with hpreact
and γnpreact the pre-activation values of hn and γn respectively.
n

Bidirectional recurrent neural networks

Previously introduced QRNNs follow a causal approach, due to the fact that
an output at time step t only depends on past informations (t = 1,...,t−1), and
present with the input xt . In some applications, information from future time
steps of the sequence being processed could be beneficial to the representation.
As an example, in the particular case of offline speech recognition (i.e. without
the real-time constraint), it is interesting to consider that a phoneme observed
at the time step t may depends on t = 1,...,t − 1, but also on t + 1,...,t = T ,
with T the number of time steps composing the speech sequence.
To address this issue, bidirectional recurrent neural networks (BRNN) have
been proposed (Schuster and Paliwal 1997). In a BRNN, two RNNs process the
same input sequence, but in different order. One RNN starts at the beginning
of the sequence and moves forward, while the other starts at the end and moves
backward. At each time step processed by both networks, hidden states htf
(forward) and htb (backward) are computed and saved. Once both RNNs have
fully consumed the sequence, htf and htb are passed as inputs to the output
layer, so the output at each time step depends on a specific encoding that
account for past and future information. Quaternion BRNNs are easily build
by following previously introduced equations for QRNNs, and by considering
the described bidirectional approach.
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6.2.2

Quaternion long short-term memory neural networks

While the vanilla RNN offers an efficient starting point to process input sequences, it also suffers from major drawbacks. As an example, RNNs are prone
to the vanishing and exploding gradient issues (Pascanu, Tomas Mikolov, and
Bengio 2013). This is easily explained considering the δ term in Eq. 6.6. Indeed, the longer is the sequence, the greater will the number of product of the
gradient over time be. As a consequence, long sequences may result in gradients close to zero, or approaching infinity, making the training difficult, or
even impossible. Then, the RNN does not integrate any mechanism to ensure
the learning of very long or short dependencies. In fact, RNNs do not offer any
certainty on the ability to manage independently both shortt and long-term
dependencies.
These problems have been alleviated by the introduction of long short-term
memory (LSTM) RNN (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber 1997; Greff et al. 2017)
with gates mechanisms that allow the model to update or forget information
in memory cells, and to select the content cell state to expose in a network
hidden state. LSTMs have reached state-of-the art performances in many
benchmarks eavily relying on complex time-dependencies (Gers, Schmidhuber,
and Cummins 1999; Greff et al. 2017; Fischer and Krauss 2018; Sun, Di, and
Fang 2019). Motivated by these results, we propose to extend LSTM networks
to the quaternion domain with a QLSTM to allow LSTM to take advantage
of the quaternion algebra structure.
Further components must be introduced to define a QLSTM. Let us define
wf,hh , wf,hγ , wi,hh , wi,hγ ,wo,hh , and wo,hγ the equivalent QRNN weights but for
t,l
the forget fnt,l , input it,l
n and output on gates at time steps t, layer l and neuron
n respectively:

H
X

fnt,l = α(

Nl−1
l
t−1,l
wf,nm,hh
⊗ hm
+

m=0

it,l
n

= α(

H
X

H
X

m=0

l
t,l−1
wf,nm,hγ
⊗ γm
+ blf,n ),

(6.8)

l
t,l−1
wi,nm,hγ
⊗ γm
+ bli,n ),

(6.9)

m=0
Nl−1
l
wi,nm,hh
⊗ ht−1,l
+
m

m=0

ot,l
n = α(

X

X
m=0
Nl−1

l
⊗ ht−1,l
+
wo,nm,hh
m

X

t,l−1
l
wo,nm,hγ
⊗ γm
+ blo,n ),

(6.10)

m=0

with α any quaternion activation function. Each gate controls a different
information flow, that are then combined to obtain a first part of the “memory”
of the QLSTM, also named the cell state ct,l
n :
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t,l t−1,l
ct,l
+ it,l
n = f n cn
n tanh(

Nl−1

H
X

l
wc,nm,hh
⊗ ht−1,l
+
m

X

l
t,l−1
wc,nm,hγ
⊗ γm
+ blc,n ),

m=0

m=0

with wc,hh , wc,hγ the cell-state weights matrices, and all products except “⊗”
are component-wise products. Note that tanh() is the split tanh() quaternion
activation function. Finally, the hidden state ht,l
n is defined as:
t,l
t,l
ht,l
n = on tanh(cn ),

(6.11)

with wh,hh , wh,hγ the hidden-state weights matrices.
It is interesting to notice that gates actions are applied with component
wise products instead of the Hamilton product. Gates potentials represent the
amount of information that must be exposed, forgotten or updated. Consequently, it is important to ensure a total control of these values over the
components of the quaternion signal flowing with a component wise product.

6.3

Experiments and discussions

Similarly to CNNs, RNNs are an active field of research resulting in an important number of architectures, training procedures, or tricks to make them
shine in most sequence-related tasks. Before extending QRNNs to such stateof-the-art approaches, we need to determine whether the basic and fundamental property of learning long- and short-term dependencies in sequences has
been harmed by the introduction of quaternion in LSTM units. Therefore,
this Section first proposes to analyze the QLSTM during a copy memory task,
often used to highlight the memory mechanism of recurrent neural networks.
Then, QRNNs and QLSTMs are applied accross various speech recognition
tasks to compare their performances with real-valued LSTMs and RNNs.

6.3.1

Basic properties of quaternion recurrent neural
networks

The copy task originally introduced by (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber 1997)
is a synthetic test that highlights how RNN based models manage the longterm memory. This characteristic makes the copy task a powerful benchmark
to demonstrate that a recurrent model can learn long-term dependencies. It
consists of an input sequence of a length L, composed of S different symbols
followed by a sequence of time-lags or blanks of size T , and ended by a delimiter
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Figure 6.1 – Evolution of the cross entropy loss, and of the accuracy of both QLSTMs (Blue curves) and LSTMs (Orange curves) during the synthetic memory
copy-task for time lags or blanks T of 10, 50 and 100. The QLSTM is better
at memorizing sequences.

that announces the beginning of the copy operation (after which the initial
input sequence should be progressively reconstructed at the output). In this
Section, the copy-task is used as a sanity check to ensure that the introduction
of quaternions on LSTM models does not harm the basic memorization abilities
of the LSTM.

Experimental protocol
The QLSTM is composed of 8K parameters with one hidden layer of size 20,
while the LSTM is made of 8.2K parameters with a hidden dimension of 40
neurons. It is worth underlying that due to the nature of the task, the output
layer of the QLSTM is real-valued. Indeed, nine symbols are one-hot encoded
(S = 0,...,7 for the sequence and 8 for the blank) and can not be split in
four components. Different values of T = 10,50,100 are investigated alongside
with a fixed sequence length L = 10. Models are trained with the Adam
optimizer, with an initial learning rate λ = 5 · 10−3 , and without employing
any regularization method. The training is performed on 2,000 epochs with
the cross-entropy used as the loss function. At each epoch, models are fed with
a batch of 10 randomly generated sequences.
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Results and discussions
The results reported in Fig.6.1 highlight a slightly faster convergence of the
QLSTM over the LSTM for all lengths (T ). It is also worth noticing that realvalued LSTMs failed the copy-task with T = 100 while QLSTM succeeded.
It is easily explained by the impact of quaternion numbers during the learning process of inter-dependencies of input features. Indeed, the QLSTM is a
smaller (less parameters), but more efficient (dealing with higher dimensions)
model than real-valued LSTM, resulting in a higher generalization capability:
20 quaternion neurons are equivalent to 20 × 4 = 80 real-valued ones. Overall,
the introduction of quaternions in LSTMs do not alter their basics properties,
but it provides a higher long-term dependencies learning capability. We hypothesis that such efficiency improvements alongside with a dedicated input
representation will help QLSTMs to outperform LSTMs in more realistic tasks,
such as speech recognition.

6.3.2

Automatic speech recognition

As detailed in Section 5.3.3 and Appendix C, the task of automatic speech
recognition is challenging and remains mostly open. Fortunately, the time
domain representation of the speech signal fits particularly well to recurrent
neural networks. In fact, most of state-of-the-art results on ASR have been
reported with RNNs, LSTMs or other variations, such as gated recurrent units
(GRU)(G. Hinton et al. 2012; Abdel-Hamid, Mohamed, Jiang, and Penn 2012;
Ravanelli, Brakel, et al. 2017; Greff et al. 2017). Indeed, RNNs make it feasible
to process each time frame of variable length speech sequences, while maintaining a “memory” about the dependencies that occur through the signal over
time.
We propose to incorpate quaternions to RNNs to allow the model to perfectly solve both time and features dependencies for automatic speech recognition tasks. In this Section, three levels of benchmarks are considered to highlight the performances of QRNNs in different conditions. First, a mere QRNN
is evaluated on a simple task of phoneme recognition (TIMIT, Appendix D),
and is compared to real-valued equivalent models. Then we introduce bidirectional QLSTMs to the same benchmark, to highlight the feasibility of obtaining
state-of-the-art performances with quaternion models. Finally, the latter QLSTM is applied to a more complex task of speech recognition (WSJ, Appendix
D) based on a larger dataset to further support the suitability of the model
for this domain.
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Quaternion acoustic input features
Quaternion acoustic features are identical to the previous experiment on endto-end speech recognition performed in Section 6.3.2. Thus, 40 log Mel-filterbank coefficients with first, second and third order derivatives are extracted
based on a window of size 25ms and used to compose an acoustic quaternion
Q(f,t) associated with a frequency f and a time-frame t:
Q(f,t) = e(f,t) +

∂ 2 e(f,t)
∂ 3 e(f,t)
∂e(f,t)
i+
j
+
k.
∂t
∂ 2t
∂ 3t

(6.12)

The quaternion input vector length is 160/4 = 40.

Phoneme recognition - Experimental protocol
The first experiment is conducted on the TIMIT phoneme recognition task
((Garofolo et al. 1993), a description of the corpus is provided in Appendix
D). In the latter benchmark, each time frame of the accoustic signal is mapped
to a corresponding phoneme, and a final phoneme error rate (PER) score is
calculated based on wrong predictions, deletions or insertions with respect to
a target sequence.
Models architectures
The QRNN models are compared on a fixed number of layers M = 4 and by
varying the number of neurons N in the hidden layers from 256 to 2,048, and
64 to 512 for the RNNs, LSTMs and QRNNs, QLSTMs respectively. Again, it
is worth underlying that the number of hidden neurons in the quaternion and
real spaces do not handle the same amount of real-number values. Indeed, 256
quaternion output neurons are 256×4 = 1,024 real values. Hyperbolic tangent
activations are used across all the layers except for the output one that is based
on a softmax function. Models are optimized with Rmsprop (Mukkamala and
Hein 2017) with vanilla hyper-parameters and an initial learning rate of 8·10−4 .
The learning rate is progressively annealed using a halving factor of 0.5 that
is applied when no performance improvement on the validation dataset is observed. The models are trained during 25 epochs. All the models converged
to a minimum loss, due to the annealed learning rate. A dropout rate of 0.2
is applied over all the hidden layers (Srivastava et al. 2014) except the output
one. The negative log-likelihood loss function is used as the training objective.
All the experiments are repeated five times (5-folds) with different seeds and
are averaged to limit any variation due to the random initialization.
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Phoneme recognition - Results and discussions
The results on the TIMIT task are reported in Table 6.1. Considering mere
(Q)RNNs, the best PER in realistic conditions (with respect to the best validation PER) is 18.5% and 19.0% on the test dataset for QRNN and RNN models respectively, highlighting an absolute improvement of 0.5% obtained with
QRNNs. These results compare favorably with the best results obtained so
far with architectures that do not integrate access control in multiple memory
layers (Ravanelli, Brakel, et al. 2018). In the latter, a PER of 18.3% is reported
on the TIMIT test dataset with batch-normalized RNNs. Moreover, a remarkable advantage of QRNNs is a drastic reduction (with a factor of 2.5) of the
parameters needed to achieve these results. Indeed, such PERs are obtained
with models that employ the same internal dimensionality corresponding to
1,024 real-valued neurons and 256 quaternion-valued ones, resulting in a number of parameters of 3.8M for QRNNs against the 9.4M used in the real-valued
RNN. It is also worth noting that QRNNs consistently need fewer parameters
than equivalently sized RNNs, with an average reduction factor of 2.26. Such a
neural parameters reduction turns out to produce better results and has other
advantages such as a smaller memory footprint while saving models on budget memory systems. This characteristic makes our QRNN model particularly
suitable for speech recognition conducted on low computational power devices
like smartphones (G. Chen, Parada, and Heigold 2014). QRNNs and RNNs
accuracies vary accordingly to the architecture with better PER on bigger and
wider topologies. Therefore, while good PER are observed with a higher number of parameters, smaller architectures performed at 23.9% and 23.4%, with
1M and 0.6M parameters for the RNN and the QRNN respectively. Such PER
are due to a too small number of parameters to solve the task.
Then, results reported for bidirectional (Q)LSTMs support the initial intuitions and the previously established trend. We first point out that the best
PER observed is 15.1% and 15.3% on the test dataset for QLSTMs and LSTM
models respectively with an absolute improvement of 0.2% obtained with QLSTM using 3.3 times fewer parameters compared to LSTM. These results are
among the top of the line results (Graves, Mohamed, and G. Hinton 2013; Ravanelli, Brakel, et al. 2018) and prove that the proposed quaternion approach
can be used in state-of-the-art models.
While TIMIT is a simple task for phoneme recognition comparable to CIFAR10 in computer vision (Krizhevsky, Nair, and G. Hinton 2014), the reported results validate our hypothesis that the introduction of quaternions to
recurrent architectures make it feasible to build more efficient networks, by
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Table 6.1 – Phoneme error rate (PER%) of QRNN and RNN models on the
development and test datasets of the TIMIT dataset. “Params" stands for the
total number of trainable parameters. The standard deviation computed over
the 5 runs is equivalent for all the models and equal to 0.1. The proposed
QRNNs and QLSTMs obtain better performances than real-valued equivalent
models with up to 3.3 times fewer parameters.
Models

Type

RNN

R

QRNN

H

LSTM

R

QLSTM

H

Size
256
512
1,024
2,048
64
128
256
512
256
512
1,024
2,048
64
128
256
512

Dev.
22.4
19.6
17.9
20.0
23.6
19.2
17.4
17.5
14.9
14.2
14.4
14.0
15.5
14.1
14.0
14.2

Test
23.4
20.4
19.0
20.7
23.9
20.1
18.5
18.7
16.5
16.1
15.3
15.9
17.0
16.0
15.1
15.1

Params
1M
2.8M
9.4M
33.4M
0.6M
1.4M
3.8M
11.2M
3.6M
12.6M
46.2M
176.3M
1.6M
4.6M
14.4M
49.9M

reducing the number of neural parameters and increasing the performances.
Next, we propose to extend QLSTM networks to a more complex speech recognition benchmark.
Speech recognition - Experimental protocol
QLSTMs and LSTMs are now compared with a more challenging task of automatic speech recognition with the Wall Street Journal (WSJ) dataset (Appendix D). In the latter benchmark, each time frame of the accoustic signal is
mapped to a corresponding word, conversely to phonemes for TIMIT, and a
final word error rate (WER) score is calculated, based on wrong predictions,
deletions or insertions with respect to a target sequence. QLSTMs and LSTMs
are trained on both the 14 hour subset ‘train-si84’, and the full 81 hour dataset
’train-si284’ of the WSJ corpus (Appendix D). The ‘test-dev93’ development
dataset is employed for validation, while ’test-eval92’ composes the testing
dataset.
Models architectures
It is important to notice that LSTMs and QLSTMs are bidirectionals (Section
6.2.1). Architectures of the models vary in both number of layers and neurons.
Indeed the number of recurrent layers M varies from three to four, while the
number of neurons N is included in a range from 256 to 1,024. Then, one
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dense layer is stacked alongside with an output dense layer. It is also worth
noticing that the number of quaternion units of a QLSTM layer is N/4. Again,
QLSTM neurons are four dimensional. The rest of the hyperparameters are
identical to the previous experiments on TIMIT.
Speech recognition - Results and discussions
At first, it is important to notice that reported results on Table 6.2 compare favorably with equivalent RNN-based architectures (Graves, Jaitly, and
Mohamed 2013) (WER of 11.7% on ’test-dev93’), and are competitive with
state-of-the-art and much more complex models based on better engineered
features (Chan and Lane 2015) (WER of 3.8% with the 81 hours of training
data, and on ’test-eval92’). Table 6.2 shows that the proposed QLSTM always
outperforms real-valued LSTMs on the test dataset with less neural parameters. Based on the smallest 14 hours subset, a best WER of 6.9% is reported
in real conditions (with respect to the best validation dataset results) with a
three layered QLSTM of size 512, compared to 7.1% for an LSTM with the
same size. It is worth mentioning that a best WER of 6.8% is obtained with a
four layered QLSTM of size 512, but without consideration for the validation
results. Such performances are obtained with a reduction of the number of
parameters of 2.2, with 5.6M parameters for the QLSTM compared to 12.2M
for the real-valued equivalent. This reduction allows the QLSTM to make
the memory more “compact” and, therefore, the relations between quaternion
components are more robust to unseen samples from both validation and testing datasets. Again, this characteristic makes our QLSTM model particularly
suitable for speech recognition conducted on low computational power devices
like smartphones or tablets.
Both QLSTMs and LSTMs produce better results with the 81 hours of
training data. Such behavior is expected due to a six times larger number
of training samples. As for the smaller subset, QLSTMs always outperform
LSTMs during both validation and testing phases. Indeed, a best WER of
4.3% is reported for a four layered QLSTM of dimension 1,024, while the best
LSTM performs at 4.5% with 2.9 times more parameters and an equivalently
sized architecture.
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Table 6.2 – Word error rates (WER %) obtained with both training dataset
(WSJ14h and WSJ81h) of the Wall Street Journal corpus. ’test-dev93’ and
’test-eval92’ are used as validation and testing dataset respectively. Models
are bidirectional. Results are from an average of three runs. The standard
deviation computed over the 3 runs is equivalent for all the models and equal
to 0.1. The proposed QLSTMs obtain better performances than real-valued
equivalent models with up to 2.9 times fewer parameters.

Models

Type

LSTM

R

QLSTM

H

6.4

Lay.

Size

3
3
3
4
4
4
3
3
3
4
4
4

256
512
1024
256
512
1024
256
512
1024
256
512
1024

WSJ14
Dev.
12.7
11.1
11.4
12.1
11.3
11.2
12.8
10.9
11.0
11.9
11.1
10.9

WSJ14
Test
8.6
7.1
7.3
8.3
7.0
7.2
8.5
6.9
6.9
8.0
6.8
6.9

WSJ81
Dev.
9.5
8.2
7.6
9.3
8.1
7.4
9.4
8.1
7.4
9.1
8.0
7.2

WSJ81
Test
6.5
5.2
4.8
6.4
5.0
4.5
6.5
5.1
4.6
6.2
4.9
4.3

Params
4.0M
12.2M
41.2M
4.8M
15.5M
53.7M
2.3M
5.6M
15.5M
2.5M
6.5M
18.7M

Conclusions

Recurrent neural networks cover an important part of the existing type of
neural networks architectures. More precisely, they represent the perfect tool
to naturally deal with input features ordered as sequences. Indeed, they offer
a strong capacity of capturing relations or phenomenons through time, with
specially designed models to incorpate a memory mechanism. Nevertheless,
recurrent neural networks were mostly based on the real number system.
This Chapter proposed to address this issue by introducing quaternion
recurrent neural networks. More precisely, quaternion numbers are used as
basic elements of QRNNs, enabling the model to learn both internal relations
of multidimensional input features and time-related dependencies with the
recurrent connections. As illustrated in the quaternion models tree (Figure(b) 6.2), this Chapter developed the fundamental theoritical basis to build
state-of-the-art quaternion recurrent models.
Gated and non-gated QRNNs have been investigated at different levels
to demonstrate their superior capacities compared to traditional real-valued
models, in the context of our experiments. More precisely, QRNNs and QLSTMs obtain better performances than their real-valued counterparts, in both
a synthetic memory copy task, highlighting a better memory management,
and two automatic speech recognition tasks, proving the feasibility of deploy106
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Perceptrons
Multilayer
Perceptrons
DNN, AE,...,

Convolutional
Neural Networks

Recurrent
Neural Networks

CAE, ResNet,...,

LSTM, GRU,...,

(a) Real-valued neural networks tree
QPerceptrons
QMultilayer
Perceptrons

QConvolutional
Neural Networks

QRecurrent
Neural Networks

QDNN, QAE, QDAE

QCAE, QCNN

QLSTM, bi-QLSTM

(b) Quaternion neural networks tree

Figure 6.2 – Available models prior to the thesis are in white, while newly
introduced architectures are in blue.

ing quaternion-based models in modern tasks. Finally, it is interesting to
notice that quaternion models always come with less neural paramters than
real-valued ones, offering a good alternative to the latters in constraint environments.
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Abstract
This Chapter presents a novel unsupervised model to naturally extract a quaternion signal from any input source. The proposed paradigm is compared to
traditional QNN features with a spoken language understanding task.
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7.1

Introduction

Quaternion neural networks have shown promising performances in a wide
variety of applications, due to a powerful coupling between the ability to
learn internal relations within the quaternion algebra, and global dependencies based on the architecture of the neural network. In the same manner
as for real-valued networks, an important part of this power comes from the
input features. For traditional neural networks, the absence of patterns in the
data may harms drastically the performances of the model, and same goes
for quaternion networks. In particular, quaternion neural networks rely on a
multidimensional input representation (e.g. two, three or four dimensions), to
offer an advantage over real-valued equivalent models. As a consequence, it is
not straighforward to extend quaternion models to any type of input data, to
benefit from their internal modeling and their reduction of neural parameters.
An open question remains the possibility to discover a meaningful and disentangled representation with any kind of input data, suitable to be efficiently
processed with a quaternion neural network.
Various methods to produce latent and disentangled representations of input features based on neural networks have been proposed throughout the
years. In this Chapter we propose to focus on unsupervised solutions that do
not rely on labels at training time. Indeed, unsupervised approaches are not
based on a supervised secondary task to disentangle the input feature space.
Thus, the learned representation is more generic than the one obtained in a
supervised way due to lack of supervision with respect to the training objective. Recent advances are mostly related to autoencoders (Higgins et al. 2017;
Burgess et al. 2018), adversarial training (X. Chen, Duan, et al. 2016; Mathieu
et al. 2016) or a mixture of both (Makhzani et al. 2015). In the case of an
autoencoder, the neural embedding is obtained by observing the outputs of a
small hidden layer, also called bottleneck. In fact, autoencoders are trained
to project in a low dimensional subspace any sort of input data, and to reconstruct the exact same input features at the output from this subspace. Thus,
the obtained neural embedding contains all the information needed to characterize the input features. The latter representation may be used to better
understand the data, or to efficiently train a specific neural network such as
one based on the quaternion algebra.
Strong of the aforementioned motivations, this Chapter aims to develop
an unsupervised approach to allow the extraction of a meaningful quaternion
input signal from any sort of input data, making it feasible to benefit from
quaternion neural networks without considering the nature of the task. More
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precisely, a hybrid autoencoder projecting real input features to the quaternion
space is introduced in Section 7.2.

7.2

Unsupervised projection for quaternions
extraction

Unsupervised learning is a vast domain and is often considered to be more
challenging than supervised learning. This complexity mostly comes from the
lack of prior information on the data. Indeed, in a supervised task, a strong
assumption is made about each sample composing the data. Conversely, unsupervised tasks rely on soft assumptions that are not directed toward specific
samples. In fact, unsupervised techniques can be directly considered as representation learning approaches. In the latter, the overall goal is to learn the
most meaningful, self-containing and disentangled representation of the input
features.
In this Section, we propose to exploit the principle of unsupervised representation learning to project any real-valued input data into a meaningful
abstraction embedded in the quaternion space. Such representation is crucial
to enable the use of quaternion neural networks in any conditions. Our hypothesis is that the latent representation of the real-valued data in the quaternion
space makes internal relations emerge, to better be captured by QNNs. More
precisely, we introduce a hybrid real-to-quaternion (R2H) autoencoder, based
on the encoder-decoder framework previously described (Section 4.3). Then,
the proposed approach is tested on the theme identification of telephone conversations task of the DECODA framework (Appendix D). In the latter, the
R2H autoencoder is used to extract a new quaternion representation of the
text conversations, to be compared with others document representations.

7.2.1

R2H autoencoders

For many real-world problems, prior knowledge suggests that there are input
features that have a limited number of related components. In certain cases,
decomposition of input documents can be precisely defined by prior knowledge.
For example, it is possible to assume that there are two different speakers for
certain types of telephone services, suggesting that an input token could be
represented with separate but related speaker views. Furthermore, the semantic content of a conversation may be represented by a limited number of high
level abstractions, such as problem types, expressed by a limited number of
views that are not precisely defined. In this case, it is appropriate to represent
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related view features with quaternion numbers, but it is necessary to learn to
generate each component composing a quaternion. In this Section, a method
is proposed for learning this mapping with a real-to-quaternion autoencoder
(R2H).
The R2H is a fusion of a real-valued AE and a QAE (Section 4.3). The
computation of the R2H is composed with two simple steps:
1. Map any real-valued input vector to a hidden space with a real-valued
encoder.
2. Reconstruct the input data with a quaternion-valued decoder.
The quaternion-valued decoder is expected to force the hidden representation
of the real-valued encoder to project the input features into the quaternion
space. Formally, the R2H has the same equations as QAEs, except for the
encoder that is redefined in the real valued space as:
hn = α(

M
X

l=1
wnm
xm + bl=1
n ),

(7.1)

m=1

with x the real-valued input of size M , and α any split activation function.
Note that contrary to the QAE, all the parameters but h are real numbers.
Indeed, h is processed by a standard QAE decoder (Section 4.3, Eq. 4.16) and
is therefore defined in the quaternion space. The learning process of the R2H
follows the QAE with the optimization of the QMSE loss (Section 4.2, Eq. 4.9)
. It is important to notice the use of the split activation function in the output
layer, since it is mandatory to allow the R2H to reconstruct a real-valued
signal with decorrelated components. More practically, and as for all QNNs,
the hidden layer h (l1 ) is split into four parts that are equivalent to the four
components of quaternion numbers as depicted in Figure 7.1. Therefore, the
real-valued encoder uses different weight matrices to generate the real and the
imaginary components of the quaternion hidden vector, while the quaternionvalued decoder uses a unique quaternion weight for each generated quaternion.
Finally, the number of neurons of h and the number of input features must be
divisible by four to be intepreted as quaternion vectors.

7.2.2

Experiments and discussions

We propose to evaluate the R2H autoencoder with a spoken language understanding problem of theme identification of telephone conversations from the
DECODA framework. Indeed, SLU tasks traditionaly relies on real-valued input features fitting perfectly to an investigation of the R2H autoencoder. It is
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x˜p
x˜p

H→R
R

h∈H

I

J

K

=

h

xp ∈ H

R→H

xp ∈ R

Figure 7.1 – Illustration of a standard quaternion autoencoder (left), and a
hybrid R2H autoencoder (right). In the latter, the original real-valued input
xp is projected into the quaternion space with a real-valued dense layer (red
arrow), before being mapped back to the real-valued space with a quaternion
dense layer (blue arrow), to produce x˜p .

also feasible to benefit from previous experiments conducted on the same DECODA dataset (Appendix D) to more precisely highlight the observed gain. In
particular, we compare previous results obtained with a handcrafted segmentation for quaternions (SEG_UA, Section 4.2.4), with the extraction gathered
with the R2H autoencoder allowing a fair comparison of the benefits of the
latter method. We hypothesis that a QNN trained from the input features obtained with the R2H model is able to reach the same performances than QNNs
based on manualy pre-processed features, simplifying the input pipeline.
Experimental protocol
As depicted in Figure 7.2, the entire pipeline for the experiments is summarized
with:
1. Extract input features based on word-frequency approaches, detailled
thereafter, or the previously investigated LDA (Section 4.2.4).
2. Train multiple autoencoders including AE, QAE or R2H, with the latter
features.
3. Use the output observed at the autoencoder hidden layer as the new
input samples to train a (Q)CNN classifier.
It is important to notice that in the particular case of a classical quaternionvalued auto-encoder (QAE), documents must be first manually segmented following the proper quaternion scheme detailed in Section 4.2.4 (SEG_UA).
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Thereby, the internal representation obtained from handcrafted quaternion
features can be compared to the one obtain with the R2H autoencoder.
Word frequency-based representations
In information retrieval, textual documents are often considered as bag-ofwords in which many basic statistical methods can be applied (Van Asch
2013). We propose to consider both a straightforward representation of the
DECODA spoken documents called binary representation, and the more sophisticated and investigated term frequency–inverse document frequency also
known as TF-IDF (Robertson 2004; Van Asch 2013), as our baselines. First,
the 500 most occurring words are extracted from the training set of DECODA
to compose the reference vocabulary. The binary representation is obtained by
composing a binary vector of size 500 (vocabulary size), denoting the occurrence (1) or the absence (0) of each word for a given spoken document. Such
binary representation does not consider any information about the relevance of
a given word considering a given document. In this extent, we propose to also
use the frequency–inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) features (Robertson
2004). Indeed, the TF-IDF is intended to reflect how important a word is to a
document considering a corpus. Let wi be a word contained in the document
dj containing |dj | words of a corpus C of size |C|, f (wi ,dj ) is the frequency of
wi in the document dj , and n(wi ) is the number of document containing wi .
The tf (wi ,df ), and idf (wi ) are calculated following:
tf (wi ,dj ) =

f (wi ,dj )
,
|dj |

(7.2)

|C|
.
n(wi )

(7.3)

and,
idf (wi ) = log
Finally, the TF-IDF is expressed as:
tf idf (wi , dj ) = tf (wi ,dj ) × idf (wi ).

(7.4)

During the experiments, documents are projected according to the segmentation. In the case of the SEG_UA segmentation (i.e. for the QAE model), each
part is mapped and concatenated to obtain a 500 × 3 = 1500 input vector.
If no segmentation is applied (i.e. for AE and R2H models), the final input
vector only contains the projection of the entire document and is of size 500.
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AE, QAE or R2H
“Theme”
CNN or QCNN
“Conversation”
Binary, TF-IDF or LDA

Figure 7.2 – Illustration of the complete architecture including the autoencoder
(AE, QAE or R2H, left) and the classifier (CNN or QCNN, right).

Models architectures
As depicted in Figure 7.2, the model architecture is made of two core components: 1) An autoencoder to extract the input features; 2) A convolutional classifier. Autoencoders are real-valued (AE), straightforward quaternion-based
(QAE) or hybrid (R2H) and trained for 100 epochs with the Adam learning
rate optimizer with vanilla hyperparameters (D. Kingma and Ba 2014). This
number of epoch ensures that all models have converged to a minimal loss.
Then, CNNs and QCNNs are trained using the features extracted with these
autoencoders (AE-CNN, QAE-QCNN, and R2H-QCNN) with the same optimizer and hyperparameters for 10 epochs. The ReLU activation function is
used accross all the layers for both the autoencoders and the classifiers, except
for the output layers that are based on the tanh function for the autoencoders,
and the softmax function for the classifiers. No regularization techniques are
employed. At the end of the training, the results on the test dataset are saved
with respect to the best results observed on the validation set. It is worth
noticing that the results are averaged over five runs (5-folds) to alleviate any
variations due to the parameters initialization.
Baseline models involve straightforward autoencoders (AEs, QAEs). Due
to the quaternion representation of the basic QAE, the latter needs the input
features to already represent quaternion numbers. Therefore, QAE is trained
using the SEG_UA segmentation followed by binary, TF-IDF or LDA representations. The hidden layer of both autoencoders is fixed to a size of 100
neurons, that are equivalents to 25 quaternion numbers.
For a fair comparison, the hidden dimension of the R2H is also set to 100
values that are equivalent to 25 quaternion numbers. Due to the nature of
the R2H, the input features representation does not require any particular
segmentation and can be defined in the real-valued space. The encoder part is
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initialized randomly following the Glorot criterion (Glorot and Bengio 2010),
while the quaternion-valued decoder parameters are initialized following the
quaternion initialization scheme described in Section 5.2.2, alongside with the
quaternion version of the Glorot criterion.
It is first important to note that CNNs and QCNNs are designed so the
internal dimensions are equivalents. Consequently, a real-valued convolutional
layer of 256 filter maps (FM) corresponds to a quaternion-valued convolutional
layer of 64 quaternion filter maps. In the case of a QCNN, these 64 filter maps
represent 64 × 4 = 256 real values. Both CNNs and QCNNs contain three 1D
convolutional layers of size 256 FM (64 for the QCNN), followed by two dense
layers of size 512 and 8, corresponding to the number of classes of DECODA
(Appendix D). The last dense layer of the QCNN is real-valued to obtain
posterior probabilies in the real-valued space in the real-valued space.
Results and discussions
All the results observed with AE-CNN, QAE-QCNN and R2H-QCNN are reported on Table 7.1. Again, and as for all the previous experiments on QNN
models, it is worth underlying the important differences with respect to the
number of neural parameters between quaternion models and real-valued ones.
Table 7.1 – Results observed without document segmentation for AE-CNN
and R2H-QCNN models, and with SEG_UA segmentation for QAE-QCNN on
the DECODA dataset. Expressed percentages represent the accuracy. “Dev.”
stands for the best results observed on the validation set, “Real Test” are the
results obtained on the test set w.r.t the best validation. Results are from a
5-folds average.
Models
AE-CNN
QAE-QCNN
R2H-QCNN
AE-CNN
QAE-QCNN
R2H-QCNN
AE-CNN
QAE-QCNN
R2H-QCNN

Type
R
H
RH
R
H
RH
R
H
RH

Seg.
None
SEG_UA
None
None
SEG_UA
None
None
SEG_UA
None

Features
Binary
Binary
Binary
TF-IDF
TF-IDF
TF-IDF
LDA
LDA
LDA

Dev. %
80.4
81.4
82.4
82.9
86.6
86.1
88.9
86.1
91.6

Test %
78.5
80.0
82.6
80.5
82.1
83.6
84.0
84.0
86.3

Params
4.2M
1.1M
1.1M
4.2M
1.1M
1.1M
3.7M
1.0M
1.2M

As expected, the binary representation of textual documents gives the worst
results across all models, and the more complex LDA representation reaches
the best ones. First, the QAE-QCNN consistently outperform the AE-CNN
without regards for the input representation. Indeed, best tests of 80.0%,
82.1%, 84.0% are reported for the quaternion solution with the binary, TF119
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IDF and LDA representations respectively, compared to 78.9%, 81.1%, 83.4%
for the real-valued model. Such results are in line with previous ones observed
on equivalent conditions in Section 4.3.3.
Then, R2H-QCNN substantially outperforms its real-valued counterpart
in all the testing conditions. Therefore, results of 82.6%, 83.6%, 86.3% are
reported on the test set for the R2H-QCNN with the binary, TF-IDF and
LDA representations, compared to 78.5%, 80.5%, 84.0% for the real-valued
model. This is an average gain of 3.1% in terms of accuracy with the same
factor of reduction of the number of parameters equal to four. Consequently,
the R2H-QCNN outperforms the AE-CNN, while processing the same realvalued input features and with less neural parameters.
Finally, it is first important to mention that the R2H-QCNN also outperforms the QAE-QCNN. Indeed, test results of 82.6%, 83.6%, 86.3% are
reported for the R2H-QCNN with the binary, TF-IDF and LDA representations, compared to 80.0%, 82.1%, 84.0% for QAE-QCNN and the SEG_UA
document segmentation. The average gain is of 2.1% with an almost identical number of free parameters. Indeed, both QCNN classifiers are equivalent
and the R2H only has few parameters more due to the real-valued encoder.
According to the results, the quaternion representation learned in an unsupervised manner by the R2H is more meaningful than the one manually created
by the user-agent document segmentation.
Input features representations also have a great impact on the final accuracies of all the tested models. Indeed, models fed with LDA features outperformed by far models fed with word frequency representations. This is explained by the nature of the LDA algorithm. LDA is much more complex and
expressive than the straightforward statistical TF-IDF method. It provides
information about latent relations between the words composing a corpus. In
fact, LDA performs an unsupervised classification over each document by giving the probability of each topic with respect to the document. Based on these
LDA input features, the proposed R2H obtains the best observed accuracies
on the DECODA dataset within this experimental protocol. Overall, the R2H
provides a bridge to project any real-valued source to a quaternion-valued
representation that fits perfectly to QNNs. Indeed, the conducted experiments have shown that the latent multi-view representation learned by the
R2H allows a quaternion-valued classifier to performs better than real-valued
representations, or manually adapted quaternion segmentations.
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Conclusions

QNNs rely on quaternion-valued input features only, and are thus difficult
to extend to scenarios that are nowadays encountered in deep learning tasks.
Indeed, it is often complicated or expensive to manually extract quaternion
features from real-valued data. In this Section, we introduced an unsupervised
approach to enable the use of QNNs regardless of the dimensionality of the
input features. Quaternion neural embeddings are proposed to extract disantengled and meaningful quaternion representations from any type of data,
to be further processed with QNNs. In the conducted experiments, the proposed method allowed QNNs to operate over simple real-valued input features
while obtaining similar or better performances than a traditional handcrafted
quaternion representation. As a consequence, it is now feasible to benefit from
the better internal relation learning capability and the lower number of neural parameters of QNNs in any real-world task. Nevertheless, a supervised
alternative must be explored to take advantage of the information provided
by numerous real-world tasks with labels available, and to further improve the
performances of the models.
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Abstract
This Chapter presents a novel supervised model to optimally extract a quaternion signal from any input source. The proposed paradigm is compared to
traditional QNN features with a speech recognition task.
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Introduction

As shown in Chapter 7, the input representation is crucial for QNNs. In fact,
input data must represent quaternions. Unfortunately, it is not always feasible
to manually construct or extract a quaternion signal from the considered task.
Even worse, it is not possible to verify the suitability of the obtained representation to the faced problem. Consequently, Chapter 7 introduced a novel
unsupervised autoencoder to extract a meaningful and disentangled quaternion
representation from any real-valued input source. In this Chapter, we propose
to extend this paradigm to a supervised alternative enabling the integration
of the task objective to the learning of the quaternion representation.
More precisely, it is possible to consider the latent representation observed
at a certain layer of a neural network, called neural embedding, trained in an
end-to-end and supervised way (Snyder et al. 2018). The obtained representation is directed toward the classification task performed to train the model,
and input features are thus nicely disentangled with respect to this task. This
approach is powerful and provides a meaningful latent representation.
Based on these motivations, this Chapter aims to develop a supervised
alternative to the autoencoder previously introduced in Chapter 7, to allow the
extraction of an even more meaningful quaternion input signal from any sort
of input data with respect to the considered task. Thus, we propose an endto-end projection layer embedded in a supervised quaternion neural network
(Section 8.2) that is trained jointly to the rest of the model, conversely to the
R2H autoencoder that needs a preliminary training phase.

8.2

Supervised projection for quaternions extraction

Supervised methods offer a powerful alternative to unsupervised techniques,
by making strong assumptions over the considered data. Indeed, supervised
models are able to optimize their parameters toward a targeted task, learning
a representation that perfectly fits to the task. Such property differs from
the unsupervised R2H autoencoder previously introduced. In the latter, the
learned quaternion representation can be used with any type of problem, remaining generic, while in some real-world scenarios, we could benefit from the
known properties of the data.
In this Section, we propose to use supervised learning to learn in an end-toend manner a quaternion neural network able to natively deal with real-valued
input features. To achieve this goal, we introduce a projection layer named
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QNN
Qout
||Qout ||
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=

xp ∈ R
Figure 8.1 – Illustration of the R2H encoder, used as an input layer to a QNN.
Inputs are real numbers, before being turned into quaternions, and finally
unitary quaternions within the R2H encoder.

R2H encoder, that will learn the mapping from the real-valued space to the
quaternion one, jointly with optimizing the global supervised task. More precisely, the R2H encoder is expected to learn a specific projection of real numbers that is designed and well adapted to the considered task. We hypothesis
that the R2H encoder allows a easier integration than the R2H autoencoder,
by removing the pre-training phase, while still obtaining a natural mapping
from the real to quaternion numbers.
The projection layer named R2H encoder is described in Section 8.2.1,
before being compared to manual segmentation of acoustic speech signal on
two speech recognition tasks in Section 8.2.2. In particular, the R2H encoder
components are first investigated on the TIMIT phoneme recognition task
(Appendix D), and then compared to others quaternion segmentations for
QNNs already proposed in this thesis (Section 6.3), alongside with a wider and
more realistic speech recognition task with the Librispeech dataset (Appendix
D).

8.2.1

R2H encoders

As formerly mentioned, having input features represented by quaternions requires to have predefined a number of views for the same input token. This
prevents the use of quaternion networks when prior knowledge suggests to
use multiple views whose number and type cannot be exactly defined. For
example, it is known that time relations between a speech spectrum and its
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neighbor spectra may improve the classification of the phoneme whose utterance produced the spectrum. Nevertheless, these relations may not be limited
to time derivatives of all spectra samples in a spoken sentence. To overcome
this limitation, we propose the R2H encoder. It consists in introducing a
real-valued encoder directly connected to the real-valued input signal. The
real-to-quaternion encoder is trained jointly to the rest of the model in an
end-to-end manner, such as any other layer. After training, the encoder is
expected to allow a mapping from the real space of the input features, to a
latent internal representation meaningful for the following quaternion layers.
The trained model is thus able to directly deal with real-valued input features, while internally processing quaternion numbers. The R2H encoder is a
traditional dense layer followed by a quaternion activation function and normalization. The number of neurons contained in the layer must be a multiple
of four for the quaternion representation. Again, let w, x and b be the weight,
the real-valued input and the bias components respectively. Q/out,n is the unit
quaternion obtained at the output of the projection layer at neuron n and is
expressed as:
Q/out,n =

Qout,n
,
||Qout,n ||

(8.1)

l=1
wnm
xm + bl=1
n ),

(8.2)

with,
Qout,n = α(

M
X

m=1

and α any quaternion split activation function. In practice, Qout and Q/out
follow the quaternion internal representation defined in Section 4.2.3. Consequently, the input is split in four parts from a latent sub-space, that are
interpreted as quaternion components: the first one equals to r, the second to
xi, the third one is yj, and the last one equals to zk, making it possible to
apply the quaternion normalization and the activation function. At the end
of training Q/out capture an internal latent mapping of the real-valued input
signal x through a vector of unit quaternions. Adding the R2H encoder as
an input layer to any QNNs allows the model to deal with real-valued inputs
while taking the strengths of QNNs (Figure 8.1).

8.2.2

Experiments and discussions

The performances of the R2H encoder layer is investigated following three
steps, on two different benchmarks of speech recognition. Indeed, while it is
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common to process acoustic speech signal with multidimensional input features as illustrated in Section 5.3.3, recent ASR systems rely on mere realvalued representation of the signal, making it interesting to extract directly
the quaternion views from this one-dimensional representation. We hypothesis that the R2H encoder will be able to learn a more meaningful, and thus
impactful quaternion representation of the acoustic features compared to the
manual one described in Section 5.3.3. Indeed, the supervised paradigm will
force the R2H encoder to learn the best representation to minimize the task
error, while the previously investigated manual quaternion representation incorporates prior expert knowledge.
The impact of the quaternion activation function is investigated with the
TIMIT phoneme recognition task (Appendix D), by comparing multiple traditional activation functions. The latter experiment will determine the best
activation function to use with the R2H encoder, to further compare the solution to others quaternion and real models on the TIMIT dataset. Finally, we
extend the experiments to a much wider and realistic speech recognition task,
with the Librispeech dataset (Appendix D).
Experimental protocol
Quaternion acoustic input features differ from all the previous speech experiments conducted so far. More precisely, time derivatives are not considered
anymore. Instead, latent representations are directly learned from the R2H
encoder fed with the 40 log Mel-filter bank coefficients. For the sake of comparison, an input quaternion is naively composed with input features from
four consecutive Mel-filter-bank coefficients, before being fed to a standard
QLSTM (Section 6.2.2). Models are compared on both the TIMIT phoneme
recognition task and Librispeech speech recognition dataset (Appendix D).
Models architectures
Based on our previous experiments (Section 6.2.2), QLSTMs are composed
with four bidirectional QLSTM layers with an internal real-valued size of 1,024,
equivalent to 256 quaternion neurons. The R2H encoder size varies from 256 to
1,024 to explore the best latent quaternion representation. tanh, hardtanh and
ReLU activation functions are investigated to compare the impact of bounded
(tanh, hardtanh) and unbounded (ReLU) functions to the R2H encoders. In
fact, the quaternion normalization allows a numerical reduction of the internal representation, but the ReLU counteracts the latter effect by integrating
high real and positive values to the encoding. The final layer is real-valued
and corresponds to the HMM states obtained with the Kaldi (Povey, Ghoshal,
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et al. 2011) toolkit. A dropout of 0.2 is applied across all the layers except the
output. The Adam optimizer (D. Kingma and Ba 2014) is used to train the
models with vanilla hyperparameters. The learning rate is halved every-time
the loss on the validation set is below a certain threshold fixed to 0.001 to avoid
overfitting. While the effectiveness of QLSTMs over LSTMs has already been
demonstrated, an LSTM network trained in the same conditions is considered
as a baseline. All the models are trained during 30 epochs, and the results on
both the validation and test sets are saved at this point.
Results and discussions
This Section reports all the results observed for the three different steps composing the exploration of the R2H encoder layer. The impact of different
activation functions is reported in Figure. 8.2, while a comparison of the proposed approach with other models on the TIMIT dataset is reported in Table
8.1. Finally, performances observed on the wider Librispeech dataset are given
in Table 8.2.
Phoneme recognition on the TIMIT corpus
Figure 8.2 reports the results obtained for the investigation of the R2H encoder size and the impact of the activation layer. Results are from an average
of three runs and are not obtained with respect to the validation set. Indeed,
performances on the test set are evaluated only once at the end of the training phase. It is first interesting to note that a layer of 1,024 neurons always
gives better results than a layer of size 256 or 512, without even considering
activation functions. In the same manner, the tanh activation outperforms
both ReLU and hardtanh activation functions with all the layer sizes, with an
average phoneme error rate (PER) on the TIMIT test set of 15.6% compared
to 16.7 and 16% for the ReLU and hardtanh activations. It is important to
note that the ReLU activation gives the worst results. An explanation of such
phenomenon is the definition interval of the ReLU function. When dealing
with ReLU, outputs of the R2H layer are not bounded in the positive domain
before being normalized. Therefore, the dense layer can output large values
that are then squashed by the quaternion normalization, and it can be hard
for the neural network to learn such mapping. Conversely, both hardtanh and
tanh functions are bounded by −1 and 1 making it easier to learn, since values of the R2H layer before and after normalization vary on the same range.
The hardtanh function also saturates at −1 and 1 in the same manner as the
ReLU activation for negative numbers, while the tanh smoothly tends to these
bounds. Consequently, the hardtanh gives slightly worst results than the tanh.
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Figure 8.2 – Phoneme Error Rate (PER %) obtained on the test set of the
TIMIT corpus with different activation functions, and different R2H encoder
size for a QLSTM. Results are from an average of three runs.
Finally, a best PER of 15.4% is obtained with a normalized R2H encoder of
size 1,024 based on the tanh activation function, compared to 16.5% and 15.9%
with ReLU and hardtanh functions.
Table 8.1 summaries the results observed on the TIMIT phoneme recognition task with a QLSTM and basic quaternion features, compared to the
proposed QLSTM coupled with the best R2H encoder from Figure 8.2. For
fair comparison, a real-valued LSTM is also tested. QLSTM models require
less neural parameters than LSTMs due to their internal quaternion algebra.
Therefore, a LSTM with 1,024 neurons per layer is composed of 46.0 million
parameters, while corresponding QLSTMs only have 15.5M parameters. It is
first interesting to notice that the R2H encoder helps the QLSTM to obtains
the same PER as the real-valued LSTM, while dealing with a real-valued input signal. Indeed, both models performed at 15.4% on the test set, while the
QLSTM still requires more than three times fewer neural parameters.
Table 8.1 – Phoneme error rate (PER%) of the models on the development
and test sets of the TIMIT dataset.“Params" stands for the total number of
trainable parameters. “R2H-Norm" and “R2H" correspond to R2H encoders
with and without normalization. Results are from an average of 3 runs.
Models
LSTM
QLSTM
R2H-QLSTM
R2H-Norm-QLSTM

Type
R
H
H
H

Dev. %
14.5
14.9
14.7
14.4

Test %
15.4
15.9
15.7
15.4

Params
46.0M
15.5M
15.5M
15.5M

Then, it is worth highlighting that the basic QLSTM without R2H layer
obtains the worst PER of all models with 15.9% on the test set, due to the
inappropriate input representation. Then, the impact of the quaternion normalization process is investigated by comparing a R2H encoder without normalization, to a normalized one. As expected, the quaternion normalization
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helps the input to fit the quaternion representation, and thus gives better
results with 15.4% of PER compared to 15.7% for the non-normalized R2H
encoder. It is important to mention that such results are obtained without
batch-normalization, speaker adaptation or rescoring methods.
Speech recognition with the Librispeech corpus
Input features are the same as for the TIMIT experiments, and the best activation function reported in Figure 8.2 is used (tanh). No regularization
techniques such as batch-normalization are used, and no rescoring methods
are applied at testing time. We used the 100 hours of speech subset of the
Librispeech dataset as a training set.
Table 8.2 – Word error rate (WER%) of the models on test_clean set of the
Librispeech dataset with a training on the train_clean_100 subset. “Params"
stands for the total number of trainable parameters. “R2H-Norm" and “R2H"
correspond to R2H encoders with and without normalization. No rescoring
technique is applied.
Models
LSTM
QLSTM
R2H-QLSTM
R2H-Norm-QLSTM

Type
R
H
H
H

Test %
8.1
8.5
8.3
8.0

Params
49.0M
17.7M
17.7M
17.7M

The total number of neural parameters is slightly different when compared
with the TIMIT experiments due to the increased number of HMM states, and
therefore neurons, of the output layer for the Librispeech task. Nonetheless,
the number of parameters is still lowered by a factor of 3 when using QLSTM networks, compared to the real-valued LSTM. Similarly to the TIMIT
experiments, the QLSTM with a normalized R2H layer reaches slightly better
performances in term of word error rate (WER), with 8.0% compared to 8.1%
for the LSTM. Moreover, the R2H encoder allows the QLSTM WER to decrease from 8.5% to 8.0%, representing an absolute gain of 0.5%. The reported
results on the larger Librispeech dataset demonstrate that the R2H encoder
solution scales well with more realistic speech recognition tasks.

8.3

Conclusions

This Part has highlighted the importance of the input quaternion representation in the context of QNNs. This Chapter introduced a novel supervised
encoder layer to learn an optimal and disentangled quaternion representation
with respect to a considered task. Conversely to the previously proposed R2H
autoencoder, this encoder integrates the global performance objective in its
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training that is performed in an end-to-end manner. In the conducted experiments on automatic speech recognition, the proposed projection layer allowed
QNNs to operate over simple real-valued input features while obtaining similar
or better performances than a traditional handcrafted quaternion representation.
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General conclusions
Deep learning is a key component of the modern definition of artificial intelligence. The rise in performances of computing hardware alongside with
the massive increase in available data have enabled deep neural networks to
emerge, and to break numerous records. More precisely, recent advances have
shown human level performances in very specific and targeted real-world tasks,
such as natural language processing, or image processing, and remarkable results in challenging domains including robotics and speech processing. Deep
neural networks are nowadays part of the everyday life, and are embedded in
most of the devices or tools that we are using. Personal assistants, smartphones, cars, web services, computers, banks, insurances, the list of applications is almost infinite and calls for massive investments. As a consequence,
an astonishing amount of research is pursued on the field, and some major
conferences became as hard to attend as sport and musical events.
An important challenge of deep learning models is to well-represent in the
latent space the astonishing amount of data available for recent tasks. For this
purpose, a good model has to efficiently encode local relations within the input
features, such as between the Red, Green, and Blue channels of a single image
pixel, as well as structural relations, such as those describing edges or shapes
composed by groups of pixels, depicting a bird or a car. Interestingly, most
of the research focuses on developping new architectures to tackle the latter
problem, while a natural solution is to operate at the basic unit level of every
neural network. More precisely, the vast majority of current neural approaches
rely on real-valued parameters, whereas real-world tasks are defined in multidimensional spaces. In fact, a better representation of multidimensional data
helps to naturally capture internal relations within the input features. For example, an efficient way to represent the information composing an image is to
consider each pixel as being a whole entity of three strongly related elements,
instead of a group of unidimensional elements that could be related to each
other, as in traditional real-valued neural networks. This problem is elegantly
solved by replacing real numbers with quaternion numbers (Chapter 2).
Quaternion neural networks are a recent field and propose to integrate the
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four-dimensional algebra of quaterion numbers in neural networks. In this
extent, a multidimensional input feature, such as a color pixel, is embedded
in a quaternion color pixel, and processed with a dedicated quaternion neural
network to learn local relations through the Hamilton product that defines a
product in the quaternion algebra, and global dependencies based on powerful
neural network architectures. In fact, QNNs offer a good match to solve tasks
related to the 3D human space, including robotics, computer vision, or signal
processing. Unfortunately, QNNs also suffer from the fact that most of the
paradigms that make real-valued neural networks powerful, are still missing.
More precisely, models introduced prior to the thesis never exceeded one or
two simple fully-connected hidden layers, as detailled in Chapter 3, making
it very hard to challenge real-valued models. Then, DNNs often operate in
heterogeneous conditions with input features defined in a different space than
output features, such as 3D points and a simple scalar target (i.e. labels).
The latter remark is an obstacle to QNNs, that require quaternion input and
output features. Furthermore, most of applied QNNs are hybrid networks that
do not fully respect the quaternion algebra. In fact, quaternion numbers have
been invented to represent rotations and orientations, and modern QNNs do
not completely take this property into consideration. This thesis proposes to
alleviate all these drawbacks, by developping all the missing state-of-the-art
quaternion neural networks, for a fair comparison with real-valued ones, and
to allow the community to apply QNNs to modern and challenging real-world
tasks. Then, solutions are proposed, to allow QNNs to operate in heterogenous
conditions, and to fully respect the quaternion algebra by taking rotations into
account.
First, Chapter 4 investigates different crucial but simple structures of
quaternion neural networks. Indeed, while real-valued neural networks are
getting very deep and complex, they also rely on strong fundations that were
partly missing with QNNs. Consequently, concepts such as noise and pretraining are investigated to develop well-known denoising autoencoders and
deep fully-connected neural networks, but in the quaternion domain. The introduction of such models and paradigms with graphic processing units acceleration is an important step toward state-of-the-art quaternion models. Moreover, the reported results on a natural language processing task of theme identification of telephone conversations shows that such simple deep quaternion
neural networks, or quaternion denoising autoencoders are able to outperform
equivalent real-valued models, with an important reduction of the number of
parameters.
Convolutional neural networks have obtained top-of-the-line performances
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across an important number of benchmarks, including image and signal processing. The convolution operation is a crucial operator to enable neural networks to perfectly learn global dependencies in an input volume. Chapter
5 introduces the quaternion convolutional neural network with a dedicated
neural parameter initialization scheme, to merge this powerful global relations
learning ability to the natural local dependencies representation of quaternion
numbers. This is the first investigation and comparison of a quaternion model
to a modern, and state-of-the-art deep neural network. Interestingly, quaternion convolutional neural networks show better performances across three different tasks involving image, natural language, and speech processing. More
precisely, better accuracies are consistently observed alongside with a reduction
by four of the number of neural parameters.
Recurrent neural networks are known to perfecly operate through time sequencies such as signal processing. Following convolutional neural networks,
they are design to well-learn the global dependencies that occur between input
samples, and can thus benefit from the introduction of quaternion numbers to
facilitate the encoding of local relations. As an example, common speech features are often multidimensional, and a quaternion recurrent neural network
would be able to well-code both frame-level and time-level dependencies. In
this extent, Chapter 6 develops the backpropagation through time algorithm
in the quaternion domain needed to train quaternion recurrent neural networks,
and introduces a gated variation named quaternion long short-term memory
neural network, following the real-valued equivalent model. According to previous findings, quaternion recurrent neural networks outperform real-valued
equivalent models with both better accuracies and less neural parameters, in
various tasks of automatic speech recognition.
Despite promising results, newly introduced state-of-the-art quaternion
models remain hard to deploy in heterogeneous conditions. In fact, they
often require either a manual segmentation of the input features, or an engineering process to fit to the nature of quaternion numbers. In Chapter 7
and Chapter 8, two methods based either on the supervised or unsupervised
paradigms are proposed to alleviate this problem, by extracting a disentangled
and meaningful quaternion embedding from any source of input signal for further processing by a quaternion neural network. The conducted experiments
on natural language processing and speech recognition show that previously
investigated quaternion neural networks are perfectly able to outperform realvalued neural networks, while trained on real-valued input features due to
the dedicated quaternion embeddings. The latter findings make it feasible to
deploy quaternion neural network in much wider application domains.
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Figure 8.3 – Available models prior to the thesis are in white, while newly
introduced architectures are in blue.

As depicted in Figure 8.3, the first major contribution of the thesis is to
bridge the important gap between available quaternion models, and stateof-the-art real-valued ones. The thesis extends all the needed paradigms to
build modern quaternion neural networks, including convolutional and recurrent ones to better solve real-wold tasks, and to be fairly compared with realvalued alternatives. Then, two different methods (supervised and unsupervised) are proposed to enable the application of quaternion neural networks to
heterogeneous training conditions, to allow the scientific community to further
investigate the impact of quaternion networks through various domains.
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Perspectives
Learning in the quaternion domain with the GHR calculus
Most of the current quaternion-valued neural networks implementations and
experimentations are based on the usual first-order backpropagation algorithm.
Nonetheless, a recent breaktrough in the quaternion-valued signal processing
field derives other learning algorithms that are more suitable to quaternion
signal. The HR calculus first proposed by (Danilo P Mandic, Jahanchahi, and
C Cheong Took 2011) introduces derivatives of both analytic and non-analytic
functions of quaternions to compute gradients that are needed to learning
algorithms. Nonetheless, the HR calculus suffers from the fact that the traditional product is not valid (Dongpo Xu et al. 2015). Therefore, (Dongpo
Xu et al. 2015) have proposed a generalized version of the HR calculus called
GHR calculus. Based on the GHR framework, new learning algorithms have
been developed, such as the resilient backpropagation, the conjugate and the
scaled conjugate gradient, or the Gauss-Newton algorithms (Popa 2018; Xu,
L. Zhang, and H. Zhang 2017). GHR based algorithms have been recently
compared to the traditional backpropagation algorithm in a toy task of timeprediction forecasting by (Popa 2018), and have reached higher accuracies. Unfortunately, and despite an increasing interest on such algorithms, the training
methods have not still been investigated on real-world and scalable tasks. Consequently, a new research direction is to introduce GHR algorithms in modern
deep quaternion neural networks such as convolutional and recurrent neural
networks, to further improve the performances and the efficiency of the models.
Further investigate quaternion neural networks architectures
While the models extended to the quaternion domain in this thesis, including convolutional and recurrent neural networks, are still widely used, few
very recent and promising architectures could benefit from quaternion networks. As an example, generative adversarial networks are known to generate
high-resolution and nice looking pictures, and could be further improved by
encoding the color information with quaternions. It could be feasible to directly control the quaternion features and parameters to manage the tone of
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the generated image. Then, capsule networks mostly manipulate vectors in
their latent representation to denote the presence and the orientation of highlevel concepts in the input volume. Quaternion numbers could stabilize the
manipulation of the latter vectors, and help building deeper and faster capsule
networks.
Spinor neural networks
Most of quaternion neural networks use the quaternion algebra as an elegant
way to force neural networks to capture internal relations. An interesting and
different approach is to fully respect the latter algebra by considering the rotation operation instead of the Hamilton product in quaternion neural networks.
Conversely to others quaternion neural networks, spinor neural networks are
not hybrid and operate on 3D vectors from the input layer to the output. The
latter facts allow the spinor neural network to be particularly well-suited for
tasks related to manipulations of concepts in a three dimensional space, such
as image processing, human pose estimation or robotics. An interesting future
word would be to extend spinor networks to state-of-the-art deep architectures
for a fair comparison with novels QNNs and NNs.
Generalize to N dimensions
Despite the fact that quaternions are the last numbers system retaining a fundamental algebraic property (associativity), it is feasible to go even further
with octonions (8 dimensions) and sedenions (16 dimensions). More precisely,
an infinite number of these systems exist. Then, an other form of very highdimensional algebra is known as the Clifford algebra. Simple octonions and
Clifford neural networks have already been proposed and it could be interesting to further investigate their properties in the context of real-world tasks.
Hardware optimization
The major weakness of current quaternion neural networks lies on the computational efficiency of the models. In particular, the Hamilton product is
a powerful but expensive operation. Currently, this operation is not fully
parallelized on GPUs, implying a longer training time for quaternion neural
networks. A proper CUDA implementation of this product would drastically
reduce this computation time and makes of QNNs a strong alternative to realvalued NNs.
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Appendix A
Initialization of quaternion
neural parameters
Let us recall that a generated quaternion weight w from a weight matrix W
has a polar form defined as:
/

/
w = |w|eqimag θ = |w|(cos(θ) + qimag
sin(θ)),

(A.1)

/
= 0 + xi + yj + zk a purely imaginary and normalized quaternion.
with qimag
Therefore, w can be computed following:

wr = ϕ cos(θ),
/
wi = ϕ qimagi
sin(θ),
/
wj = ϕ qimagj
sin(θ),

(A.2)

/
wk = ϕ qimagk
sin(θ).

However, ϕ represents a randomly generated variable with respect to the variance of the quaternion weight and the selected initialization criterion. The
initialization process follows (Glorot and Bengio 2010) and (K. He et al. 2015)
to derive the variance of the quaternion-valued weight parameters. Indeed, the
variance of W has to be investigated:
V ar(W ) = E(|W |2 ) − [E(|W |)]2 .

(A.3)

[E(|W |)]2 is equals to 0 since the weight distribution is symmetric around
0. Nonetheless, the value of V ar(W ) = E(|W |2 ) is not trivial in the case of
quaternion-valued matrices. Indeed, W follows a Chi-distribution with four
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degrees of freedom (DOFs) and E(|W |2 ) is expressed and computed as follows:
E(|W |2 ) =

Z ∞

x2 f (x) dx,

(A.4)

0

With f (x) is the probability density function with four DOFs. A four-dimensional
vector X = {A, B, C, D} is considered to evaluate the density function f (x).
X has components that are normally distributed, centered at zero, and independent. Then, A, B, C and D have density functions:
2

2

e−x /2σ
fA (x; σ) = fB (x; σ) = fC (x; σ) = fD (x; σ) = √
.
2πσ 2

(A.5)

The four-dimensional vector X has a length L defined as:
L=

√

A2 + B 2 + C 2 + D2 ,

(A.6)

with a cumulative distribution function FL (x; σ) in the 4-sphere (n-sphere with
n = 4) Sx :
FL (x; σ) =

Z Z Z Z
Sx

fA (x; σ)fB (x; σ)fC (x; σ)fD (x; σ) dSx

(A.7)

√
where Sx = {(a, b, c, d) : a2 + b2 + c2 + d2 < x} and dSx = da db dc dd. The
polar representations of the coordinates of X in a 4-dimensional space are
defined to compute dSx :
a = ρ cos θ,
b = ρ sin θ cos φ,
c = ρ sin θ sin φ cos ψ,
d = ρ sin θ sin φ sin ψ,
√
where ρ is the magnitude (ρ = a2 + b2 + c2 + d2 ) and θ, φ, and ψ are the
phases with 0 ≤ θ ≤ π, 0 ≤ φ ≤ π and 0 ≤ ψ ≤ 2π. Then, dSx is evaluated
with the Jacobian Jf of f defined as:

Jf =

∂(a,b,c,d)
da db dc dd
=
=
∂(ρ,θ,φ,ψ)
dρ dθ dφ dψ
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da
dρ
db
dρ
dc
dρ
dd
dρ

da
dθ
db
dθ
dc
dθ
dd
dθ

da
dφ
db
dφ
dc
dφ
dd
dφ

da
dψ
db
dψ
dc
dψ
dd
dψ

=

cos θ

−ρ sin θ

0

0

sin θ cos φ

ρ sin θ cos φ

−ρ sin θ sin φ

0

sin θ sin φ cos ψ

ρ cos θ sin φ cos ψ

ρ sin θ cos φ cos ψ

−ρ sin θ sin φ sin ψ

sin θ sin φ sin ψ

ρ cos θ sin φ sin ψ

ρ sin θ cos φ sin ψ

ρ sin θ sin φ cos ψ

.

And,
Jf = ρ3 sin2 θ sin φ.

(A.8)

Therefore, by the Jacobian Jf , we have the polar form:
da db dc dd = ρ3 sin2 θ sin φ dρ dθ dφ dψ.

(A.9)

Then, writing Eq.(A.7) in polar coordinates, we obtain:

!4

FL (x,σ) =
=
=
=
=

Z Z Z Z x
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
√
e−a /2σ e−b /2σ e−c /2σ e−d /2σ dSx
0
2πσ 2
Z 2π Z π Z π Z x
1
2
2
e−ρ /2σ ρ3 sin2 θ sin φ dρ dθ dφ dψ
2
4
4π σ 0 0 0 0
Z x
Z π
Z π
1 Z 2π
2
2
2
ρ3 e−ρ /2σ dρ
sin
θ
dθ
sin
φ
dφ
dψ
2
4
4π σ 0 "
0
0
#π Z 0
x
1
θ sin 2θ
2
2
ρ3 e−ρ /2σ dρ
2π2
−
2
4
4π σ
2
4
0 0
Z x
1
π
2
2
4π
ρ3 e−ρ /2σ dρ,
2
4
4π σ
2 0

Then,
FL (x,σ) =

1 Z x 3 −ρ2 /2σ2
ρe
dρ.
2σ 4 0

(A.10)

The probability density function for X is the derivative of its cumulative distribution function, which by the fundamental theorem of calculus is:

d
FL (x,σ)
dx
1
2
2
= 4 x3 e−x /2σ .
2σ

fL (x,σ) =

The expectation of the squared magnitude becomes:
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(A.11)
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E(|W |2 ) =

Z ∞

x2 f (x) dx

0

Z ∞

1 3 −x2 /2σ2
xe
dx
4
2σ
0
1 Z ∞ 5 −x2 /2σ2
xe
dx.
= 4
2σ 0

=

x2

With integration by parts we obtain:

Z ∞
1
2
2
4 2 −x2 /2σ 2 ∞
+
σ 2 4x3 e−x /2σ dx
−x
σ
e
0
2σ 4 
0

Z ∞
1
3 −x2 /2σ 2
4 −x2 /2σ 2 ∞
= 2 −x e
+
4x e
dx .
0
2σ
0

E(|W |2 ) =





(A.12)

The expectation E(|W |2 ) is the sum of two terms. The first one:
−x4 e−x

2 /2σ 2

∞
0

= lim −x4 e−x

2 /2σ 2

− lim x4 e−x

x→+∞

2 /2σ 2

x→+0

4 −x2 /2σ 2

= lim −x e
x→+∞

,

Based on the L’Hôpital’s rule, the undetermined limit becomes:
2 /2σ 2

lim −x4 e−x

x→+∞

= − lim

x→+∞

x4
x2 /2σ 2

e

= ...
= − lim

24

2
2
x→+∞ (1/σ 2 )(P (x)ex /2σ )

(A.13)

= 0.

With P (x) is polynomial and has a limit to +∞. The second term is calculated
in a same way (integration by parts) and E(|W |2 ) becomes from Eq.(A.12):

1 Z ∞ 3 −x2 /2σ2
E(|W | ) = 2
4x e
dx
2σ  0

Z ∞
2
2 2 −x2 /2σ 2 ∞
2
−x2 /2σ 2
= 2 xσ e
+
σ 2xe
dx .
0
σ
0
2

(A.14)
The limit of first term is equals to 0 with the same method than in Eq.(A.13).
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Therefore, the expectation is:
E(|W |2 ) = 4

Z ∞

xe−x

2 /2σ 2



dx

0
2

= 4σ .

(A.15)

And finally the variance is:
V ar(|W |) = 4σ 2 .
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Appendix B
Quaternion backpropagation
through time
Let us recall the forward equations and parameters needed to derive the complete quaternion backpropagation through time (QBPTT) algorithm.
Recall of the forward phase
The hidden state ht,l
n of the neuron n at timestep t and layer l, that is
composed with a linear combination of the input features, and the previous
time step is defined as:

ht,l
n

= α(

H
X

Nl−1
l
wnm,hh

⊗

ht−1,l
m

+

m=0

X

l
t,l−1
wnm,hγ
⊗ γm
+ bln ),

(B.1)

m=0

with α any quaternion activation function. For the sake of readability during
the demonstration, let us introduce pt to describe the output of the neural
network (γ t,l=M , with M the number of layers) at timestep t. :
Nl−1

pt,n = β(

X

l
wnm,γh
⊗ ht,l−1
+ bln ),
n

(B.2)

m=0

with β is any quaternion activation function. Finally, the objective function is
a real-valued loss function applied component-wise. The gradient with respect
to the QMSE loss (Section 4.2.2, Eq. 4.9) is expressed for each weight matrix
∂E t
∂E t
∂E t
∂E t
as ∂W
,
,
,
and
for
the
bias
vector
as
. In the real-valued space,
∂W
∂W
∂B
hy
hh
hx
h
the dynamic of the loss is only investigated based on all previously connected
neurons. In this extent, the QBPTT differs from BPTT due to the fact that
the loss must also be derived with respect to each component of a quaternion
neural parameter, making it bi-level.
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Output weight matrix
∂E t
that only occurs on the output computation:
We first derive ∂W
hy
∂E t
∂E t
∂E t
∂E t
∂E t
=
+
i
+
j
.
+
k
j
r
i
k
∂Why
∂Why
∂Why
∂Why
∂Why

(B.3)

Each quaternion component is then derived following the chain rule:
∂E t
∂E t ∂prt
∂E t ∂pit
∂E t ∂pjt
∂E t ∂pkt
=
+
+
+
r
r
r
r
r
∂Why
∂prt ∂Why
∂pit ∂Why
∂pkt ∂Why
∂pjt ∂Why
= (prt − ytr ) × hrt + (pit − yti ) × hit + (pjt − ytj ) × hjt + (pkt − ytk ) × hkt .
(B.4)

∂E t
∂E t ∂prt
∂E t ∂pit
∂E t ∂pjt
∂E t ∂pkt
=
+
+ j
+ k
i
i
i
i
i
∂Why
∂prt ∂Why
∂pit ∂Why
∂pt ∂Why
∂pt ∂Why
= (prt − ytr ) × −hit + (pit − yti ) × hrt + (pjt − ytj ) × hkt + (pkt − ytk ) × −hjt .
(B.5)

∂E t
∂E t ∂prt
∂E t ∂pit
∂E t ∂pjt
∂E t ∂pkt
j =
j +
j +
j +
j
∂prt ∂Why
∂pit ∂Why
∂pkt ∂Why
∂Why
∂pjt ∂Why
= (prt − ytr ) × −hjt + (pit − yti ) × −hkt + (pjt − ytj ) × hrt + (pkt − ytk ) × hit .
(B.6)

∂E t ∂prt
∂E t ∂pit
∂E t ∂pjt
∂E t ∂pkt
∂E t
=
+
+
+
k
k
k
k
k
∂Why
∂prt ∂Why
∂pit ∂Why
∂pkt ∂Why
∂pjt ∂Why
= (prt − ytr ) × −hkt + (pit − yti ) × hjt + (pjt − ytj ) × −hit + (pkt − ytk ) × hrt .
(B.7)
By regrouping in a matrix form the ht components from these equations:




hr
hit
hjt
hkt 
 t


 −hit
hrt
hkt −hjt 

 = h∗ .
t


j
k
r
i
 −ht −ht
ht
ht 


−hkt hjt −hit hrt

(B.8)

∂E t
= (pt − yt ) ⊗ h∗t .
∂Why

(B.9)

Therefore,
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Hidden weight matrix
Conversely to Why the weight matrix Whh is an argument of ht with ht−1 :
N
X
∂E
∂E t
=
.
∂Whh t=0 ∂Whh

(B.10)

t
X
∂E t
∂Em
∂Em
∂Em
∂Em
=
+i
+j
+k
,
r
r
i
k
∂Whh m=0 ∂Whh
∂Whh
∂Whh
∂Whh

(B.11)

And,

with N the number of timesteps that compose the sequence. Thus,
t
X
∂Em
∂E t ∂hrt ∂hrm
∂E t ∂hit ∂him
=
+
r
r
r
r
r
∂hit ∂him ∂Whh
m=0 ∂Whh
m=0 ∂ht ∂hm ∂Whh

∂Ek
r :
∂Whh

t
X

∂E t ∂hj ∂hjm
∂E t ∂hit ∂hkm
+ j jt
+
.
r
r
∂hkt ∂hkm ∂Whh
∂ht ∂hm ∂Whh

(B.12)

Non-recursive elements are derived with respect to r,i,j,k:
∂E t ∂prt
∂E t ∂pit
∂E t ∂pjt
∂E t ∂pkt
∂E t
=
+
+
+
∂hrt
∂prt ∂hrt
∂pit ∂hrt
∂pkt ∂hrt
∂pjt ∂hrt
0

0

0

0

r
i
= (prt − ytr ) × f (prt ) × Why
+ (pit − yti ) × f (pit ) × Why

(B.13)

j
k
+ (pjt − ytj ) × f (pjt ) × Why
+ (pkt − ytk ) × f (pkt ) × Why
.

∂E t ∂prt
∂E t ∂pit ∂E t ∂pjt
∂E t ∂pkt
∂E t
=
+
+
+
∂hit
∂prt ∂hit
∂pit ∂hit
∂pkt ∂hit
∂pjt ∂hit
0

0

i
r
= (prt − ytr ) × f (prt ) × −Why
+ (pit − yti ) × f (pit ) × Why
0

(B.14)

0

j
k
+ (pjt − ytj ) × f (pjt ) × Why
+ (pkt − ytk ) × f (pkt ) × −Why
.

∂E t
∂E t ∂prt
∂E t ∂pit
∂E t ∂pjt
∂E t ∂pkt
=
+
+
+
∂prt ∂hjt
∂pit ∂hjt
∂pkt ∂hjt
∂hjt
∂pjt ∂hjt
0

0

j
k
+ (pit − yti ) × f (pit ) × −Why
= (prt − ytr ) × f (prt ) × −Why
0

(B.15)

0

i
r
.
+ (pjt − ytj ) × f (pjt ) × Why
+ (pkt − ytk ) × f (pkt ) × Why

∂E t
∂E t ∂prt
∂E t ∂pit
∂E t ∂pjt
∂E t ∂pkt
=
+
+
+
∂hkt
∂prt ∂hkt
∂pit ∂hkt
∂pkt ∂hkt
∂pjt ∂hkt
0

0

0

0

j
k
+ (pit − yti ) × f (pit ) × Why
= (prt − ytr ) × f (prt ) × −Why
r
i
+ (pjt − ytj ) × f (pjt ) × −Why
+ (pkt − ytk ) × f (pkt ) × Why
.
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Then,
 ∂h
r,m
= hr,t−1
r
 ∂Whh
 ∂hr,m

= −hi,t−1
i
 ∂Whh
 ∂hr,m

 ∂W j = −hj,t−1
 hh
∂hr,m
k
∂Whh

= −hk,t−1

∂hi,m
= hi,t−1
r
∂Whh
∂hi,m
= hi,t−1
r
∂Whh
∂hi,m
= −hk,t−1
j
∂Whh
∂hi,m
k = hj,t−1
∂Whh

∂hj,m
= hj,t−1
r
∂Whh
∂hj,m
= hj,t−1
r
∂Whh
∂hj,m
= hr,t−1
j
∂Whh
∂hj,m
k = −hi,t−1
∂Whh

∂hk,m
r
∂Whh
∂hk,m
r
∂Whh
∂hk,m
j
∂Whh
∂hk,m
k
∂Whh

= hk,t−1





= hk,t−1 

=


hi,t−1 



= h∗t .

= hr,t−1

(B.17)
The remaining terms

∂hrt ∂hit ∂hjt
,
,
∂hrm ∂him ∂hjm

and

∂hkt
∂hkm

are recursive and are written as:
preact

t
Y
∂hr,t
∂hr,n ∂hpreact
∂hr,n ∂h
r,n
=
+ preact i,n
preact
∂hr,m n=m+1 ∂hr,n ∂hr,n−1
∂hi,n ∂hr,n−1
preact

preact

∂hr,n ∂h
∂hr,n ∂h
+ preact j,n + preact k,n ,
∂hj,n ∂hr,n−1
∂hk,n ∂hr,n−1

(B.18)

simplified with,
t
Y
∂hr,t
∂hr,n
∂hr,n
r
i
=
preact × Whh +
preact × Whh
∂hr,m n=m+1 ∂hr,n
∂hi,n
∂hr,n
∂hr,n
j
k
.
+ preact × Whh
+ preact × Whh
∂hj,n
∂hk,n

(B.19)

t
Y
∂hi,t
∂hi,n
∂hi,n
i
r
=
preact × −Whh +
preact × Whh
∂hi,m n=m+1 ∂hr,n
∂hi,n
∂hj,n
∂hi,n
j
k
.
+ preact × Whh
+ preact × −Whh
∂hj,n
∂hk,n

(B.20)

t
Y
∂hj,t
∂hj,n
∂hj,n
j
k
=
× −Whh
preact × −Whh +
∂hj,m n=m+1 ∂hr,n
∂hpreact
i,n
∂hj,n
∂hj,n
r
i
+ preact × Whh
+ preact × Whh
.
∂hj,n
∂hk,n

(B.21)

t
Y
∂hk,n
∂hk,t
∂hk,n
j
k
=
preact × −Whh +
preact × Whh
∂hk,m n=m+1 ∂hr,n
∂hi,n
∂hk,n
∂hk,n
i
r
+ preact × −Whh
+ preact × Whh
.
∂hj,n
∂hk,n

(B.22)

Consequently,

The same operations are performed for i,j,k in Eq. B.26 and
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∂E t
∂Whh

can finally

be expressed as:
t
t
X
Y
∂E t
=
(
δn ) ⊗ h∗t−1 ,
∂Whh m=0 n=m+1

(B.23)

with,



∗
Whh
⊗ δn+1 × α0 (hpreact
)
if n 6= t
n
δn =
 W ∗ ⊗ (p − y ) × β 0 (ppreact ) else.
n
n
hy
n

(B.24)

Input weight matrix
∂E t
∂Whx

is computed in the exact same manner as

∂E t
.
∂Whh

N
X
∂E
∂E t
=
.
∂Whx t=0 ∂Whx

(B.25)

t
X
∂E t
∂Em
∂Em
∂Em
∂Em
=
+i
+j
+k
.
r
r
i
k
∂Whx m=0 ∂Whx
∂Whx
∂Whx
∂Whx

(B.26)

And,

Therefore

∂E t
∂Whx

is easily extent as:
t
t
Y
X
∂E t
δn ) ⊗ x∗t .
(
=
∂Whx m=0 n=m+1

(B.27)

Hidden biases
∂E t
∂Bh

can easily be extended to:

N
X
∂E
∂E t
=
.
∂Bh t=0 ∂Bh

(B.28)

t
X
∂E t
∂Em
∂Em
∂Em
∂Em
+i
+j
+k
.
=
r
r
i
∂Bh m=0 ∂Bh
∂Bh
∂Bh
∂Bhk

(B.29)

And,

Nonetheless, since biases are not connected to any inputs or hidden states, the
matrix of derivatives defined in Eq. B.17 becomes a matrix of 1. Consequently
∂E t
can be summarized as:
∂Bh
t
t
X
Y
∂E t
=
(
δn ).
∂Bh m=0 n=m+1
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Appendix C
Automatic speech recognition
Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) systems aim to map any acoustic signal
to a sequence of words. Overall, the problem of automatic transcription of
speech by any type of speaker over any type of environment is far from being
solved. Nonetheless, recent deep neural networks based approaches make it
feasible to deploy ASR systems in a wide range of devices with good results,
such as smartphones, cars or personal assistants. Modern ASR systems rely on
two major approaches named hydrid DNN/HMM and end-to-end. This thesis
considers both paradigms by replacing traditional real-valued neural components by quaternion neural networks. A simplified overview of the hybrid
DNN/HMM system is given in Figure C.1.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Acoustic
signal

Features
extraction

Acoustic
Modelling

Decoding

“My text ...”

Language
Modelling
Figure C.1 – Simplified view of a traditional hybrid DNN/HMM ASR system.

Most of modern ASR rely on deep NNs, such as recurrent neural networks,
to replace the Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) of the acoustic modelling
phase (Figure-(c) C.1). Acoustic modeling maps each time-frame transformed
as acoustic features to a latent representation. The latter representation varies
accordingly to the decoder. Indeed, latent units can be phonemes, graphemes
or others Hidden Markov Model (HMM) states. The thesis proposes to replace
the real-valued acoustic modeling network with a quaternion neural network
and specific quaternion input features. Indeed, we hypothesis that a better
representation in the early stage of the speech recognition system will have
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a positive impact on the whole ASR chain. Then, a decoding phase with an
external language model, coupled with a HMM (Figure-(d) C.1) is performed.
Such systems are known as hybrid DNN/HMM ASR models. It is important
to mention that all the components of hybrid DNN/HMM systems including features extraction, acoustic modelling, decoding and language modelling
are processed independently, and thus require an important expertise of the
domain.
To alleviate this complexity issue, end-to-end systems have been proposed.
In the latter, all seperate components depicted in Figure C.1 are transformed
into a single neural network. More precisely, one of the major challenge of
transposing hybrid DNN/HMM systems to a single neural network comes
from the acoustic modeling part. Indeed, in the latter component the task
of sequence-to-sequence mapping from an input acoustic signal X = [x1 ,...,xn ]
to a sequence of symbols T = [t1 ,...,tm ] is complex due to:
• X and T could be of arbitrary length.
• The alignment between X and T is unknown in most cases.
Specially, T is usually shorter than X in terms of phoneme symbols. Indeed,
multiple time-frames of signal are required to compose a sound. To address
these problems, the connectionist temporal classification loss (CTC) (Graves,
Fernández, et al. 2006) is used in this thesis. First, a softmax is applied at
each timestep, or frame, providing a probability of emitting each symbol X at
that timestep. This probability results in a symbol sequences representation
P (O|X), with O = [o1 ,...,on ] in the latent space O. A blank symbol 0 −0 is
introduced as an extra label to allow the classifier to deal with the unknown
alignment. Then, O is transformed to the final output sequence with a manyto-one function g(O) defined as follows:
g(z1 ,z2 , − ,z3 ,−)
g(z1 ,z2 ,z3 ,z3 ,−)
g(z1 , − ,z2 ,z3 ,z3 )







= (z1 ,z2 ,z3 ).

(C.1)






Consequently, the output sequence is a sum over the probabilities of all possible
alignments between X and T after applying the function g(O). Then, the
parameters of the models are learned based on the cross entropy loss function:
X
X,T ∈train

− log(P (O|X)).

(C.2)

During the inference, a best path decoding algorithm is performed. Therefore,
the latent sequence with the highest probability is obtained by performing
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argmax of the softmax output at each timestep. The final sequence is obtained
by applying the function g(.) to the latent sequence.
Based on the combination of deep convolutional neural networks with the
CTC loss function, promising results have been reported (Ying Zhang et al.
2017). However, there is no clear evidence that end-to-end approaches are able
to improve over current state-of-the-art hybrid DNN/HMM systems. More
recent end-to-end models incorpate always in a end-to-end manner important
mechanisms including external language modelling, attention or automatic features extraction to directly manage raw signals. These promising works have
shown important improvements over mere end-to-end models.
Following the increasing interest of the community over end-to-end approaches, the thesis distillates the multidimensionality of quaternion neural
networks into end-to-end ASR systems, with the hypothesis that a better
representation based on quaternion numbers, will lead to smaller and more
efficient ASR systems.
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Appendix D
Corpora
The experiments conducted with the quaternion models proposed in this thesis
have been performed on different datasets that are listed and described in this
appendix.
DECODA
The corpus of spoken conversations is a set of automatically transcribed and
annotated human-human telephone conversations of the Paris transportation
system CCS (RATP). This corpus comes from the first version of the DECODA project (Bechet et al. 2012) and is employed to evaluate the effectiveness neural network-based models. The DECODA corpus is composed with
1,242 telephone conversations recorded during high traffics days in Paris, which
is equivalent to about 74 hours of signal. The dataset was split into 8 categories or dominant themes that are detailed in Table D.1, and an example of
a manually transcribed conversation of DECODA is given in Figure D.1.
Table D.1 – DECODA dataset.
Class
Number of samples
label
training development testing
problems of itinerary
145
44
67
lost and found
143
33
63
time schedules
47
7
18
transportation cards
106
24
47
state of the traffic
202
45
90
fares
19
9
11
infractions
47
4
18
special offers
31
9
13
Total
740
175
327

It is important to highlight the difficulty of the classification task due to
the close sub-topics that can occur within a conversation. Indeed, a customer
can ask for the price of a transportation card after a loss, and the document
will be assigned to transportation cards, while the vocabulary is also closely
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Figure D.1 – Example of a human transcription of a dialogue from the DECODA corpus for the SLU task of theme identification.

related to lost and found. Furthermore, high word error rates are reported on
the ASR transcripts with the LIA-Speeral ASR system (Linares et al. 2007),
due to very difficult and noisy environments including streets, buses and metros. Indeed, WERs of 45.8%, 59.3% and 58.0% are obtained on the training,
validation and test datasets respectively.
TIMIT
TIMIT (Garofolo et al. 1993) is an American English phoneme recognition
task (i.e. target sequences, and vocabulary only contain phonemes). Samples
are composed of natural speech recorded at a frequency of 16kHz. In total, the
training subset contains 3,696 sentences uttered by 462 speakers, while the test
set is composed of 192 sentences uttered by 24 speakers. Finaly, a validation
set is made of 400 sentences uttered by 50 speakers, for a total number of 630
American English speakers. Overall, TIMIT provides 5 hours of speech signal.
Wall Street Journal
The Wall Street Journal dataset (WSJ) consists of news text read by US English speakers. The WSJ corpus contains two parts known as WSJ0 and WSJ1.
Two training subsets of 14 and 81 (full) hours are considered in this thesis,
while the traditional “test-eval92” is used at test time. “test-dev93” is considered as a validation set. The 81 hours training set contains 77,800 sentences,
uttered by 245 speakers, while the test set is made of 8,200 sentences, uttered
by unseen speakers (with respect to the training set).
Librispeech
Librispeech is a corpus of approximately 1,000 hours (16Khz) of training from
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read English speech (audio books), divided in three sets (100, 360 and 500
hours). Clean samples and “noisy” ones are clearly separated, and can be
evaluated independently with specific validation and test sets.
Kodak Image Dataset
The Kodak Image Dataset is a collection of 25 uncompressed and true color
images (24 bits per pixel) of size 768 × 512 pixels released by the Kodak Corporation for unrestricted research usage that are available at (KODAK 1999).
This dataset is usually employed to evaluate models that process color images
including denoising, enhancement, automatic colorization or image compression.
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